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Tuesday, 11 May 1999
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took the
chair at 2.33 p.m. and read the prayer.

ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent to:
Coroners (Amendment) Act
Government Superannuation Act
Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Act
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Act
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Act
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Act
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Act
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Act

MENTAL HEALTH (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. I. KNOWLES
(Minister for Health).
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expended and none of that money was made available
for alternative electrical systems in these facilities. I ask
the minister what contingency plans the government
has in place to protect elderly and disabled Victorians in
specialist settings in the event of another gas crisis.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Aged Care) The responsibility for the provision of warm, secure
surroundings rests with the providers of those services.
If the providers wanted to access the assistance
available they were eligible to do so, provided they met
the criteria laid down as a result of the agreement
between the commonwealth and the state. Obviously
where providers were not able to meet those criteria
assistance would not have been provided. I should have
thought the Labor Party would run a very strong line
that the providers of the services are responsible for
providing wann, secure surroundings to people
accessing the services. In terms of contingency
arrangements, the government has t>een working to
ensure-Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What about the
responsibility to provide gas? Who is responsible for
providing gas?
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Is that a supplementary

STAMPS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

SHRINE OF REMEMBRANCE
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. M. A. BIRRELL
(Minister for Industry, Science and Technology).

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Gas: nursing homes
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Aged Care to the fact that last year a
number of homes for the care of elderly and disabled
people purchased electric hot water systems at the
height ofthe gas crisis. Only $7.3 million of the
$100 million federal gas compensation fund was

question?
Bon. Bill Forwood - No wonder you are not the
leader anymore.
Bon. R. I. KNOWLES - Mr Theopbanous
embarrasses his own leader. The question was whether
the providers of residential services for elderly people
can transfer their responsibility for the provision of
warm, secure settings to the government. The answer is
no, they cannot - they are responsible for providing
those services.

The government is working to ensure that a number of
contingency plans are in place. This is much broader
than ensuring coverage of any risk of shortage of gas
until the supply of gas can be guaranteed in the future.
The more daunting challenge is to ensure that the
system is able to cope with any lack of year 2000
(Y2K) compliance by the essential services. The whole
of government has been working bard at this issue to
ensure that not only is the system Y2K compliant, but
that contingency plans are in place to meet any loss of
critical services across the spectrum. The government
has been working hard to ensure the ongoing provision
of gas to the Victorian community, and it will maintain
that effort.
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Better Roads Victoria
Hon. G. B. ASHMAN (Koonung) - Given the
need for the upgrading and additional maintenance of a
number of outer suburban and metropolitan roads, will
the minister outline the government's commitment to
meeting that need?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - There is no doubt that since 1993 there has
been significant economic growth in Victoria under the
Kennett government. That has led to the development
of new residential areas and a significant improvement
in industrial development throughout the outer
metropolitan and fringe areas of Melbourne. With
many more people living and working in those areas
increasing pressure has been placed on the existing road
network. Many of the roads are older rural-type
two-lane roads that were established for much lower
volumes of traffic but they are now carrying city-type
traffic volumes, which has meant we needed to
re-examine the issue.

In response to that situation, in 1993 the government
implemented the Outer Metropolitan Arterial Road
Improvement program, which was specifically targeted
to the duplication of rural-type roads in Melbourne's
outer metropolitan areas. The program is funded from
state capital works and is in addition to the Better
Roads Victoria money. As I said, it is a separate
allocation from the Better Roads fund for those
much-needed road networks.
That highlights the significant difference between the
government and the Labor opposition, which has
already said it would fund the outer metropolitan-type
works from Better Roads Victoria The ALP has got
itself into a slight spot of bother. It is the old Labor
Party again. It makes promise after promise and at the
end of the day it will not be able to fund any of them. It
is just another example of the Labor Party trying to fool
the public of Victoria, particularly those who live in
outer metropolitan areas, that it would be able to fund
all the initiatives from the Better Roads program, even
the tunnel linking the Eastern Freeway and City Link.
The honourable member for Thomastown in another
place said the Labor Party would fund City Link and
the outer metropolitan program out of Better Roads.
That is some $193 million. If you add all those
promises you will find that they just don't add up.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE - The opposition cannot add
up. It clearly shows that the Labor Party is back to the
same old tricks of trying to buy the people in rural

Victoria and the outer metropolitan areas when in fact it
has just not done the work. The Labor Party is no
different from what it used to be.
The government has made real commitments to
improving roads. Since the introduction of the program
work is in progress or has been completed on
25 different projects at a cost of$82.5 million. That
includes projects such as work on Melton Highway,
Greens Road, Greensborough Highway, Narre Warren
Road North, Boronia Road and Dorset Road, and
$10 million for works in Werribee. Projects have
commenced in the following municipalities: Frankston,
Greater Dandenong, Casey, Kingston, Knox,
Whitehorse, Manningham, Maroondah, Yarra Ranges,
Banyule, Nillumbik, Brimbank, Melton and Wyndham.
I am pleased to announce that in the 1999-2000 budget
the government has approved an additional $49 million

to commence a further 13 projects next financial year.
An announcement has already been made in respect of

$3 million for the duplication ofKelletts Road between
Stud Road and Taylors Lane, Rowville, and
$1.6 million for the widening ofHeatherton Road in
Springvale South. It will give me a great deal of
pleasure to announce, along with my colleagues,
additional programs over the next few weeks to show
the people of metropolitan and outer metropolitan areas
that there is a real difference between the government
they have and the promises made by the Labor Party.

Melbourne-Geelong road: upgrade
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - I direct my
question to the Minister for Roads and Ports. The
document National Roads in Victoria: A Forward
Strategy 1998-99 to 2002-{}3 carries your
endorsement, Minister, for 'Victoria's national road
strategy'.

On page 5 the document commits the Princes Highway
West to be treated as a national highway, page 11 refers
to it as 'a national highway by any criteria', and
page 15 lists it under 'other national roads'. Minister,
why have you reneged on those undertakings? Why
will you not assure Victorians that all work on the
Princes Highway West will be completed to the
standards required for a national highway?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Why don't you have a colour copy,
Mr Power? I have one I can give you.
Hon. Pat Power -

This is an original.

Hon. G. R. CRAIGE - Mr Power asked about
Princes Highway West. For those who do not know, to
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put it in terms that most of us understand, it is
commonly called Geelong Road. The government has
made a clear commitment since day one - I can tell
the house it is something the Labor Party can never
ever argue because it had it at the bottom of its list for
10 years - and has continued to argue for the
dassification of Geelong Road as a national highway.
Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. G. R. CRAlGE - I ask government
members to hold on. They might learn something, too!
The reality is that the government has continued to
argue the economic significance of Geelong as a place
not only in Victoria but also in Australia. Clearly, any
Geelong Road upgrades will be done to a standard according to the government's strategy declaration that
it be upgraded from two to three lanes in each
direction - that will reflect the recognition of the true
economic significance of Geelong. The government
will continue to do that for the people of that region. I
anxiously await the start of the upgrading work on that
road SO that the people of Geelong can appreciate the
importance of a good connection between Geelong and
Melbourne.

Small business: strip shopping centres
Hon. B. C. BOARDMAN (Chelsea) - I have a
very good question to ask the Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology, and I expect a good answer as
well. Will the minister advise the house of steps taken
to reinvigorate and revitalise traditional local strip
shopping centres?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I am pleased to be able to
advise the house that the Kennett government will
provide special funding to help revitalise and expand
strip shopping centres - the traditional shopping
centres in Victorian regional centres, suburban
Melbourne and inner city Melbourne. The government
will provide $1 million in special funding to assist local
communities to work together as teams to ensure strip
shopping centres and key commercial precincts are
expanded and the important community role they play
enhanced.
In the past two years, the government has already
created hundreds ofjobs in Victoria through the
Victorian Streetlife program. That has helped a number
of shopkeepers in traditional areas across the state: to
work together as teams; to employ strategic consultants,
for example, to help them focus on how they can fill
shops that are now empty; to help them in marketing
campaigns; to promote the identity of certain areas, or;

to work with councils on infrastructure to upgrade the
physical environment of shopping precincts.
In the next two years the government will provide a
further $1 million through the Streetlife initiative so that
more projects can be developed, because growth in
smaller shopping precincts is desirable. The
government recognises that there are traditional
impediments to growth in those areas. In simple terms,
large shopping centres usually have managers who run
the centres' commercial advertising budgets, and they
also have the benefit of teamwork - that is, they take a
common approach to marketing and presentation to
customers.

Strip shopping centres have individual shops that
happen to be in one street. Often there is very little
communication between the proprietors of different
shops. Sometimes the rivalry between them makes
them blind to the common good of working together as
a team. The government now provides the glue in the
relationship through funding the Streetlife program,
which brings together many of the shopkeepers as a
group and ensures they can develop a common strategy
from which they can reap enormous success.
Many honourable members would be aware of the
effects of the Streetlife program in their electorates. It
ensures that the streets attract tourists and activities. The
example of Bridge Road, Richmond - not far from
Parliament House - comes to mind The Bridge Road
program has lifted morale enormously and has led to
great commercial returns. From the government's point
of view the real reward is local employment.

Hon. I. J. Cover interjected.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Yes, I am pleased to
make the announcement during Small Business May.
Employment is growing faster in the retail sector than
in most other sectors of the state's economy, having
had a 5 per cent increase in the past year. It is in the
interests of everybody to help shopping precincts to
grow. Suburban and regional centres will benefit from a
major concentration of commercial activity and
employment. The Department of State Development is
encouraging that growth as part of Victoria's
employment programs and is looking forward to the
jobs that will result from that $1 million injection of
funds.

Hospitals: waiting lists
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Health to the fact that waiting lists for
surgery at the Royal Melbourne hospital blew out by
nearly 50 per cent in the second half oflast year. Will
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the minister admit that the number of people on the
waiting lists has increased significantly since last
winter, and will he now adopt Labor's policy of
abolishing the government health networks and
redirecting the $18 million saved into patient care?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
am delighted to thank the Leader of the Opposition for
her question. It is true that waiting lists continue to be
under pressure in Victoria. The demand on the system
continues to escalate at a rate over and above what can
be explained by technological or demographic changes.
That is not peculiar to Victoria; it applies across all
states that have universal access systems.

By contrast to its predecessor, the Kennett government
has been able to eliminate waiting lists for category 1
patients - that is, patients who have an urgent need to
access the hospital system. When we came to
government, 900 Victorians were waiting more than
30 days for urgent surgery. For a number of years no
Victorian patient has waited more than 30 days. That
represents a huge achievement that no other state has
been able to match. Certainly our predecessor could not
do it!
The Labor government oversaw a huge growth in the
number of names on waiting lists. There has been
continuing increased access to the public hospital
system in the order of 250 000 patients in the time the
coalition has been in government. The budget
introduced by the government last week will lead to
another 10 000 patients being treated in the public
hospital system over and above the number treated this
year.1bat represents a continued significant growth in
the system.
The substance of the question of the Leader of the
Opposition was whether the government will abolish
the networks and put the so-called savings into waiting
list management. The Labor Party has nominated a
saving of $18 million, which means it is advocating
getting rid of people who are employed in the system to
book patients into hospitals. If that policy were adopted
people would not get access to a hospital because no
booking officer would be available! That is an example
of the absurdity of the so-called policy initiative of the
opposition.
The general community must find it laughable when
the Labor Party says it will reduce the size of the
bureaucracy more than the Kennett government has
done. The Labor Party has spent seven years opposing
every policy initiative the government has introduced to
reduce the cost of bureaucracy. In overall employment
terms, Victoria has about 50 000 fewer public sector

positions today than existed under the former Labor
government
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Are you proud of that?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - I am proud of the fact
that we have more available dollars going into service
delivery than into administration, which was the
hallmark of the Labor Party administration. The
government takes pride in the fact that it has used more
of the available taxpayer dollar to deliver service
outcomes rather than its being absorbed into
administration expenses.

Only somebody who lives in a policy vacuum would
even raise in a forum such as this, where it can be
rejected, the concept that a Labor government would be
more hard-nosed on the cost of administration than the
Kennett government has been. During the Kennett
government's seven-year term the opposition has
opposed any administrative change the government has
made. If the Labor Party abolishes networks, as is its
policy, it will need to explain how large it will make the
department responsible for carrying out the functions
that the networks now perform. My hunch is that under
a Labor government it would cost not $18 million but
double that amount. That is Labor's record
Rather than making more money available for service
delivery, the Labor Party's policy would lead to the
prOvision ofless money. Its policy of transferring the
functions now performed in the networks back to the
department would only increase the size of the public
service. You cannot have it both ways - you either
have a system that books in patients and prepares plans
or you don't!
Hon. D. A. Nardella - The booking officers are in
the hospitals!
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - The booking officers are
employed by the networks. You have even less
knowledge about the way the health system operates
than does Mr Theophanous. He always gets into trouble
when he interjects. I am happy for you to now join the
chorus.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I ask the house to
settle down.
Hon. R. L KNOWLES - I welcome the
interjection ofMr Nardella, because he has given the
game away. He says the staff and the networks will be
transferred back into the hospitals.
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Hon. D. A. Nardella inteIjected.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - There is no saving. That
is precisely the point. Anyone who looks at the issue
realistically will understand
Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - I am prepared to match
my knowledge of the system with yours any day, any
time, and in any forum you want to nominate.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - So you should; you're the
minister!
Honourable members interjecting.

The PRESIDENT - Order! A serious question has
been asked and an answer is being given which must be
recorded. I ask the house to settle down to allow the
minister to wind up.

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - This is a serious
question, because it is the only policy initiative - Hon. D. A. Nardella - That's not true.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - I t is the only policy
initiative in health we have heard from the Labor Party.
Somehow-Hon. D. A. Nardella - You haven't even read it.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - I have read it,
ad nauseam. I was trying to find where it has a
significant initiative. There are two. I am not allowed to
canvass the second one, but I hope I \\-ill be asked a
question on that. A question today referred to the
abolition of networks, freeing up $18 million to go into
service delivery. That is plain nonsense. It is idiotic,
stupid, and will not work. It will cost the system more
so that even less money will be available for the service
system. The real crunch point is that the public hospital
system spends almost $3.5 billion on treating nearly a
million patients. An amount of $18 million will not
treat many patients, and the suggestion that somehow
that would reduce waiting lists is a lie, and ought to be
nailed as a lie.
The Labor Party's policy would maintain waiting lists
around their present level. The difference in
management is that what the government has
established will ensure that no-one who requires
emergency services will wait more than 30 days. By
contrast, when the Labor Party was in government,
900 Victorians were waiting more than 30 days for
emergency services. The government will match its
record on health with the performance of the Labor

Party when labor is in a position to be judged - that
is, when it is in government - any day it wants to raise
the issue.

Berwick community hospital
Hon. N. B. LUCAS (Eumemmerring) - Will the
Minister for Health advise the house of developments
in the provision of public health services in Berwick?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
thank Mr Lucas for his question. The government has
advanced the development of the new public hospital at
Berwick, as it foreshadowed in its metropolitan health
services plan.
As I have previously said in the house, this is part of a
deliberate government strategy to move services closer
to where people live. In contrast to its predecessor,
which maintained an overwhelming focus on public
health services delivery in the central business area of
Melbourne, the government is determined to move
services out. Part of that plan is the establishment of a
new community hospital at Berwick, an area with
perhaps the fastest growing population in the state. It
has been in that position now for many years and all the
forward projections suggest that that will continue.
The government has nominated a range of services medical services, surgical services, obstetrics, palliative
care, and specialist aged care services - to be
delivered from the site at Berwick. As a result of the
tendering process the government received a significant
number of bids, which was narrowed down. I am
pleased to advise the house that Ramsay Health Care
Ltd has been selected as the preferred provider for the
building and operation of the new hospital. The
government is now involved in entering into a
contractual arrangement with Ramsay Health Care, and
that process is expected to be completed in the next few
months. Construction will then commence. The
hospital will be situated on the corner of Clyde Road
and the Princes Freeway and will open in the latter part
of next year. The hospital will have in the order of
150 beds. It will be a well-designed, compact
two-storey building. Great emphasis will be placed on
security. Patients will have access to either internal
courtyards or balconies.
The Ramsay Health Care group has a good reputation
for the delivery of health services in this coun1Iy. The
previous Labor government privatised two repatriation
hospitals using Ramsay Health Care, and the veteran
community is pleased with the way those hospitals are
operating.
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Hon. M. M. Gould - The federal Labor
government?

justifies my treating with him on those issues. For what
it is worth, I believe it is inappropriate to - -

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Yes, it was the federal
Labor government. I assume the state Labor Party is not
abandoning that and is quite happy to accept the
decision of the previous federal government. The
government supports it very strongly. That proved to be
a profitable partnership for the state. The Ramsay
Health Care group was successful in bidding for the
construction of the new Mildura Base Hospital. The
Berwick project represents the second project in
Victoria through which public health services will be
delivered.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - On a point of order,
Mr President, I do not know whether the minister
misunderstood my question, but it was a general
question about whether the minister acknowledges that
the decision to establish a major hazards unit is an
admission that the VWA failed to undertake adequate
plant inspections of major hazard sites - 'sites', plural.

I stress that all the services provided at the new hospital
at Berwick will be accessible in exactly the same way
as are public health services that are delivered in other
public hospitals in the state. It is very good news for
Berwick. As Victoria moves into the next century
public health services will be provided to the Berwick
community for the first time.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I acknowledge your
ruling, Mr President, and I simply point out again that
the honourable member cannot help himself - he
insists on pre-empting his questions. On this occasion
he actually quoted from the Longford royal
commission!

I compliment Mr Lucas, who asked the question, his
colleague Dr Robert Dean in the other place, and
Dr Wells: they have lobbied long and hard for the
provision of public health services at Berwick. I am
pleased to advise the house that their work is rapidly
coming to fiuition and that within the next 12 months
or so public health services will be delivered at
Berwick.

Workcover: safety inspections
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I refer
the minister responsible for Workcover to the witness
statement by Mr Glenn Sargent, the former Director,
Field Services, in the Victorian Workcover Authority to
the effect that:
It was not custom or practice for processing plant to be
inspected in the course of a dangerous goods inspection.

I further refer the minister to job advertisements placed
by the Victorian Workcover Authority in the Age to
establish a major hazards unit to undertake 'plant
inspections' and ask: will the minister now
acknowledge that the decision to establish a major
hazards unit is an admission that the VWA failed to
undertake adequate plant inspections of major hazard
sites in the past?
Hon. R. M. BALLAM (Minister for Finance)Mr Theophanous might technically be within the rules
of the house to raise issues that go to the substance of
the Longford royal commission, but that in no way

The PRESIDENT - Order! The question was
perfectly clear, and the honourable member just re-read
it The house has not yet heard the minister's answer.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - No, I didn't. I quoted
from a witness statement.
Government members interjecting.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Then I rest my case. If
you are so stupid that you cannot tell the difference,
there is not much point in my responding.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous ~ If you don't
understand the difference, you are stupid!
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Honourable members
should not be surprised by Mr Theophanous' s tactics.
His contempt for propriety in this place is legendary; he
abuses the process again and again. I have said in words
of one syllable that I do not intend to accommodate the
honourable member. For what it is worth, I will say this
slowly: I have the utmost faith in Sir Daryl Dawson,
both personally and professionally, and am prepared to
allow him to adjudicate on the issues brought before the
Longford royal commission. I suggest that the
honourable member do exactly the same. The findings
of the Longford royal commission will be brought
before the chamber, and he will then have a chance to
debate all the issues. It does you no credit - Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - Why did you advertise
for a hazards unit?
The PRESIDE.~ - Order! The minister will
continue, without interruption.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr Theophanous runs
true to form. This is exactly what he did before the
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royal commission. The opposition led evidence, and the
honourable member raised questions about his
standards by making statements outside the royal
commission. I suggest he is now doing exactly the same
thing. I repeat: I refuse to accommodate an abuse of the
rules.

Tourism: Olympic Games
HOD. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) - Will the
Minister for Tourism advise the house of Tourism
Victoria's plans to capitalise on the Sydney
2000 Olympic Games?

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Tourism) - I
thank the Honourable David Davis for his question and

for his longstanding interest in Victorian tourism. The
Sydney Olympics in 2000 present both a threat and an
opportunity for Victoria On the one hand there will be
a worldwide focus on Sydney, but on the other there
will be a series of international visitors and, more
importantly, international focus on Australia that
Victoria can take advantage of if it positions itself
correctly.
Tourism Victoria will embark on three strategies to
ensure that Victoria obtains some benefit from the
media attention that will be focused on Sydney. Firstly,
it will be running an Escape to Melbourne campaign for
Sydneysiders who, for example, treat with estate agents
to let out their homes. They will be contacted and asked
whether they would like a short break in Melbourne. It
will also be targeting the overseas market by inviting
overseas visitors without itineraries to come to
Melbourne either before or after the games.
Secondly, Tourism Victoria will embark on a strategy
to obtain a lot of Melbourne press coverage from
journalists. The Tourism Victoria office in Sydney will
be converted to a Victorian media service centre. The
Australian Tourism Commission has estimated that
2000 journalists will be in Sydney for the Olympic
Games, and it is further estimated that 100 000 media
inquiries will be received. It is most important that
Victoria positions itself to take advantage of potential
free press as a consequence of that coverage. Tourism
Victoria will market Melbourne as Australia's first
Olympic city, and it will also approach a number of
journalists to ensure that not only Melbourne but
regional Victoria is well covered by the press.
Thirdly, Tourism Victoria will increase its marketing of
Melbourne with a new Melbourne Internet site along
the lines of international commercial expectations.
I am pleased to draw the attention of honourable
members to the fact that the budget has provided for the

activities I have outlined. An extra $1 million was
provided for Olympic marketing over a two-year
period.
I am confident about the opportunities that will be
provided to Victoria by the Sydney Olympics. The
main value will be post-Olympics tourism, which will
occur as a result of an increased awareness of Australia.
However, for the Olympic period itself, Victoria has
some wonderful opportunities and is very well
positioned to exploit them.

Tourism: tram conductors
HOD. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) Has the Minister for Tourism made any submission or
representation to the government to reintroduce tram
conductors on Melbourne's trams to help tourists and
promote tourism in Victoria?

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Tourism) Probably the most significant new tourism service the
government has introduced to Melbourne is the City
Circle tram loop - which has conductors! I am also
pleased to advise the house that the 1996 tourism
industry employee of the year was a tram conductor on
a Melbourne City Circle tram. I was delighted to
personally hand his award to him!
I can also indicate - as I am very fond of the issue of
late - that I think the tram is a terrific Melbourne icon.
Indeed, I can indicate on a personal level - as the
Honourable Don Nardella wishes to divide me from
government issues - that I believe the tram should be
the Melbourne icon. It is not; however, every Tourism
Victoria pamphlet and marketing book about
Melbourne has pictures of trams. Tourism Victoria
recognises trams as a fantastic tourism icon. It even
informs tourists what number tram to use when
travelling from one part of town to another! If
honourable members look through every piece of
Tourism Victoria marketing material about Melbourne,
they will see that the tram features more often than
anything else I can think of.
I am delighted to inform Mr Nardella that I think trams
are a great Melbourne icon. I am happy to provide him
with all the available material so he too can encourage
tourists to use trams. The government is having a series
of discussions with private sector tram operators about
more opportunities for trams in tourism. As I said, one
of the great initiatives of the government has been the
City Circle tram, which I am delighted to inform the
honourable member - as he does not appear to
know - is fully staffed by conductors.
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Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - Will the
Minister for Finance update the house on the progress
of the historic Treasury precinct?

am told will be faithfully restored. That project,
together with the refurbishment of 3 Treasury Place on
the relocation ofCinemedia to Federation Square in
200 1, will see the last of the building blocks completed.
Federation Square will be completely restored.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
thank the honourable member for his question. I am
absolutely delighted to report to the house on the
restoration and occupation of the Treasury Reserve,
which clearly ends the long period of neglect of that
historic area. It can now be reported that the precinct
and its buildings are to be brought into full use for the
first time in many years.

Victoria should be proud that this area presents a
positive image of our public administration. When the
Treasury Reserve is restored to its former glory, I invite
all members of the chamber - particularly
Mr Hartigan, who says I do not take him anywhere and members of the Victorian public to see first-hand
what I regard as a truly recaptured and reinvigorated
chapter of our history.

Treasury Reserve

The faithfully restored buildings are now providing
appropriate long-term office accommodation for
government departments and ministers. I am also
pleased to report that, after consultation with the
Historic Buildings Council, all redundant buildings on
the site have been demolished, which further enhances
the presence of the remaining structures.
The building at 2 Treasury Place is of particular
noteworthiness. That grand 19th century building was
deemed totally unsuitable for commercial occupation
and was largely vacant when the coalition came to
government Now, appropriately and happily, it is
occupied by the Department of Education. The
architects involved were awarded a prestigious award
for their work on the building.
Landscaping and paving works in the Treasury Reserve
are part of a master plan, opening up the area and
providing a link from the Treasury Gardens to the
eastern end of the city and the new Park Hyatt Hotel
precinct The revitalisation of that area will be of great
benefit to the tourism sector and the general
community.
Restoration work has been faithfully and painstakingly
undertaken. What was an under-used facility has
become a great centre of Victorian government
administration. The final stages of the restoration are
now under way.
I am delighted to report that the last two stages - the
last two building blocks - are about to be commenced.
That includes the refurbishment of the former
Government Printing Office, to be tenanted by the
Board of Studies. I was delighted yesterday to officially
mark the commencement of the restoration work on
that grand old lady of our history.
I am also pleased to acknowledge that the
commonwealth government has announced it intends to
spend almost $16 million on 4 Treasury Place, which I

FAIR TRADING BILL and FAIR TRADING
(INSPECTORS POWERS AND OTHER
AMENDMENTS) Bll..L
Concurrent debate

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - By
leave, I move:
That this house authorises and requires the Honourable the
President to permit the second-reading debate on the Fair
Trading Bill and the Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and
Other Amendments) Bill to be taken concwrentJy.

Motion agreed to.

PETITIONS
Gippsland Lakes
Hon. PHlLIP DAVIS (Gippsland) presented petition
from certain citizens of Victoria requesting immediate
steps to control and manage the effects of the current
Gippsland Lakes blue-green algae outbreak and
immediate scientific investigations into the causes,
followed by the enactment of appropriate legislatio~
together with the provision of finance and manpower, to
ensure a manageable short and long-term solution.
(25 signatures)
Laid on table.

Liquorland outlet, Mount Waverley
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) presented
petition from certain citizens of Victoria praying that the
village atmosphere and shopping amenity of the Hamilton
Place shopping centr~ Mount Waverley, be not further
eroded by the granting of another packaged liquor licence
to Liquorland Australia Pty Ltd. (690 signatures)
Laid on table.

REVIEW OF SUICIDES AND SELF-HARM IN VICTORIAN PRISONS
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Parliamentary candidates: nomination fees
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) presented petition
from certain citizens of Victoria praying that the
provisions of clause 14, which require candidates for the
Legislative Assembly and the Legislative Council to pay
nomination fees of $350 and $700 respectively, and clause
26 of The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment)
Bill be removed. (56 signatures)

Kingston Planning Scheme - Amendment L49.
Melbourne Planning Scheme - Amendment Cl.
Melton Planning Scheme - Amendment L I0 I.
Moonee Valley Planning Scheme.
Moreland Planning Scheme - Amendment 1.63.
Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme.
Murrindindi Planning Scheme.

Laid on table.

REVIEW OF SmCIDES AND SELF-HARM
IN VICTORIAN PRISONS
Report
For Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and Ports),
Hon. R. I. Knowles presented report, excluding pages36
to 81 inclusive, November 1998.

Stonnington Planning Scheme - Amendment
L77.
Surf Coast Planning Scheme - Amendment L54.
South Westem Regional Waste Management Group Minister for Conservation and Land Management's report of
6 May 1999 of receipt of the 1997-98 audit report
Westem Regional Waste Management Group - Minister for
Conservation and Land Management's report of 6 May 1999
of receipt of the 1997-98 audit report.

Laid on table.
Wonthaggi and District Hospital-

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:

Minister's report of failure to submit 1997-98
report to him within the prescribed period and the

reasons therefor.
Report, \997-98 (two papers).

Barwon Regional Waste Management Group - Minister for
Conservation and Land Management's report of 6 May 1999
of receipt of the 1997-98 audit report.
Calder Regional Waste Management Group - Minister for
Conservation and Land Management's report of 6 May 1999
of receipt of the 1997-98 audit report.
Central Murray Regional Waste Management Group~inister for Conservation and Land Management's report of
6 May 1999 of receipt of the 1997-98 audit report.

Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 - Minister's Orders of4
and 6 May 1999 giving approval to granting of leases and the
variation of an existing lease at Albert Park and ParkviUe
(three papers).

Gippsland Regional Waste Management Group - Minister
for Conservation and Land Management's report of 6 May
1999 of receipt of the 1997-98 audit report
Goulbum Valley Regional Waste Management Group Minister for Conservation and Land Management's report of
6 May 1999 of receipt of the 1997-98 audit report.
North East Victorian Regional Waste Management GroupMinister for Conservation and Land Management's report of
6 May 1999 of receipt of the 1997-98 audit report.
Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of Approval
of the following amendments and new planning schemes:
Cranbourne Planning Scheme - Amendment
L233.
Hume Planning Scheme - Amendment 1.62.

THE CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
That this bill be now read a seoond time.

The Constitution Act Amendment Act 1958 regulates
the conduct of state elections in Victoria. The act
establishes the Office of the Victorian Electoral
Commissioner, provides how citizens enrol to vote;
provides for the establishment and maintenance of the
electoral rolls; and deals with how elections are held,
and how polling is conducted.
The Electoral Commissioner has identified a number of
reforms that will improve the administration of state
elections in Victoria, and improve the operational
efficiency of the Electoral Commission. This bill
implements those reforms and will bring the Victorian
act into line with the Commonwealth Electoral Act
1918.
A number of the amendments involve modernising the
management of elections in Victoria Some parts of the
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act reflect the days when electoral rolls were kept on
paper cards and metal presses for printing. The act is
written to reflect these outmoded ways of maintaining
the rolls, which hinder the efficient management of the
electoral rolls. The bill will update the act to recognise
current developments in electoral management due to
advances in infonnation technology, which the
Victorian Electoral Commission has embraced in the
management of elections.
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The nature of the arrangement for joint
commonwealth-state management of the electoral rolls
has also changed. The act contemplates the
commonwealth maintaining the rolls for Victoria,
which is no longer the case. Computerised roll
management has made it possible for Victoria to
separately manage its own roll. The bill will amend the
act to reflect the current intergovernmental arrangement
where Victoria and the commonwealth share enrolment
information rather than jointly maintaining a single roll.

Removal of subdivisions from the act
Full preferential voting
The bill will amend the act to remove references to
subdivisions. Subdivisions are electoral areas created
from the intersection of state district and
commonwealth division electoral boundaries. There is
at least one subdivision in each state district, and more
than one where commonwealth division boundaries run
through a state district, which is the situation in most
state districts.
Prior to the use of computers to maintain state and
commonwealth electoral rolls, it was necessary to
maintain the rolls on the basis of subdivisions.
Infonnation on electors was kept on cards, which were
grouped together by subdivision. Subdivisions could
then be aggregated to fonn either a state district for
state elections or a commonwealth division for
commonwealth elections, as the case required. The act
reflects this pre-computer era.
For some years, the electoral rolls have been kept on
computer. The computerised rolls kept by the Victorian
Electoral Commission and the Australian Electoral
Commission do not need to sort electors by subdivision
to produce electoral rolls. As a result, subdivisions are
no longer necessary to produce electoral rolls. To
reflect the reality of computer generated electoral rolls,
and to simplify and improve the efficiency of
maintaining the Victorian electoral roll, the bill will
remove subdivisions from the act.
The Electoral Commissioner is to be the electoral
registrar for the state
The act allows the commissioner to appoint registrars.
However, the act does not make it clear that the
Electoral Commissioner is the registrar for the state and
has the power to centrally manage the enrolment
process, in order to carry out duties such as removing
deceased electors from the electoral roll. Some of the
functions in the act previously carried out by registrars
are now carried out centrally by the commissioner.
Such a clear power would improve the efficiency of
electoral roll management.

Victoria's voting system is intended to be a full
preferential voting system, requiring voters to cast a
preference for all candidates standing in an electorate.
This system has recently been undermined by the action
of some members of the community who have
advocated an optional preferential voting system. The
bill amends the act to prevent the recurrence of this
situation, by eliminating the possibility of optional
preferential voting. These amendments will bring the
act into line with recent amendments to the
commonwealth Electoral Act in this regard.
Increase in candidates' deposits
The bill increases the deposits that candidates must pay
upon nomination for election. The deposit is increased
from $250 for all candidates to $350 for candidates for
election to the Assembly and $700 for candidates for
election to the Council. The deposit has not been
changed since 1985. The new amounts reflect the
deposits for candidates at commonwealth elections.
Candidates receiving 4 per cent or more of the primary
votes at an election get their deposits back.
The bill makes overdue reforms to Victoria's election
management system to enhance its operation, while
maintaining the integrity of the system.
I commend this bill to the house.
Debate adjourned for Hon. D. A. NARDELLA
(Melbourne North) on motion of Hon. Pat Power.
Debate adjourned until next day.

MARINE (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 21 April; motion of
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and Ports).

Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The Marine
(Amendment) Bill is an unnecessary and, in the
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opposition's view, unwise piece of legislation, which it
will oppose vigorously. At the appropriate time I will
move a reasoned amendment to indicate its concerns.
As a courtesy I advise that the opposition will call for a
division on the reasoned amendment and on the second
reading.
In 1998 Tom Roper, the then responsible minister,
initiated what all honourable members would agree was
a major reform to pilotage services which resulted in a
lO-year agreement to provide those services in the ports
of Melbourne, Geelong and Hastings. Honourable
members may be aware that in Portland the services
were provided by an agreement within the port. It is
reasonable to argue that Victoria has developed a
national and, indeed, an international reputation for the
provision of safe, efficient and economical sea pilotage
services. That is the core reason for the opposition's
concern about the inappropriateness of the legislation.
That is why the opposition so strongly opposes it.
It is important to understand in the context of the debate

that one of the many decisions made by the Kennett
government about the Marine Board of Victoria was
that all the industIy and union representatives - the
people with experience and expertise - were
unilaterally replaced with individuals described by the
government as having particular skills. Of course they
were political appointees made by the Kennett
government, and that experience has not been limited to
the maritime sector.
One reason the opposition feels so strongly about the
legislation is that when I began my rounds of
consultations with the major players and individuals
who possess experience in the sector I found that none
of them had sighted it. That included Port Phillip Sea
Pilots Pty Ltd, a registered company with a contractual
arrangement with the Victorian government that has
been in place for 10 years. It is appalling, arrogant and
bad government that the current operators were not
shown the proposed legislation, especially when its
intent is to ensure that the company's capacity to
continue to provide sea pilotage services will be
undermined so that it will not be capable of continuing.
When Port Phillip Sea Pilots made a formal request to
the Marine Board of Victoria it refused to provide it
with a copy of the draft legislation. The Kennett
government refused to provide the sea pilots with the
proposed legislation because, as I said earlier, the
Marine Board of Victoria is no longer at arm's length
from the government. It no longer comprises board
members who were appointed because of their
experience and expertise; the board comprises political
appointees who dance to the tune of the government.
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One should not be in any doubt about what was really
happening when the Marine Board of Victoria refused
to provide Port Phillip Sea Pilots with the proposed
legislation.
All the major players with whom I spoke - Port
Phillip Sea Pilots; the unions with coverage in the
maritime area - namely, the Australian Maritime
Officers Union, the Australian Institute of Marine and
Power Engineers and the Maritime Union of Australia; .
the Insurance Council of Australia; and Associated
Marine Insurance, a major maritime insurer - learnt of
the detail of the legislation from and were provided
with copies of the bill by the opposition. On any
judgment that is arrogant, bad government.
The major players in any issue, the people who are
quite clearly stakeholders, ought to be properly
consulted and have draft legislation made available to
them. It should be made available not just as a courtesy
and to make them aware of it, but so that the draft
legislation may be improved as a consequence of the
government of the day receiving advice from people
who have experience and expertise in the area.
Victoria enjoys a worldwide reputation for the standard
of service provided by its sea pilots. When sea pilot
services have been privatised interstate and
internationally the result has been a major increase in
accident and safety problems. It is important to
understand that charges for the provision of sea pilot
services were reduced in September 1994 and July
1995 under the 10-year contractual agreement between
the Victorian government and the sea pilots and not
because an external tribunal undertook a review,
conducted hearings and made a recommendation. The
two significant reductions in service charges were
instigated by Port Phillip Sea Pilots. An absurd
situation arose where on two occasions the company
instigated reductions in the charges for its services
despite the fuet those services were being delivered at a
standard that was envied nationally and internationally.
The scenario I have described shows the Kennett
government at its worst - that is, committed to
privatisation for the sake of privatisation. In this case,
as it has done in other areas of my responsibility,
particularly local government, the Kennett government
is seeking to create private profit out of an existing
service that is provided at the highest standards under a
strongly regulated regime and in respect of which there
is a clear and accountable relationship between the
government of the day and those who provide the
service. I can provide many examples of where
privatisation for privatisation's sake has resulted in
higher user charges and a reduced quality of service.
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The major players I have spoken to are convinced that
the Marine (Amendment) Bill will result in exactly the
same thing happening with sea pilot services. The
emphasis on private profit will mean that the existing
internationally renowned high standard of service will
suffer and users will not benefit from reductions in
charges initiated by those providing the services, as
happened with the two significant reductions in 1994
and 1995.
I have received correspondence from Port Phillip Sea

Pilots under the signature of Captain Charles Griffiths,
who would be well known to the minister and others
who are familiar with this issue. In the correspondence,
Captain Griffiths points out that the Marine Board of
Victoria had informed the sea pilots that the legislation
was not available to his company, and he emphasised
his appreciation of the opposition's providing a copy of
the draft bill. The letter states:
As it takes three years to train a pilot, we cannot see any real
competition emerging in the near future and having a second
boarding service provider would in our opinion only increase
costs.

Captain Griffiths states that the plant and equipment
designed and built in Australia for Port Phillip Sea
Pilots is the best in the world and is envied
internationally. He refers particularly to the person
overboard recovery platform, a piece of equipment used
in recovery. The letter further states:
. .. our person overboard recovery platfonn was designed by
Port Phillip Sea Pilots engineers some years ago and is now in
use worldwide.

That is a clear example of how good Port Philip Sea
Pilots has been, not only in providing high-level
services in Victorian ports and waters but also in
undertaking research and in designing and building
equipment that is now used internationally.
The minister will be aware that last June Port Phillip
Sea Pilots made a submission to the Marine Act
competition review panel. The submission points to
some of the history and refers to important data. Sea
pilot services date back almost 160 years. On 17 June
1839 Governor Gipps of New South Wales granted the
first official pilots licence to George Tobin. The
original pilots camped on the beach at Queenscliff, and
honourable members who have been fortunate enough
to visit there know it is the present location of the pilot
station.
In 1851, around the time of the gold rush in Victoria
and the granting of independence from New South
Wales, there was a spectacular increase in the number
of ships arriving in Victoria and New South Wales, and
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many ships were lost in the rip, the very dangerous
entrance to Port Phillip Bay. The historical evidence
points strongly to those ships being lost almost always
as a result of the ship's master attempting to enter the
rip without knowledge of the tidal movements and
weather conditions and without having on board an
experienced, qualified !'efson who had local knowledge
of the tide and the weatner conditions - that is, a pilot.
As a consequence of that large number of ship losses
the government was eventually petitioned to take over
the responsibility for pilotage, and less than 12 months
later there were 56 pilots in Victoria The Pilot Board
was formed - this is very interesting because it is in
stark contrast to the way the Kennett government has
treated the Marine Board of Victoria - with
representatives from commerce, the marine industry,
underwriters and government members. There were
clearly no political appointees, which is in contrast to
the current situation. The then government understood
that it was necessary to have people on the board who
had the expertise and experience and who were
prepared to put forward independent and authoritative
thought.

The responsibility of the Pilot Board was to control
pilot fees - the fees they charged and remuneration.
The pilots were invited to buy the three existing pilot
cutters and to run the service as a cooperative. That was
later to become a partnership.
Port Phillip Sea Pilots was run as a partnership until
1989, when it signed the lO-year agreement that I
referred to with the then Minister for Transport, the
Honourable Tom Roper, the responsible minister in the
Cain government In its submission to the Marine Act
Competition Review Panel, Port Phillip Sea Pilots
states:
Port Phillip Sea Pilots have always enjoyed a worldwide
reputation as being one of the finest services in the world ...
Port Phillip Sea Pilots are the only pilot setvice in Australia
(and one of the few in the Westem world) that has never had

an industrial stoppage ...

Port Phillip Sea Pilots achieved quality assurance
accreditation ISO 9002 in 1996 and is the only pilot
service in Australia to achieve that through its own
initiative - that is, voluntarily.
Earlier I referred to its initiative regarding the
reductions in pilot rates. The submission goes on to
state:
In 1989 rates were set in place with the provision that the
government would not require a rate review provided an
increase was not sought
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A very satisfactory and sustainable anangement was
put in place by the Honourable Tom Roper - that is,
the government would not undertake a rate review
provided those delivering the service did not seek an
increase. As I said before, two decreases were initiated
by the company in September 1994 and in July 1995.
The submission states:
The real decrease ... is very significant when taken over the
1O-year period and inflation is taken into account ...
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cheap outcome. Training is expensive, but it is a
responsible investment because it brings about quality
outcomes and guarantees their continuance. I am
advised that the cost of the sea pilot training to which I
have referred is in the vicinity of$25 000. That shows
that sea pilots put their money where their reputations
are and invest very significant amounts of money every
three years to ensure their skill levels and their capacity
to be fully aware of new regimes and new technologies
are maintained to the highest standards.

Since 1989 the company has undertaken major restructuring
and the result of these ef'ficiencies has led to a significant

pilotage rate decrease in real terms.

An examination of those reductions reveals a

significant decrease in real terms.
Port Phillip Sea Pilots, the currently contracted
company that is sought to be assaulted and brought
undone by the Marine (Amendment) Bill, has always
insisted on employing only the most highly qualified
personnel. I could give, if! wished, particular instances
where serving pilots have essentially been required to
move out of the sector as a consequence of their peers
believing they were no longer able to perform the very
highest standard work. This is not so much control of
entry but control of exit, where the providers
themselves are prepared to deliver in the ultimate way a
very clear message about the standards they believe are
necessary from those who work as sea pilots.
Prior to employment all pilots must have had a
minimum of 18 years at sea and at least 2 years in
command. Once accepted into Port Phillip Sea Pilots an
applicant is given three months of intensive training
before sitting for a restricted pilot licence. It then takes
a further two and a half years before the applicant
receives his or her unrestricted licence. In terms of
quality assurance that is an enormously challenging
prior qualification. That commitment to high-quality
standards should be applauded and recognised by this
government, as it was recognised by the Honourable
Tom Roper in 1989. Honourable members should be
contemplating today legislation that ensures Victoria's
maritime sector is guaranteed access to the very highly
skilled workers in the profession of sea pilotage.
It does not stop there, however, because the Port Phillip
Sea Pilots require all its pilots to keep themselves
tIained to the highest standard They are required to
attend radar simulation training and manned model and
bridge resource management courses every three years.
That is a significant investment in maintaining the very
high quality services.
As members of this house would know, training does
come cheaply - unless, of course, you want a

DJt

Pilots are highly trained and have an intricate local
knowledge that cannot be transferred from port to port.
The purpose of their existence is for safety reasons. I
said earlier that there is currently an arrangement at the
port of Portland whereby the port authority is
responsible for and manages pilot services. Those who
are familiar with Portland, one of the deepest and safest
ports in the world, understand that the local knowledge
and expertise that might be needed at that port is
entirely different from the local knowledge and
expertise that might be needed at the Heads. It is
different to that needed at Western Port, where one of
the most sensitive marine environments in the world
exists - an environment protected under the Ramsar
agreement. It is different again from the local skills and
knowledge that might be needed at Corio Bay, where
existing channels are not as deep or wide as they should
be - I understand they are a cause for concern.
Governments have a responsibility to ensure that all
vessels can pass through waterways in the safest
possible manner to protect the environment and port
infrastructure. That is why the existing high standards
of service should be protected and the high level of
regulation of pilot services should remain.
In its submission to the Marine Act competition review
panel Port Phillip Sea Pilots state:
'" in reality 'competitive pilotage' means 'cheap pilotage' ...
lead to accidents and ... affect the environment and port

infrastructure.
Pilotage is a very high-risk business and must be highly
regulated; there must be no area in which a pilot's judgment
can be influenced by special incentive ... it is imperative that
they are never under pressure to perfonn pilotage acts which
may put vessels at risk in order to compete with their
colleagues.

The next part of the submission is important:
The world has seen some major accidents over the past few
years.

The submission refers to the Exxon Valdez, the Amoco
Cadiz and the Sea Empress incidents, and further states:
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Companies ... attempting to save a few cents have ended up
paying out millions. Sea Empress ... was pilot error.

As a consequence of that pilot error the port authority is
being sued for, in essence:
· .. supplying an inexperienced pilot in order to do the job
cheaply.

Closer to home, I accept that Australia's northern
waters are a federal responsibility, but I have no
difficulty in commenting on inappropriate federal
government decisions, regardless of which government
made them. Competition on the Great Barrier Reef has
reduced costs, but what has been the result? If you look
at statistics you can argue that competition has resulted
in a 400 per cent increase in the number of incidents
when pilots have been on the bridges of vessels. The
government must give the Victorian community and the
maritime industry an absolute and categorical assurance
that the privatisation for privatisation's sake approach
to sea pilot sezvices will not result in any increase in the
number of accidents or incidents.
Earlier I referred to the international situation. The
submission from the pilots further states:
Competition in pilotage has been tried in the USA.

I do not think anybody would dispute - some people
would welcome it - what the sea pilots state in their
submission, which is that the USA:
· .. is a free enterprise capitalist country -

which would be a gentle description, but even under
those circumstances:
· .. pilotage today is regulated by the States as a natural
monopoly.

Why did the Americans do it? Because privatisation for
the sake of privatisation results in cheap outcomes. But
cheap outcomes have expensive results.
In the United Kingdom - a government about which I
will not be drawn into comment - the 1987 Pilotage
Act transferred the responsibility for pilotage from
government regulation to harbour authorities that were
deemed to be competent - an example of privatisation
for privatisation's sake! The experience in Great Britain
was that the harbour authorities wanted to be
competitive and to lower costs. Pilots' requests and
advice were often ignored and their independence was
significantly compromised. They did not receive the
training required, bearing in mind that Victoria spends
$25 000 per person on training. Ships got bigger and
standards got lower. That created an atmosphere of an
accident waiting to happen. Of course, tragically, it did
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via the Sea Empress accident. The port authority
engaged in cost cutting, which resulted in cheap
outcomes but led to a lowering of standards. In the UK
there has been a call for an urgent review of pilotage
legislation.
In Argentina ports are reverting to a regulated system.
Since pilotage was deregulated four years ago, 18 major
accidents have occurred in Argentinian ports; that
contrasts sharply with there having been not one
accident there in the previous 20 years.

The submission by the sea pilots to the Marine Act
competition review panel concludes with the following
comments:
Port Phillip Sea Pilots own and operate a fleet of five
high-speed launches and ... a 24-hour control centre.

It is important to understand that Port Phillip Sea Pilots,
under the agreement reached with them by a fonner
transport minister, the Honourable Tom Roper,
provides a 24-hour-a-day, 7-day-a-week service. The
overall investment of Port Phillip Sea Pilots in its
infrastructure is about $5 million. The sea pilots make
the point, which is reasonable, that any duplication of
that significant investment in plant and equipment
could only be funded by increased costs. The
submission further states:
Port Phillip Sea Pilots have always supplied the most modem
and up-to-date boarding equipment in an attempt to ensure
safety for our employees and to prevent delays to shipping,
especially in bad weather.

That is a critical aspect for those familiar with the Port
Phillip Heads and its infamous rip.
Because of the review and pending legislation the sea
pilots' decision to purchase a new $1.6 million launch
and their investigation of the use of helicopters have
been placed on hold. The house should understand that
solely as a result of the treatment of sea pilots by the
Marine Board of Victoria and the locking out of the
process by the board an important initiative such as the
use of helicopters in lieu of pilot vessels has been put
on hold The sea pilots were prepared to do the work
because in their view, based on international
experience, there was overwhelming evidence to
suggest that in many cases the use of helicopters would
almost certainly be safer and, in some cases, more cost
efficient.
For the record I advise the house of the specifications of
the purpose-built launches used by the sea pilots. Their
cost is about $1.5 million each. They are 16.5 metres in
length and have a breadth of 5 metres. The launches
have a fuel capacity of 2000 litres and a working speed
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of 28 knots. Their hulls are built from specially
processed fibreglass to a proven heavy weather,
semidisplacement design. The power for the launches is
generated by two 700 horsepower Cummins diesels.
The vessels are purpose built for pilot transfer in all
weather conditions and to a much higher standard than
is required by the appropriate code.
From examining the issues I have found that not only is
the reputation of Victorian pilots envied internationally,
but also that their expertise is sought by the
International Maritime Pilots Association, a
professional organisation with headquarters in London.
The association's current office-bearers include a
president, senior vice-presidents, a treasurer and an
international technical committee. Captain Martin Price
represents Victoria and Australia on the technical
committee - it is significant that Victoria is
represented not just in the association generally but also
on the technical committee - together with
representatives from Argentina and Germany. Victorian
sea pilots are quite rightly recognised internationally
because of their skills, the expertise they have
developed in Victorian waters and their capacity to
design and build pilot vessels and a whole range of
associated equipment.
The function of the sea pilots is important to Victoria's
gross domestic product. It is not just because they
perform highly skilled jobs but also recognition of the
importance of those jobs to the industry they support.
I turn to comment on the significant commercial ports
of Victoria. Honourable members may be familiar with
the ports of Melbourne, Geelong, Portland and Hastings
but, apart from the Honourable Philip Davis, may not
be aware of the importance of Port Welshpool. Victoria
really has five significant commercial ports. The port of
Melbourne is the most significant, accounting for more
than 40 per cent of national activity in general sea
freight. In the year 1997-98 the port of Melbourne
handled a record 1.04 million containers.
Hon. G. R Craige - TEUs, actually.
Hon. PAT POWER- Yes, TEUs, which stands
for twenty-foot equivalent units. The opposition has no
difficulty acknowledging that that was a significant
achievement, because it was the first time that any
Australian port had exceeded the 1 million figure in a
year. It is a matter of understanding not just the amount
of tonnage and containers involved in that, but also the
value of imports and exports. I have been advised by
the port of Melbourne that each year it handles cargo
valued at more than $50 billion, an enormous amount
of money. That is an indication of the importance of
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both commercial ports, including the port of
Melbourne, and the legislation. The bill is about
privatising for privatisation's sake the services provided
by sea pilots, in the course of which in the port of
Melbourne alone they handle cargo valued at in excess
of $50 billion each year.
Honourable members who have had the opportunity to
go to the south west will know that the port ofPortIand
is primarily a bulk commodity handling facility that
supports deep-sea fishing and has ship-related activities
on site. In 1994 a record annual trade of 3.1 million
tonnes was achieved, and honourable members who
have visited the port would be aware of the amount of
traffic and the kinds of commodities that go through it.
The core business of the port of Geelong is dry and wet
bulk cargo, as well as general cargo handling. The
majority of the port's business is in petroleum products
and grain. I refer to the significance of petroleum
products. Sea pilots are responsible for bringing vessels
through the dangerous waters of the rip at Port Phillip
Heads and up the channels, ensuring that they are safely
berthed at the wharves and safely moved from one
berth to another. That is a significant responsibility,
particularly when it involves petroleum products. Not
only are such products dangerous - I refer in passing
to Coode Island - but the pollution caused by any
accident or spillage can result in enormous cost.
Many people would not recognise Port Welshpool as a
commercial port, but it serves the coastal trade of
mainly commercial and passenger traffic to and from
Flinders Island and Tasmania.
Westem Port, which is served by the port of Hastings,
is one of the most sensitive marine environments in the
world, and it is recognised and protected under the
Ramsar agreement The port is essentially an industrial
facility that handles petroleum products and gas, as well
as steel from BHP's mill at Hastings. It is another
example of sea pilots having the responsibility of
ensuring the safe movement of vehicles in a fragile
marine environment.
I will demonstrate to the house that the opposition's
concern about the bill is predicated on the fact that the
quality of service provided since 1989 has been
outstanding and that sea pilots themselves have
instigated two significant reductions in their charges.
As I have just attempted to point out, sea pilots have
responsibility for the safe movement of an enormous
tonnage of cargo in any given year, representing
billions of dollars worth of export and import.
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I will refer in passing to some information I asked the
parliamentary library to gather, and I acknowledge the
assistance of Bella Lesman in providing it. The data I
have been provided with indicates that currently
31 licensed Port Phillip sea pilots operate in Melbourne,
Geelong and Western Port. Those 31 pilots provide
5000 services from sea to berth in anyone year.
Additionally, they provide 1100 services per year,
moving vessels from one berth to another. Port Phillip
Sea Pilots is responsible for 138 million tonnes of cargo
a year. That is an enormous amount of cargo that is
moved safely, efficiently and at a standard of service
envied nationally and internationally.
What are honourable members debating today? A bill
that throws all those achievements up in the air by
proposing privatisation for the sake of it. What will we
get? A cheaper outcome that will not, in the view of the
opposition, guarantee the incredibly high levels of
safety that we have seen thus far.
The port of Portland has two licensed pilots and, as I
said previously, pilotage is provided through an
arrangement within the port. Those two sea pilots are
responsible for the movements of more than
500 vessels each year. The tonnage through the port of
Portland last year amounted to 5.2 million gross
registered tonnes.
I refer to an article from the Sunday Age of 4 October
1998 written by Claire Halliday, who accompanied
Captain Charles Griffiths from Port Phillip Sea Pilots
on a routine trip. She wrote about the pilot vessel
approaching CGM Cezanne, a 197-metre-long
container ship that Captain Griffiths was to guide
through the bay toward Melbourne:
When the two vessels are almost touching, he steps out onto
the bow, waits for the waves to lift the launch a little nearer to
the ladder and reaches for the worn rope.

It is a quaint description of what occurs, but those of us
with some understanding of the work involved would
appreciate her description of a skilled and experienced
sea pilot waiting for the appropriate moment to reach
for the rope ladder. When the ship was coming into port
with Captain Griffiths on the bridge, he made reference
to the West Gate Bridge. Ms Halliday writes:
The West Gate offers 52 metres clearance and the fully laden
Cezanne has a height ofjust over 48 metres.

That is a very low clearance. Captain Griffiths is quoted
as saying:
If we even touched that bridge it would come down. When
you've got 600 tonnes of ship behind you, a touch is all it
would take.
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Let us not underestimate the responsibility of sea pilots!
I am trying to point out that there is no reason relating
to performance, a call from the industry or the charges
of sea pilots for the bill to be considered.. The
government should understand that the bill will throw
away the record of achievement to which I have
referred.
I located some material about occupational health and
safety issues, but I will not put that detailed information
on the record today because it would take some time. It
recognises in a tested and measured way the demands
and strains that are the consequences of working as a
sea pilot.
Hon. Andrew Brideson - We do not disagree with
that.
HoD. PAT POWER - I am not suggesting that for
a moment. The reason I referred to it is not that I think
the government is challenging that but that one hears
comments in the general community about the
significant rates of pay the sea pilots enjoy. It is true
that in relation to the average wage the remuneration
sea pilots enjoy is significant, but when one takes into
account the importance of their contribution to
Victoria's import and export cargo industry, their level
of responsibility and the impact of shift work as a
consequence of providing a 7-day-a-week,
24-hour-a-day service, as the Honourable Andrew
Brideson said by inteIjection, it is necessary to
recognise the value of their work.

The parliamentary library provided me with evidence
of how dangerous the occupation of a sea pilot can be.
People may recall that in 1991 an experienced sea pilot
was drowned when the pilot vessel he was aboard
rolled over and smashed into a reef in 40-knot winds in
the rip near Queenscliff. The captain of the boat and the
two able seamen lost their lives.
HoD. Andrew Brideson - It was the George
Tobin, named after the first pilot.
HoD. PAT POWER - That is correct The three
men had left the Queenscliff pilot station about
midnight on a routine task to direct a
San Francisco-bound container ship through the
treacherous Heads.

I indicated at the commencement that as well as not
having consulted with Port Phillip Sea Pilots, the
government has not consulted with any of the unions
that have coverage of Victoria's waterfront and its
waters.
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I have received written comment from Kevin O'Leary,
an official with the Geelong port committee of the
~time Union of Australia I notice the minister
nearly said, 'Good man', but did not quite go through
with it His lips are sealed. Not surprisingly, Kevin
O'Leary, on behalf of the Maritime Union of Australia,
indicated that his concern regarding the port of Geelong
was whether there would be any compromise of safety
procedures. That is important, bearing in mind that
much of the cargo taken into and out of Gee long is
petroleum based and therefore dangerous. A spill could
result in enormous pollution costs.
Parliament needs to be absolutely convinced that the
arrangements that have existed since 1989 and the
associated high safety standards will continue. Kevin
O'Leary and John Kranz from the Geelong Regional
Trades and Labour Council have told me they have
some concerns relating to the channels in Corio Bay.
They believe the channels are not as deep or wide as
international standards suggest they oUght to be and that
those are clear reasons, even if there were no others, to
be concerned about safety and safe working practices.
They refer to Point Richards channel, Wilson Spit
channel, Hopetoun channel, Point Henry channel and
the main Corio channel.
I was alarmed by what I found when I approached the
Insurance Council of Australia and major marine
insurers to see whether they had been consulted I
simply asked them what their response was to the
legislation that had been introduced into the Victorian
Parliament, changing the way in which sea pilot
services were delivered in Victorian ports and waters. I
had assumed, given the amount of tonnage that passes
through the ports, the value of that tonnage and the
insurance implications, that these insurers would have
been consulted.
I have to report that the first the insurers knew of the
legislation was when they received my phone call. The
first time they sighted the bill was when I provided
them with a copy of it. That seems to me absurd and a
clear demonstration of the Kennett government's
arrogance. It is not prepared to consult with the
Victorian community and major players about the
impact of legislation or to seek the advice of major
players regarding improving legislation.
It should be understood that I am not talking about just
any insurance company. I am talking about companies
such as Zurich Australian Insurance Ltd, a major
national and international marine insurer. It is perverse
that the house is contemplating legislation about which
national and international insurers of that league have
not been consulted.
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I will round off my contribution by quoting some
comments made to me by John McCoy, who I am sure
is well known to the minister. Captain John McCoy, as
he was then, headed the Marine Board of Victoria
because there was a widespread acknowledgment that
his qualifications, experience and industry skills made
him an appropriate person to head it. As I said earlier,
one of the many things the Kennett govemment has
done is to replace all industry-experienced,
industry-qualified people with political appointees.
Captain John McCoy and his maritime colleagues on
the then Marine Board of Victoria got a 'Thank you but
no thank you' note from the Premier. Their services
were dispensed with. As is the case with so many other
administration arrangements, the Marine Board of
Victoria is made up of people about whom the Kennett
government makes claims of skill but whom we know,
acknowledge and understand to be political appointees
whose main responsibility is to dance as often and as
well as the government demands of them from time to
time.

Bon. W. L Smith -labor never made political
appointees?
Bon. PAT POWER - Name one. Unlike the
Kennett government, the labor opposition was
determined to make use of the skills and experience of
John McCoy. I approached him. He is a busy person,
now completing law training to begin a new career. He
was determined to provide me with some comments.
On 28 April he wrote me a detailed letter of five pages,
which commences:
In my opinion the underlying purpose of this bill can only be
to lower safety standards in order to drive pilotage prices
down.

The former head of the Marine Board of Victoria
comments regarding Port Phillip Sea Pilots:
Currently, the Port Phillip Sea Pilots ... own and operate the
best pilot vessels in Australia, built to a proven international
design for pilot vessels. The proposed standards [in the
legislation] will allow any vessel to be used as a pilot
vessel ...

A 12-foot dinghy can be used as a pilot vessel. John
McCoy refers to the capsizing of the George robin, an
unfortunate accident that I referred to earlier, and states:
This vessel was almost brand new at the time.

Accidents can occur and tragedy can result even when
brand new vessels built to international standards are
used. John McCoy states the following in his
submission:
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. .. I drafted new standards for pilot vessels' construction,
procedures and equipment.

He did that in carrying out his responsibilities as head
of the Marine Board of Victoria Those standards were
adopted by the present service, Port Phillip Sea Pilots,
and accepted by the State Coroner. Clearly Captain
McCoy got it correct. He continues:
The standards in the bill do not recognise the lessons of the
vessel George Tobin ... there are no standards in the bill for
pilot vessels, other than for the boarding arrangements aboard
those vessels.

I would agree with him on that point. Nothing in the bill
or the schedules establishes for Victorians that the very
high present standards - internationally renowned
standards - are required of any new operator. John
McCoy continues:
The communication, recovery equipment and personal
flotation standards prescribed by the bill are also considerably
less than those applied by the pilots at this time ... such
diminution of standards is clearly unsafe.

Again I agree with him. I can find nothing in the
legislation or the schedules that provide that any new
operator must use communication, recovery equipment
and personal flotation of the very high standard that is
currently provided by Port Phillip Sea Pilots.
Earlier I mentioned an occupational health and safety
study, which I did not want to refer to in detail because
it would take a significant amount of time. John McCoy
refers to fatigue management and argues that the
schedules:
... take no account of the variable and unsocial hours worked
by pilots.

He is also concerned about any penalties there might be
for a breach of safety standards and argues that the low
penalty in the bill provides little incentive to comply
with the proposed new low standards. We have low
standards and low penalties. What an absurd situation!
In any case, he argues that the standards adopted by
schedule 6 are:
... unsafe, insufficient and quite unacceptable.

Those comments are made by an experienced mariner,
someone whose skill and expertise resulted in him
being made the head of the Marine Board of Victoria
Mr McCoy refers to the usual practice of occupational
health and safety standards being reflected in the
drafting of legislation so they are based on performance
standards and not prescribed standards and argues that
tradition and practice are absent from the bill. The
occupational health and safety legislation provides for

significant penalties, including gaol, for failures of duty.
No significant penalty is included in this bill, which
provides a prescriptive standard which is so low and
deficient as to encourage the use of vessels unsuitable
for the task of pilotage.
John McCoy says further that safety issues were
addressed in the 1989 agreement between the Marine
Board and the pilot company, the company espoused by
the responsible minister at the time, the Honourable
Tom Roper. He further states:
At the time of the agreement the existing Labor government

accepted the view that reasonable pilotage costs consistent
with safety of pilotage operations could be secured by serial
competition at the termination of each agreement Negotiation
of successive agreements with one provider on the basis of
serial competition is the case with all other ports around
AustraIia

Honourable members would not be surprised at what
Mr McCoy says about the powers of the Marine Board.
He refers to its power in relation to safety, and I
acknowledge this as being so, that before the Kennett
government amended the act in 1996 and changed the
composition of the Marine Board the Marine Act 1998
was capable of addressing all safety issues involved
with the provision of pilotage services. He refers to that
section ofthe bill and to the Marine Board's
investigation and enforcement powers and states:
The previous Marine Board had no difficulty in canying out
investigations into pilotage incidents or any other casualties
and reaching appropriate conclusions in a timely fashion.

I support him when he says:
1bat was because the previous board was composed of
members with the requisite maritime expertise, qualifications
and experience in contrast to the present boani.
The present board reflects this government's priorities in
matters of safety... .it is the lack of technical expertise on the
present board which limits timely and effective investigation
of pilotage incidents and not the act itself ... The current
board does not manage investigations properly.

The final quotation from the letter is as follows:
The previous board instituted standards for the training,
monitoring and quality control oflicensed pilots. There was
no difficulty in enforcing such standards WIder the Marine
Act 1988 as it then stood These standards led to the
resignation of two pilots who had difficulty in meeting them.
The present board appears to lack the expertise to either
develop or enforce those standards despite legislative powers
currently available. It is not clear that increased powers will
materially change this position.

I want to explain why the opposition is so concerned
about the bill and the government's preparedness to
introduce legislation in the face of a national and
international record of achievement in both safety and
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fees charged. In contrast to the government, the
opposition believed it had an obligation to consult on
the bill with the existing pilotage providers, unions with
coverage of the maritime area and insurers active in it.
The opposition heard not one voice advocating change
or that the current expertise and skill level is anything
less than satisfactory. The opposition has not heard one
voice claiming the new providers will lead to reduced
charges and guaranteed high levels of safe working
practices. In conclusion, I move:
That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof 'this bill not proceed until there has
been adequate consultation with the port sector, especially sea
pilots, maritime unions and maritime insurers, and it is
redrafted to guarantee a continuance of very high standards
for the provision of sea pilot services'.

The reasoned amendment captures the views I have
attempted to put forward today while setting out the
opposition's concerns about the bill.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) - I suppose
some people might ask why someone who represents
North Western Province would want to speak on the
Marine (Amendment) Bill, because Mildura is a long
way from any port. However, there are a couple of
good reasons.
Hon. Pat Power - Exports, exports, exports.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP - Thank you. One is that I
have enjoyed working on the relevant government bills
committee; it is an interesting committee. Another is
that I represent a region that is highly dependent on
ports and the transport systems that lead to them.
Obviously, because it is so important, producers and
manufacturers in that region of the North Western
Province rely heavily on transport of goods into and
product out of the state to enable them to meet input
costs. The bill links the chain and provides the
competitive pressure that all producers and
manufacturers live with every day of the week.
I have listened with great interest to the Honourable Pat
Power's contribution today; it was wide ranging. I
speak against the reasoned amendment because I do not
believe this is an arrogant bill. I do not see it as a tilt at
Port Phillip Sea Pilots. As Mr Power concluded his
contnbution he raised the real concern of the lack of
consultation between the sea pilots, the maritime unions
and maritime insurers, who are named in the reasoned
amendment. I know that following speakers will speak
,t length about that so I will leave that aspect to my
colleagues.
When I thought about and read through the issues and
when I served on the bills committee I noted that these
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arrangements will lapse at the end of the financial year.
I would expect that anyone contributing to the industry
would be well aware of that; surely it would not be a
surprise to anyone. Over the years I have observed Port
Phillip Sea Pilots in action. I do not believe the bill will
preclude it from continuing to attract the business it has
had for some years. I believe the safety factors are well
addressed in the bill and that safety is not compromised.
Strong regulations will be in place.
When the bill was discussed during Mr Power's earlier
contribution, honourable members saw that that is
exactly what the bill is about. Although I speak to
Mr Power's reasoned amendment I clearly reject that
the bill is a case of privatisation for privatisation's sake.
That is not the issue at all. Mr Power praised the
standard of Port Phillip Sea Pilots, and I join him in that
praise, as do the people I represent. The high standard
of service it has provided over many years indicates
that there is no reason it would not continue to attract
business. Port Phillip Sea Pilots has carried a substantial
responsibility and shown great professionalism in doing
so, and I am sure that situation will continue.
I was interested to hear that the sea pilots have already
reduced their charges on two occasions. They would
not and should not be concerned by any competition
that may come into the industry. I have no doubt, as I
am sure honourable members in the house have no
doubt, that the people working in this important area
have a real commitment to the shipping industry and
have shown that in many ways. They have performed
in a professional way, at times in very difficult
conditions. We all commend and recognise them for
that, but we also recognise that they provide a
7-day-a-week, 24-hour-a-day service, and I and the
people I represent understand the pressures and stress
that apply to people providing the service.
There is competition right through the system.
Manufacturers and primary producers face competition
every day. We face competition in the transport sector,
whether rail or road The recently privatised V!Line
Freight will inject that type of private enterprise
initiative into a system that has had a sound base
through the past performances of V!Line Freight. I am
sure the new organisation will expand the business and
build on the good basis that has been provided.
It is important that as all this happens it is linked to the
ports. All sectors rely on the ports to service their
industries. There has been strong growth in the export
market, in the wine, horticulture and grain sectors. The
minister recognises the growth in that export sector,
which clearly is linked to the ports and to
competitiveness in the international market. The
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Wakefields family transport business at Merbein
handles a wide range of products, particularly wine and
horticultural products. There are huge investments there
that link up well with the ports and provide a train a day
to ensure that the produce of Victoria and Australia
goes down the railway line and through the ports, ably
assisted by the sea pilots with their professionalism, and
reaches the international market. Given the
development in the region I represent I am certain that
it is doubly important that we continue to become
internationally competitive.
Another opportunity has arisen in the region to produce
mineral sand, and Mildura is right in the middle of
these deposits. Mineral sand operations will start up
either at the end of this year or the beginning of next
year and will produce huge tonnages for the rail and
port systems. Producers will be relying on the transport
systems, the port and the sea pilots to ensure the
products are put on the export market stream.
It was interesting to note the operations of the ports. I
remember in 1982-83 observing the flexibility of
Victorian ports during a severe drought. Wheat had to
be brought from Western Australia to feed the stock,
and the process had to be reversed by loading wheat
into Victoria, whereas normally it is loaded out as an
export. I commend the ports on their flexibility. They
have come to play a hugely important role in the state
economy and its sustainability.
As the house went through the bills during the

committee stage I was interested to note that the bill
provides that a vessel that is any longer than 35 metres
cannot operate in port waters without the services of a
pilot. The main purpose of a pilot is to advise the ship's
master to ensure the safety of the vessel in the port
waters. The Port Phillip Heads are unique, with heavy
seas and a narrow gap to negotiate. Substantial skill is
required on the part of a pilot to enable a vessel to get
through. The Honourable Pat Power referred to
Portland, which has a dramatically different situation of
deep water where the vessels come in straight off the
sea.

The house has heard that the agreement that gave
exclusivity to Port Phillip Sea Pilots will cease on
30 June this year. That gives some effect to the
government's port reform process, including opening
up the port services such as the pilots to competition. It
will prevent the extension of the current agreement,
which has been coming for some time.
The Marine Board contacted the minister and stated
that it does not consider it should be involved in any of
the commercial aspects of pilotage or the decision
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about the future pilotage arrangements. While the
Marine Act and regulations deal with the licensing of
the pilots, they do not fully address the safety issues
associated with the provision of pilotage and transfer
services. That does not give the Marine Board enough
power to regulate the activities of the providers of
pilotage activities, and that is why the bill was
introduced.
The competition review of the Marine Act
recommended that the existing safety requirements for
pilotage services should be reviewed and revised and
any necessary changes that were put into place prior to
the advent of competition should continue to ensure
that that competition does not negatively affect safety
standards. In fact, although the Marine Board of
Victoria proposes to regulate some pilotage safety
issues through its occupational health and safety
standards for pilots, in anticipation of the competition it
is also developing a system to monitor the safety
performance and consider the routine safety audits of
organisations.
A number of factors cannot be addressed in the existing
legislation and, taking that into account, the bill has
been introduced into Parliament I shall not go through
the issues involved in great detail, as I am sure they will
be covered by other speakers. Port pilotage in other
states is no doubt provided by single providers. This
legislative proposal is definitely intended to facilitate
competition in Victorian ports, but it is also just as
strongly directed to providing a safety standard that is
consistent with that of other states and the
commonwealth.
There are some shortfalls in the existing legislation. The
Marine Board cannot carry out all the duties it would
like to - for example, it is unable to detain a vessel in
the ports to undertake an investigation, compel the
giving of evidence in an investigation, or suspend
licences. The bill clears up a number of those issues. I
found it particularly interesting to work on the proposed
legislation through the government's bills committee. I
commend the bill to the house and reject the reasoned
amendment

HoD. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) - I
support the Marine (Amendment) Bill and oppose the
reasoned amendment. It is important to state right from
the outset that the government is not disputing the
pilots' skills, experience and attention to safety
standards, the professionalism of the men who work on
the pilot vessels, or their importance to shipping and,
therefore, the economy. The bill does not compromise
safety. In fact, schedule 6 prescribes the safety
standards.
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Mr Power said the reason for the bill is privatisation for
the sake of it I do not think anything could be further
from the truth. The reason the bill has come before the
house is that an agreement that was signed in 1989 is
due to expire on I July this year. It has been known to
all the players in the field that some changes would be
made to the Marine Act

The bill is before the house also because it is the result
of the review conducted in accordance with the national
competition policy set up under legislation that was
JPassed by, if! remember correctly, the federal Labor
government some years ago.

Hon. Pat Power - I remember that as well!
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON - They are the two
major reasons why the bill is before the house.
~ Power also claimed there was a lack of consultation
1D the preparation of the bill. I am advised that is not the
case. In fact, the following individuals or groups were
involved in the consultation process: Captain Charles
Griffiths, who I believe is the managing director of Port
Phillip Sea Pilots Pty Ltd; Captain Vijay Vijayapalan,
marine manager/pilot, based at the port of Portland;
Captain Peter Hinksman, navigation services manager,
Victorian Channels Authority; Mr Ian Trezise, shipping
services manager from Toll, which operates from
Geelong and Western Port; Mr Hayden Latchford,
marine superintendent from the Shell Geelong refinery;
Mr Nigel Moore, general manager - southern area,
Wilhelmsen Lines, which is a large international
shipping company; Mr Tim King, marine standards
manager from ASP Ship Management; Mr Chris
SIa.tteIy, Victorian manager, and Mr Roger Ward,
Victorian marine manager, both from Howard Smith
Towage and Salvage.
A couple of other people were notified of the
discussions and consultations. Although they did not
attend, they sent representatives. They were from the
Australian Shipowners Association and the Australian
Chamber of Shipping. In addition, there were
representatives from the Marine Board of Victoria, the
Strategic Planning and Economic Services Division of
the Department of Infrastructure, and the Public
Transport Corporation. As one can see from that
representation the industry was very much part of the
consultation process.
Another statement by Mr Power that should not go
unchallenged is that the Marine Board members were
all Kennett government appointees. That may be the
case, but I can assure Mr Power that all the members of
the board have been appointed because of their
experience and expertise in the industry. Mr Ashman
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might be able to take the house through that in his
contribution.

Hon. Pat Power - Listing their experience and
expertise.
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON - I do not know of
their experience, but I can assure Mr Power that the
Kennett government appoints people only on merit As
the minister's second-reading speech states, the purpose
of the bill as set out in clause 1 is to amend the Marine
Act with respect to the pilotage services in port waters,
which also involves setting safety standards for the
provision of those services. Furthermore, the
amendment extends the power of the Marine Board to
investigate and prosecute offences against the act and
the regulations.
Section 96 of the Marine Act makes it an offence for a
master of a vessel that is 35 metres or longer to operate
in port waters without the assistance of a licensed pilot.
The use of licensed pilots in ports and port waters of
Melbourne, Geelong, Hastings and Portland is
compulsory. As I said earlier, and as Mr Power also
mentioned, since I July 1989 the ports ofMelboume,
Geelong and Hastings have been serviced under an
agreement promulgated by the Marine Board of
Victoria and Port Phillip Sea Pilots. The agreement was
an exclusive licence that was to last 10 years and it will
expire very shortly.
The Port Services Act 1995 prohibits the continuation
of the agreement, therefore opening up the industry to
competition. The current legislation involves the
licensing of pilots but does not include any provisions
in relation to safety for the occupation. Furthermore, it
does not allow for the Marine Board to regulate pilot
activities. That is one of the essential changes in the
bill. The situation could be further neglected with the
decision to open up the services of marine pilots to
competition. The introduction of open competition
without regulated safety standards could result in an
increase in shipping accidents. I suppose that is a likely
scenario considering the difficult nature of the work.
Marine pilots are distinct among seafarers in their
knowledge of the local areas. They are unique in their
knowledge and ship-handling skills as well as their
navigational experience. The role of the pilots is to
advise the master and navigational officers or to
manoeuvre the vessel so that a safe passage through the
pilotage area is achieved. Honourable members have
heard about the difficulty of doing that, particularly in
Port Phillip Bay.
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At no time is the authority of the ship's master
undermined by that of the marine pilot. However, that
does not remove the responsibility from the marine
pilot for safely guiding the vessel into port. The fact
that no legislation has been enacted to provide for the
safety of sea pilots is astonishing, given the nature and
history of their work. As the Honourable Pat Power
said, Port Phillip Sea Pilots is the oldest institution in
Victoria; it pre-dates the establishment of this state.
Mr Power said the marine pilots were established in
about June 1838. By interjection I said that George
Tobin was granted the first licence by Governor Gipps
of New South Wales, and the pilot vessel that sank in
1991 was named after the first sea pilot.
Initially the fleet consisted of six pilots. Vessels were
boarded from a whaleboat inside Port Phillip Heads
because at that time ships were not of a construction
that would enable them to safely navigate conditions
outside the Heads. Many ships were wrecked as the
whaleboats could not reach vessels far enough offshore
to avoid the rip. Their work was long and difficult, and
demanded that ships' masters have the highest skill
levels to guide the vessels through the narrow waters
and strong tidal streams of the ports of Melbourne and
Geelong.
The distance between Point Nepean and Queenscliff is
about 3 kilometres but only about 1 kilometre of it is
navigable. Because of the geographical nature of the
area, strong tidal streams are encountered in those
waters. I refer to the same article quoted by the
Honourable Pat Power. That 1994 Age article reports
that on one occasion Captain McDonell, who was
formerly captain of the Empress ofAustralia, was
guiding his ship towards the rip when one of the ship's
engines stalled. The speed dropped to 9 knots and the
ship was making no headway because the incoming
tide was also running at 9 knots. The captain recalls that
the ship was stuck for about 40 minutes.
Navigation of the area calls for extreme caution.
Disasters can easily occur when vessels get caught in
the swirling tide and their captains lose control. The
expertise of the sea pilots makes that occurrence rare,
thank heavens. However, berthing a ship is difficult at
the best of times as weather conditions constantly
change and no two ships are alike when it comes to
manoeuvrability. The difficult nature of the work is
evidenced through history, as more than 160 ships have
been wrecked in the Port Phillip Bay area.
I thank the parliamentary library staff for some of the
material they have given me. I place on record some of
the events that have occurred that explain the hazardous
nature of the sea pilots' daily work. One of the early
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pilot vessels named the Rip had a rather chequered
history. It had quite a few collisions, probably because
of rough seas, and was involved in many minor
accidents. On 15 July 1873 the Rip was caught in the
turbulent seas caused by a south-westerly gale otTPoint
Nepean, and four lives were lost In 1949 another ship,
the Time, broke a rudder as it came through the rip at
3.00 am. and was thrown onto Corsair Rock at Point
Nepean, an area known by many honourable members.
Fortunately no lives were lost.
Some of the more interesting stories about the rip and
the Heads can be found in the QueensclifJSentinel, a
newspaper printed in Queenscliff in the late 19th
century. In one edition, dated 26 November 1892, the
story is told of the schooner Belle which was bound for
Hobsons Bay in the charge of pilot Hanson. It was
crossing Geelong Bay in a powerful thunderstorm, with
vivid flashes of lightning. Captain Hill and the pilot
were standing aft when both were struck by lightning.
Captain Hill regained his feet but the pilot was struck
dead.
I urge any honourable member interested in the history
of Port Phillip Sea Pilots to read the Queensciiff
Sentinel. In 1853 the captain of a ship called the Sea
was determined to put to sea, but the pilot advised
against it. As a result of a storm that blew that night
another vessel called the Boomerang went down with
the loss of 17 men. I could go on with more stories, but
in the interests of time I recommend a reading of that
paper to honourable members.
In more recent times, as the Honourable Pat Power
described, the George Tobin sank in 1991. Even with
the advancement of modern technology it seems the rip
still proves to be a formidable opponent for Port Phillip
Sea Pilots.

If! may relate a little more history, in 1851, upon the
granting of a separate constitution to the province of
Port Phillip, this Victorian legislature formally set out
provisions for the pilot services by way of salaries,
supervision and pension rights. That legislation was one
of the first bills to be passed by this Parliament. Despite
the fact that the Port Phillip pilots were stationed in the
waters just outside the Heads, where the sea was
subject to gale-force winds, extreme turbulence and
abnormal wave heights at the narrow entrance to the
bay, with rocks on either side, no specific safety
regulations were put in place for the pilots. During the
first 60 years of operation of the Port Phillip service
there were a high number of wrecks despite the skill
and caution exercised by the pilots. Sailing ships
depended solely on the winds and tides, and therefore
arrived and departed at all hours of the day and night.
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Although modern ships are not as dependent on the
weather conditions, the work schedule of the marine
pilot is irregular because it is dependent on shipping
demands. That means work is done day or night.
Approximately 70 per cent of the work done by Port
Phillip Sea Pilots involves guiding vessels in and out of
the port of Melbourne. In early days a one-way voyage
under sail used to take about 5 hours; today, depending
on weather conditions, it takes an average of about
2 hours.

licensing standards for pilots, but its power is limited
because the act does now allow it to regulate providers
of pilotage services and does not address safety issues.
The proposed legislation addresses the issues and aims
to overcome them by accommodating the need for
competition while providing for the regulation of safety
standards consistent with not only national but also
international standards. The bill will allow the Marine
Board to introduce additional safety measures on a
case-by-case basis.

However, in most cases the normal working shift for a
sea pilot is double that time as often assignments
involve two voyages - that is, guiding a vessel out of
the port and waiting to return to port on another vessel.
Because of the mental and physical demands of the
occupation, the Port Phillip sea pilots work on a
rotating roster system that ensures each pilot is given
enough rest time. Fatigue among sea pilots has the
potential to endanger the safety of vessels, the port and
the pilots themselves. The change in work demands and
shifts should be addressed when considering the impact
of competition in this industry. I believe schedule 6
does that.

I wish all present and future pilots safe passage. I
suggest that all honourable members and the public
take the time to visit the Queenscliff museum. Port
Phillip Sea Pilots has a colourful history; I am sure it
will continue. If Port Phillip Sea Pilots offers the safest
competitively priced and efficient service it has nothing
to fear because it is streets ahead of any
Johnny-come-Iatelys to the industry.

All of those concerns were raised before the national
competition policy review of the Marine Act,
prompting the recommendation that safety
requirements for pilot services be reviewed and
changed accordingly.

Hon. G. B. ASIIMAN (Koonung) - The bill
introduces important changes about which there has
already been extensive debate. In my contribution I will
address the issues that have been raised, but I will first
recap the main purposes of the bill.

The bill provides for the insertion into the act of a
schedule 6, which sets out safety standards. The
schedule addresses issues of visibility, size and area of
working decks, equipment standards, person overboard
recovery, pilot vessel marking and personal equipment,
all of which must conform to Australian standards. It
was pleasing to hear the Honourable Pat Power say that
the equipment used exceeds the standards. The
schedule also addresses pilot transfer by means other
than a vessel - meaning helicopters - and fatigue
management.

The bill extends the powers of the Marine Board of
Victoria It allows the board to set safety standards, to
conduct investigations into events within its jurisdiction
and to prosecute offenders under the act. Importantly
the bill allows for the detention for up to 24 hours of a
vessel into which an investigation is under way. That is
an important provision. In the past incidents have
occurred whereby vessels the board has been
investigating in the harbour area have scarpered
through the Heads. Once a vessel is out on the high seas
the ability to gather evidence and prosecute is lost. The
change to allow time to investigate and gather evidence
is important.

The bill substantially increases the penalties for
breaching any of the safety standards. Clause 12(a)
increases penalties from 10 penalty units to 60 penalty
units, clause 12(b) provides for an increase from
20 penalty units to 100 penalty units and clause 12(c)
provides for a substantial increase - from 10 penalty
units to 100 penalty units. That it has gone to such
extraordinary lengths to increase the penalties bears
witness to the fact that the government is fair dinkum in
ensuring that safety standards are not compromised
The Marine Board of Victoria is presently able to
regulate some aspects of pilotage provisions via

I support this worthy bill. It does not compromise safety
standards for Port Phillip Sea Pilots or any new
competitors in the industry. I reject outright the
reasoned amendment.

The bill also opens up pilotage competition, and that
has been the main thrust of contributions to the debate
so far. The bill provides for pilot licences for all ports in
Victoria - Melbourne, Geelong, Western Port and
Portland. There is absolutely no suggestion that that
should not continue. Regulation of pilotage is
important. It enables significant environmental and
significant safety issues to be addressed and dealt with.
Some would argue that there should be no regulation
and that pilotage should be totally deregulated. The
government completely dismisses that proposal. The
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government is firmly of the view that pilotage should
not only be regulated but should also be significantly
controlled. It does not want vessels entering bays particularly Port Phillip Bay and Western Portwithout persons on board with the necessary skills to
pilot them. Having locally qualified pilots available to
guide vessels is clearly the most appropriate way of
providing the security and safety evezyone wants.
For many years Port Phillip Sea Pilots Pty Ltd has
provided the service and has done a fme job. As has
been indicated by at least two previous speakers,
through efficiencies and improved technology the pilots
have been able to adjust their prices and respond to
market demands. The legislation will not prevent Port
Phillip Sea Pilots being a major player in the future. It
will mean only that at the end of June, when the
company's contract expires, any other player will be
able to enter the market. The bill is not about
privatisation of pilotage. The pilotage service has been
privatised for many years. Port Phillip Sea Pilots is a
private company. A proprietary company is a private
company with owners, shareholders and directors, and
a limited company is a company with limited liability.
Port Phillip Sea Pilots has never been a government
statutory body in any way, shape or form. This is not a
debate about privatisation. It is a bid by Port Phillip Sea
Pilots to remain the sole provider of pilot services.
History may reveal that it continues to be the sole
provider, but it may not. The legislation allows for a
new player, or a number of new players, to come into
the field if they so choose. It would require a significant
investment for any new company to start up and
provide the services. I am not sure they would be
prepared to make an investment on the basis of the
business available within Melbourne, Portland.,
Geelong or Western Port, but anyone seeing a business
opportunity should not be prevented from pursuing that
opportunity.
Opening up the market also allows for new approaches
to delivery of service. Some comments were made
earlier about the use of helicopters. That may be an
appropriate service for someone coming into the
marketplace, or it may be appropriate for Port Phillip
Sea Pilots to take up the use of helicopters in some
circumstances. Just as increased throughput in
Victoria's ports in recent years has resulted in reduced
costs, significant benefits could be gained if pilotage
costs were reduced. There is no reason to believe
increased efficiencies in pilotage would not deliver
benefits to industry and consumers and increase export
efficiency in Victoria's ports.
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A great deal of discussion has already taken place about
the regulations, and I will spend a few minutes talking
about them because they are important. Mr Power
suggested the regulations and schedules referred to in
the bill are the only regulations in place. In fact a large
number of other regulations come into play. Extensive
regulation-making powers are provided for in the
Marine Act, and it is not difficult for the Marine Board
of Victoria to extend existing regulations or create new
regulations as the need arises.
It has been suggested that the bill will reduce standards.
It should be noted that the standards prescribed by the

bill mirror those in the uniform shipping law code and
the standards recommended by the Australian Maritime
Safety Authority. The bill therefore cannot be described
as an inappropriate law.
Hon. Pat Power -

Come on! You're getting soft!

Hon. G. B. ASHMAN - I have given you the
facts, Mr Power, you can deal with the fiction. I have
put the facts on the table.
It must be remembered that as a private company Port

Phillip Sea Pilots is an employer and all the forces of
the Occupational Health and Safety Act apply to it in
exactly the same way as they apply to all other
employers. It is incumbent on the company to provide a
safe workplace for all its employees. Although the
proposed legislation will set standards, the company
will have a responsibility t6 its employees to provide a
safe working environment. That may of course mean
that it needs to go well beyond what is set out in the
regulations. The regulations stipulate a minimum
standard and set out guidelines that can be further
developed to suit individual company needs.
The overriding responsibility for safety in the
workplace rests with the employer, and there would not
be an employer in the state who has not seen the
Victorian Workcover Authority's advertisements
focusing on the employer's responsibility in the
workplace. There is much greater employer awareness
today of the need to provide safe workplaces than there
was in the past.
I return to the point that if Port Phillip Sea Pilots
continues to provide pilotage services it will have a
responsibility to provide a safe workplace. There is no
reason why the pilots, through their occupational health
and safety representatives, should not have input into
the standards and operational procedures of the
company.
A great deal of time has been allowed for the debate
today. I will not retrace the debate, but I would like to
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point out that the bill is a progression from the current
situation. It clearly does not propose privatisation, as
the service has been privatised for many years. The bill
proposes some important changes and contains
significant checks and balances. The powers of the
Marine Board have been extended, particularly in
relation to investigating and licensing, and I am sure
those powers will be exercised responsibly by the board
in the interests of all Victorians and users of shipping in
the state.
I commend the bill and reject the reasoned amendment.

Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I will respond to the issues raised in the
reasoned amendment. Firstly, I will address the
suggestion that the bill be redrafted to guarantee a
continuance of very high standards for the provision of
sea pilot services.
The Honourable Pat Power made extensive comments
about the relationship between the Marine Board of
Victoria and Port Phillip Sea Pilots Pty Ltd and,
importantly, the agreement that existed between them.
He went on to explain that the agreement between the
members of the Marine Board and Port Phillip Sea
Pilots is crucial to the ongoing safety of the sea pilots'
operations and also to the ability of the board to
understand the issues involved in pilotage.
The Honourable Pat Power also suggested that the
current members of the Marine Board lacked
qualifications. I will outline the qualifications of just
one member to show that the allegation is untrue. If this
person could be put into the category of lacking
qualifications, I would find it very unusual:
Captain John Bicknell: holder of a ship master and extra
masters certificate; over 50 years experience in the shipping
industry, 20 years as ships officer and ship master; manager

of Esso Petroleum tanker fleet based in London; marine
manager and managing director of RNL Lld; chairman of
Coastal Express Line and ASP Ship Management; board
member PMA and the Marine Board prior to its
reconstirution; and deputy chairman of the Australian
Maritime College.

That puts the lie to the allegation that the current
Marine Board does not have qualified members.
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House divided on omission (members in favour vote no):

Ayes, 31
Asher, Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr (Teller)
Baxter,Mr
Best, Mr
Bishop,Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
Cover, Mr
Craige, Mr
Davis, MrD. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R
de Fegely, Mr
Forwood, Mr
Furletti, Mr

Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles,Mr
Lucas,Mr
Luckins, Mrs
Powell,Mrs
Ross, Or
Smith,Mr
Smith, Ms
Stoney, Mr (Teller)
Strong,Mr
Varty, Mrs
Wells, Or
Wilding, Mrs

Noes, 9
Eren, Mr
Gould,Miss
Hogg,Mrs
McLean, Mrs
Nardella, Mr (Teller)

Nguyen,Mr
Power, Mr (Teller)
Pullen, Mr
Walpole, Mr

Amendment negatived.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 31
Asher,Ms
Ashrnan,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best, Mr
Bishop,Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
Cover, Mr (Teller)
Craige, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R
de Fegely, Mr
Forwood,Mr
Furletti, Mr

Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles, Mr
Lucas,Mr
Luckins,Mrs
Powell,Mrs
Ross, Or
Smith. Mr
Smith,Ms
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
Varty,Mrs
Wells, Or (Teller)
Wilding, Mrs

Noes, 9
&en, Mr
Gould, Miss
Hogg,Mrs

McLean,Mrs
Nardella, Mr

Nguyen, Mr (Teller)
Power,Mr
Pullen, Mr (Teller)
Walpole,Mr

It should not go unexplained that the level of

qualification of members of the current Marine Board
of Victoria leaves them well able to manage their
affairs. The link between the Marine Board and the Port
Phillip Sea Pilots is acknowledged. Those involved are
people of the same background. Members of the
Marine Board are highly qualified.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading

Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - By leave, I move:
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That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank honourable members for their contributions.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

WATER ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 May; motion of
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and Ports).
Bon. PAT POWER (JikaJika)- The Water Acts
(Amendment) Bill is an important piece oflegislation,
especially to the north-west corner of the state and
Mildura, of which I am sure the Honourables Ron Best
and Barry Bishop are fully aware. They no doubt
understand even better than I do how important it is.
The opposition does not oppose the bill, largely because
of its importance to those areas. Its main purpose is to
legislate for changes to the First Mildura Irrigation
Trust and to sort out water rights in the Mildura area.

Honourable members would be aware of the MurrayDarling Basin framework that seeks to place a cap on
the use of irrigation water. Because in Mildura some of
the issues have a long history it is not possible under the
current legislation to implement that cap. Water rights
were associated directly with land and were not to be
separated. Under the new regime, water rights are
tradeable. They are capable of being bought and sold by
farmers and authorities. That is happening up and down
the river. Tradeable water rights, however, cannot be
accommodated under the existing arrangements.
I refer in passing to the importance of irrigation to
Mildura and shall explain why the opposition is happy
not to oppose the bill. In the early 1880s a royal
commission chaired by Alfred Deakin, who later
became Australia's first Prime Minister, decided to
examine the potential for irrigation in Australia Alfred
Deakin travelled the world and met with the Chaffey
brothers, George and Ben, in the United States of
America. They were Canadians who had established a
successful irrigation initiative in California They
agreed to come to Australia and in 1887 established the
first irrigation area near the current City ofMildura.
The colonisation was successful for irrigation and fruit
growing, but was not a financial success. In fact it was a
failure.
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A second royal commission was established in 1895
and the region was placed under the control of the First
Mildura Irrigation Trust (FMIT). Other potential sites
for irrigation were investigated by the former State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission. In 1909 the area
now known as Merbein was established with
150 blocks designed to encourage dairy farming. As
honourable members know, the new landowners
quickly turned to producing dried fruit. The area
expanded dramatically between 1917 and 1921,
accommodating soldiers returning from World War I.
The Robinvale area came on stream as an irrigation
district in 1947, providing jobs and homes for soldiers
returning from the second conflict, World War ll. The
irrigation district grew rapidly because of its sunshine,
soil types and drainage, all of which combined to
provide greater returns to growers than was the case in
other parts of Sunraysia

In 1896 the duty of supplying water to the urban and
rural areas of the Mildura settlement was discharged by
the Mildura Irrigation Company Ltd. In 1896 the First
Mildura Irrigation Trust took over the functions of that
company and on 12 May 1909 an urban section of that
irrigation district was proclaimed. A complete divorce
from the irrigation trust occurred in 1921 when the
Mildura Urban Water Trust was constituted.
In preparation for the debate, I visited the Internet site
of the Sunraysia Rural Water Authority. I compliment
the authority, firstly, for being on line, and secondly, for
having such interesting and presentable data on its
home page, which states in part:
Sunraysia Rural Water Authority delivers irrigation water
within the Sunraysia region to the irrigation districts of
Merbein, Red Cliffs and Robinvale. It also delivers water for

stock and domestic purposes to the residents of the MilJewa
Rural District and the Waterworks District of CarwarpNelta
Private diversion activities from the Murray River between
Nyah pwnps and the South Australian border are also
managed by the Authority, together with bulk supplies to the
Lower Murray Water Authority for urban water supplies in
Mildura and Robinvale. Bulk water supply of water to the
First Mildura Inigation Trust is also the responsibility of the
authority.

As I am sure the Honourables Ron Best and Barry
Bishop will point out in their contributions, Milclura
and its incredibly important agricultural surrounds are
all made possible by the River Munay and its
tributaries, which must be managed sustainably. Those
of us who have visited the north-west of the state, in
particular Mildura, will acknowledge that it is an
extremely pleasant city. Its surrounding townships are
experiencing the value that comes from the prosperity
built by agriculture and, increasingly, tourism.
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Many honourable members would know that .
historically it is a famous citrus and grape growmg area.
I am sure Mr Best and Mr Bishop will explain in more
detail the diversification in the area and what crops are
now grown.
The role of the Chaffey brothers cannot be
underestimated. They brought to the Mildura region
irrigation technology that was previously not available
in Australia People such as Alfred Deakin and his
contemporaries understood the potential of regions such
as the Riverland if water could be utilised. The greatest
compliment to Ben and George Chaffey was that the
engineering principles they applied when they came to
Australia are essentially the same principles that are
used today.
I have had the opportunity to visit the pump at Psyche
Bend, which is a fantastic project. It is an opportunity
for a piece of critical local history and heritage to be
maintained.

Bon. R. A. Best interjected.
Bon. PAT POWER - I endorse the interjection
from the Honourable Ron Best. It was a local initiative
by local people who wanted to ensure that the heritage
was passed on to give young people opportunities in the
region. It is also an opportunity for the increasing
number of tourists to learn at first-hand how a simple
piece of machinery can contribute to an irrigation
system. The Riverland region is a fantastic place to visit
and a vitally important part of Victoria's agricultural
activity, which supplies products for both domestic and
international consumption.
In 1885-86 Alfred Deakin, who was the then Victorian
Minister of Water Supply, went on the fact-finding
mission that I referred to earlier. As a consequence of
that mission George Chaffey arrived in 1886, and after
travelling through rural Victoria selected Mildura as the
site for an irrigation colony. Shortly afterwards his
brother, Ben, a horticulturalist, arrived in Mildura.
Together they established the Mildura Irrigation
Company in 1887. The intention was to develop
50 000 acres as the first stage of an ultimate
development of250 000 acres. Although it is important
to acknowledge as an historical fact that the totality of
their vision did not come to pass, nonetheless they left
as a legacy a viable irrigated horticultural area, and
created the birthplace of large-scale irrigation in
Australia.

The pump at Psyche Bend, technically described as a
triple expansion steam engine and Tangye centrifugal
pump, was a result of their work. The original pump
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and engine at Psyche Bend was built in Birmingham,
England, by Tangye. It was built to George Chaffey's
specifications and restored to operational condition by
the Sunraysia Steam Preservation Society with the
assistance of the First Mildura Irrigation Trust. On
behalf of the opposition I am anxious to emphasise that
it was a local group that with the assistance of a local
irrigation authority ensured that this fantastic piece of
equipment not just remained accessible to people, but
was restored to working condition.
The First Mildura Irrigation Trust was formed
following 1895 legislation that was introduced as a
result of the Chaffey brothers' Mildura Irrigation
Company going into liquidation. The amazing thing is
that it has continued to supply irrigation and drainage
services to the horticultural area around Mildura for the
past 100 years. It is amazing that people could have the
vision and technological skills to sustain it for
100 years.
The Chaffey's pumping principle still operates today.
Water is pumped from the Murray River into King's
Billabong. It then goes via a 50 foot channel to the
irrigated land It is now done with electricity-driven
pumps that are situated upstream from the old Psyche
Bend pumping station. The pump was built in 1889 and
commissioned in 1891. The engine is rated at
1000 horsepower running at 160 revolutions per
minute. The capacity of the pump was quite enormous
and it was able to push out 50 000 gallons per minute.
That is an incredible capacity. I urge honourable
members to encourage people from their electorates not
only to visit Mildura as a tourist destination but also to
visit the Psyche Bend pumping station to see the
restoration work that has been undertaken, primarily by
volunteers with access to some funds.
I turn to the importance of the citrus industry. The
opposition's decision not to oppose the legislation is
predicated on its understanding of the importance of
agriculture and horticulture in the Mildura area to the
Victorian and national economies. The citrus industry is
one of the largest horticultural industries in Australia In
1993-94 it was valued at $300 million at the farm gate.
As Mr Best and Mr Bishop would know, value adding
contributes another $450 million - an enormous
amount of clean, quality horticultural agricultural
activity.

Mrs Powell knows that further downstream the Murray
Valley produces 22 per cent of the national citrus
crop - oranges, mandarins, lemons, limes and
grapefruit. The fresh citrus industry in Victoria is
valued at $70 million. The opposition takes the attitude
it does to the legislation because of the critical
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importance of the continued viability and growth of
important horticultural and agricultural activities.
The citrus industry began in Victoria when the Chaffey
brothers emigrated from the United States to Mildura in
1887. After World War 1 citrus planting expanded
under the soldier settlement scheme in the Munay
Valley and today Victoria has more than 750 citrus
properties. The northern Mallee district is the main area
for the production of Valencia and navel oranges in
Victoria primarily because of its climate. The Murray
Valley from Mildura through to Cobram is ideal for
citrus production. Clear sunny days - I am sure the
Honourable Jeanette Powell can boast about this - and
cool nights assist with the fruit ripening, and low
rainfall and humidity do not favour the development or
outbreak: of citrus pests and diseases.
Citrus trees require approximately 1150 million litres of
water per year to optimise growth and fruit production,
and that is why irrigation is so important. As all of us
associated with the land know, farming is not a cheap
enterprise to get into. I understand that, depending on
what citrus variety is planted, it can cost between $3000
and $5000 per hectare to establish. In addition, it costs
$3000 per hectare for the irrigation system. It is
important in debates such as this not to let an
opportunity pass to emphasise to city-based Victorians
that horticulture and agriculture are a part of our gross
domestic product and that the investment required by
farmers to be sustainable and productive players is quite
significant.
Australia has developed significant export markets for
fresh citrus by capitalising on its year-round production;
quality fiuit, and we all know that the international
markets are looking for a quality product; proximity to
major growth centres in Asia, which is increasingly
where our future lies; and the reverse-zone availability
that enables us to supply the Northern Hemisphere.
Fresh oranges are one of Australia's most valuable
horticultural export products with Asia being the major
export destination. Demand for citrus in Asia is rising
in response to Asians' increasing levels of disposable
income and, just as importantly, their becoming more
health conscious and aware of the need for a balanced
diet.
Exports of fresh oranges from Victoria have increased
The latest figure I have is from 1993-94 of 26 000
tonnes. More than 80 per cent of oranges exported from
Victoria are sold in Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong or
Indonesia. Smaller quantities of lemons, limes,
mandarins and grapefiuit are also exported further
afield to Asia Victoria's Valencia oranges are available
for export markets from September to April and navel
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oranges are available from June to December. The
quantity of Victorian oranges exported to South-East
Asia is expected to double by 2000.
It must be understood that the core of this billtradeable water rights around Mildura - is necessary
to ensure the continuation of sustainable growth. I am
sure speakers from the government side will go into
more detail about crop diversity and how important this
bill is to the Mildura area.
Clause 3 enables authorities to apply to the minister for
the conversion of pre-existing water entitlements to
become tradeable bulk water entitlements. Clause 4
enables an authority to reduce the water supply in an
irrigation district because of contamination, and there
has been much media coverage of the problems of
blue-green algae blooms and the need to have a
wide-ranging regional management structure.
Clause 8 requires all actions brought by claimants
against Melbourne retail water authorities to be heard
by the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.
Clause 12 relates to the responsibility Melbourne Water
has to waterways and clause 13 validates water
management activities carried out by Melbourne Water
in the past.
With those few comments, I indicate that opposition
members will not oppose the bill and that its position is
predicated mainly on its importance to north-western
Victoria

HoD. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) - I speak in
support of the Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, the
purpose of which is to enable all Victorian users of
River Murray water to be given defined shares and
allow the trading of rights in the Mildura area. The
opportunity is also being taken to improve the state's
water legislation.
The bill deals with domestic and stock water in
irrigation districts. At present people may water their
lawns without restriction during a serious drought while
farmers lose fiuit trees or production from their dairy
herds. Sharing the Murray recommends that domestic
and stock allowances and water rights be restricted
equally, even in towns throughout regional and rural
areas.
Another provision of the bill deals with contaminated
water. Water authorities have been caught in the middle
of the argument, and the bill includes a no-liability
provision so that if water is contaminated the authorities
who deliver it cannot be sued. Under the current
legislation if a water authority did not supply the water
it would certainly get itself into an awkward situation.
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Of course, the no-liability provision does not apply
where an authority is in any way responsible for the
contamination of the water. The bill clarifies how and
where legal actions are managed and amends the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act
1958. However, I shall concentrate my contribution to
the debate on the First Mildura Irrigation Trust (BvflT)
and the provisions in the bill that affect Mildura. I am
sure my colleague Mr Best, who also represents North
Western Province, would agree that this is the most
important piece of legislation the district ofMildura and
Sunraysia will see. Without the proper management of
water, which is now a finite commodity, Mildura would
almost cease to exist.
I cannot let this opportunity pass without responding to
some of the comments made during the debate on this
bill in the other place. I was really disappointed that our
colleague in the other house, the Independent member
for Mildura, ignored the opportunity to speak in favour
of the area he represents and recognise the huge step
forward the FMIT will take. He certainly missed a great
opportunity to promote our district. Debate on this bill
is a great chance to promote Mildura and speak of
projects such as the connection of gas coming to the
area perhaps early next year and the Deakin proposal. I
do not know why the honourable member for Mildura
did not take that opportunity - perhaps it was a bit too
positive and did not suit or perhaps he did not
understand what is going on.
Despite the honourable member's not having
contributed to debate on this crucial legislation he
wanted to tackle the responsible minister on other
issues such as the alleged misuse of credit cards. He
also made allegations about mismanagement of the
Sunraysia Rural Water Authority and commented on
the Glenelg Region Water Authority. I invite the
honourable member for Mildura in the other place to
cease his negative approach and join the coalition
parties in their marvellous vision for Sunraysia.
I will delve into some of the history behind this
important bill. I congratulate the Honourable Pat
Power; his history lesson was superb. I place historical
facts on the record for good reason: not because the
trust is disappearing - the opposite would be the
case - but simply because such a change deserves to
be placed on the record As Mr Power said, history in
the Sunraysia area is fascinating. Because of the
pressure of time I will try to keep my recitation of
history as short as I can.
I am indebted to Henry Tanhard, who has lived in the
area for many years. He has produced a document
detailing the history of the FMIT. George Chaffey, a
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Canadian engineer, and his younger brother William
Benjamin, who had founded successful irrigation
schemes in California, came to Victoria in 1886 at the
invitation of Alfred Deakin, then the Minister of Water
Supply and later the Prime Minister, to pioneer
irrigation in Australia at Mildura. In his words, he saw:
sterility on either bank and the river of life flowing in
between.

Those words started the idea for the irrigation scheme.
The Chaffey-Mildura Irrigation Company, the first
company, collapsed and the FMIT arose from its
failure. The FMIT was constituted in 1895 to take over
the company's functions. One of the original acts
referred to the 'college lease lands', and the Honourable
Ron Best and I deal with that land from time to time.
The Chaffeys showed extreme vision in allocating
about 180 lots ofland to be leased and used for an
agricultural college in the area. Obviously time has
eroded some of the benefits of that scheme and often
Mr Best and I discuss how that might be changed to
make it more efficient and enable it to meet the
challenges of the future.
In the early days people recognised the problems of
seepage in the channels. One early writing states that
'No more than a fifth may be lost in the conveyancing
and distribution' of water. People were well informed
in those days. Although I am not a fount of knowledge
or history, I understand that a broad overview shows
that the Chaffeys put indentures in place to deliver a
sufficient water right for all irrigable lands in the trust
district. Some people believe this right still exists and
would extend over some 250 000 acres of land,
originally the subject of an indenture between the
Chaffey brothers and the Crown.
I suspect the FMIT district is now about 10 per cent of
the original 250 000 acres. Although the weight of legal
opinion believes the 1989 act swept away and cleaned
up those open-ended arrangements, others disagreed.
The bill fully clarifies the position.
The problems of salinity were recognised even in those
early days. Farmers put in red gum and clay pipes to
drain the country. That was done with the assistance of
a special levy, as history records, paid for by irrigators,
and a government program during the Great Depression
of the 1930s. The program was completed in 10 years
and, as Mr Power said, was a massive task. The huge
wood-fired steam engines and pumps, including the one
at what was known as the Psyche Bend pump station,
which has gone down in history, were moved to
electrically powered pumps in the 1950s. That
improved the security of supply and delivered water to
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higher areas that could not be serviced by the original
pumps and channel systems.
Changes continued to occur throughout the F1vfIT
district as channels were lined with concrete to prevent
seepage and sealed pipelines were installed in some
areas or to some properties. Pressurised water became
available and the transition was made from flood
irrigation to overhead sprinklers and tree sprinklers.
Now drip irrigation is installed in some areas.
Obviously water is now a fmite resource and is
expensive. During that time there was also a transition
to flexible water rosters, something that did not exist in
the early days. That was designed to meet the key
demands of crops and the other products not dreamt of
when the Cbaffeys established the agricultural district.
Six commissioners for the trust are still elected by
irrigators.
Hon. R. A. Best - And fine people they are.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP - Yes, Mr Best. Since 1896
the trust has had 15 chairpersons, 53 commissioners
and directors, and 15 managers. Between 40 and
50 staffhave served the FMIT over those years.
Mr Best and I have worked with Barry Kilpatrick who
was FMIT chairman for 15 years. Neil Warhurst was
on the trust for 21 years; he could be regarded as a
hands-on visionary. Certainly without Neil Warhurst
the old Psyche Bend pump station that Mr Power spoke
about would not have been restored. He drove the
project that brought it back to its original condition
when it first served the trust many years ago. The site
was derelict and vandalised. Through his efforts and
those of people driven by him, the pump station was
restored to the condition we see today. Now the unique
steam pump manufactured by Tangyes and known as
the triple expansion pump has been fully restored. It
was a labour of love for the FMIT and Neil Warhurst. I
remember as a member of a parliamentary tourism
committee visiting the pump station and having an
excellent barbecue on a pleasant evening there in
company with, among others, the Minister for Small
Business.
The FMIT received plenty of assistance to bring the
Psyche Bend pump back to its original condition. The
Sunraysia Steam Preservation Society did a wonderful
job, as did many members of the community. The
multipurpose buildings on site were also restored to
maximise utilisation of the area.
During those years Mr Best and I have had the pleasure
of working with FMIT personnel who need to be
named because they have contributed to the success of
the trust in particular ways. Some are still there, some
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have retired, and some have disappeared through the
passage of time. I pay particular tribute to Angie
Panagiotaros, Roy Garsed, Peter Wharton, Peter
Hammond, Brian Woodford, Tony Mathews, Frank
Dimasi, and the CEO, Ray Byrnes. Owen Lloyd, the
present chairman, also deserves credit He has been a
tower of strength to all of us during the sometimes
difficult process of putting this bill together and
achieving the necessary change required for the future.
As the FMIT moved towards achieving its various
goals it took on a number of projects, one being the
brainchild ofNeil Warhurst and others. Much initiative
was needed to implement the Benetook storage project,
which allows the trust to use out-of-time pumping
opportunities for water and power to create a storage
that can be used in the best way possible.

I suppose it could be said that there have been repeated
skirmishes and rumours that the government would
force amalgamation of the FMIT and the Sunraysia
Rural Water Authority.
Hon. R A. Best - Why not say 'vigorous
discussion '?
Hon. B. W. BISHOP - That was what occurred. I
would not support forced amalgamation simply for the
sake of amalgamation, but I would certainly support the
two organisations jointly investigating capital works
requirements for new projects and a refurbishment
looking to the next 20 years. It may be best to have two
organisations for competition and benchmarking
comparisons, or it may be best in the future to have one
organisation with four cost centres across the system to
provide benchmarking and competition. Whatever the
outcome, it must be driven by the industry in Sunraysia
Any amalgamation should not be driven from above or
afar. I do not believe that will happen because the
people in the area know it so well. The new
arrangements will place us in a better position to
understand the future requirements of the organisation.
I see the study producing a 'Where to from here?'
environment.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.

Hon. B. W. BISHOP - Before the suspension of
the sitting, I talked about research into the best
irrigation practices in Sunraysia and a study I believe
will be conducted there. I suggested that following the
study the direction the organisations should follow
would be clearer. The study needs to be conducted on
the Sunraysia Rural Water Authority system that serves
Robinvale, Merbein and Red Cliffs and on the area
covered by the First Mildura Irrigation Trust. The
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questions that need to be answered are whether more
piping, more metering and increased pumping capacity
are needed Great advantage would be gained by
increasing the efficiency of water conveyance and
reclaiming the losses. Water is valued at somewhere
between $800 and $1000 a megalitre and big money
would be returned to the authorities if water were
saved.
The issue is one of who should pay and how. The study
must be conducted over the whole Sunraysia and
Robinvale irrigation sector without fear or favour. If it
is not done the area may fall behind other areas in the
region. Irrigation systems in the Riverland district of
South Australia and in parts of New South Wales have
been refurbished already, so the challenge lies with
Sunraysia. When it trades on international markets it is
competing against the rest of the world, so it must be
competitive. That is the way Victoria's export markets
are designed.
A study should also be conducted - I believe it will
happen quickly - to finalise all aspects of the Deakin
project that has been mooted in the Sunraysia area.
Initial studies conducted by Sinclair, Knight and Merz
and Sunrise 21 have identified for development
30 000 hectares ofland in the Robinvale and Mildura
areas. Further studies must be done to ensure the
opportunity is coordinated as well as possible. The
studies should be on not only land management but also
financial issues, engineering and marketing.
It has been announced that a small committee was
formed recently. It is chaired by Eddie Warburst, the
ex-mayor ofMildura and chairman ofSunraysia Rural
Water Authority. Other members are Mark Hancock,
the managing director ofMildura Cooperative, and
Gera1d Leach, who chairs the Mallee Catchment
Management Authority.

Hon. M. M. Gould - Are you talking about my
cousin?
Hon. B. W. BISHOP - Indeed, I am. The minister
has also offered a position on the committee to First
Mildura Irrigation Trust. That is a fitting arrangement

because of the part the trust will play in any future
development. A short, sharp study must be completed
quickly because already investors have pushed ahead
on their own. A coordinated effort will be required to
ensure the best use of the available land and the
incorporation of the best available infrastructure to
sustain the region in the future.
The study will enable the determination of what
additional capacity can be generated out of the existing
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infrastructure of pumps and channels in the areas
covered by both the Sunraysia Rural Water Authority
and the First Mildura Irrigation Trust. The questions
that need to be answered concern what new
infrastructure is needed Is there a need for new pumps
and pipes? If so, where are they needed? Other
questions concern how new infrastructure will be
financed and whether the market can sustain a doubling
of the irrigation area in the region.
In my opinion the vision is achievable. Some may say it
will take 15 years, but I suggest it will be quicker than
that. The small committee should engage consultants
using government funding that is available through
agriculture initiatives for water and produce a result
within three months - the sooner the better - so that
people can move on. Following completion of the study
action will take place at the local level. I believe that the
skills and the intellectual capacity to raise the finance
exist at the local level. It may even need to be a build,
own, operate and transfer scheme, but the options
should be kept wide open.
One of the water organisations may proceed with the
development, or it may be a joint effort. I am sure a
dozen or more different options will arise from the
study. Two studies will probably be needed. One will
focus on the Deakin development and the other will
focus on the capital requirements for the Sunraysia
Rural Water Authority and FMIT in the next 20 or
30 years. However, those are the matters that must be
assessed through the study or studies. When I consider
the doubling of the irrigation area and the provision of
gas to the area within a year, and the processing and
transport opportunities, house building and other
services that the studies could drive, I am even more
convinced that they must be conducted to ensure that
Mildura and Sunraysia become the most powerful,
viable and influential productive centres in Australia
First Mildura Irrigation Trust is a large organisation that
provides irrigation, drainage, engineering and business
services to the Mildura district. The irrigable area is
7951 hectares and the trust has 1650 customers. It
covers an irrigated area of 6670 hectares, with
1232 people sharing the irrigation services. That gives
some idea of the size of the area covered by the trust
and the services it provides in the Sunraysia area.
Honourable members must ask themselves why the
legislation is before the house today. It is because the
Murray Darling Basin Ministerial Council decided that
a cap must be put on water use across the whole basin.
The house would know that the Murray Darling Basin
covers a large area - about a sixth of Australia - and
is highly productive. It is interesting to note that the
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water removed from the rivers and streams in the basin
has increased to over 10 000 gigalitres a year - or put
another way, 80 per cent of the water that used to flow
out of the mouth of the river before irrigation began.
Overuse of the river is beginning. At its meetings the
ministerial council has agreed that some 1620 gigalitres
per year could be diverted for Victoria, which is about
7000 farms and about 40 towns. Without such quick
and decisive action severe shortages of water would
have been faced more often and that would have had a
severe effect on the environment
The Sharing ofthe Murray document is a good
snapshot of how events have occurred. They
commenced in the early 1900s, when concerns were
expressed about the health of the river, the use of its
water and the fact that it would be difficult to cope with
future demands.
After several decades of debate, in 1915 Victoria, New
South Wales and South Australia signed an agreement
to cooperate on development of the River Murray and
to build dams to support irrigation and weirs and locks
to help with navigation on the river. The states had to
reach agreement on how to share the water and the cost
of building the structures. The basis for sharing the
water is still largely in place today, and it gives Victoria
a share that is relatively independent of the other states.
It is interesting to note how the agreement was formed.
The Murray-Darling Basin Agreement gives Victoria
and New South Wales the right to half each of the water
entering the River Murray above Albury, provided they
each supply South Australia with half of its entitlement.
That is the major feature of the agreement, although
other water accounting processes are used to complete
the full process.
The process that led to the Sharing ofthe Murray
document was a three-year consultation to define the
bulk water entitlements along the River Murray in
Victoria I congratulate my colleague Barry Steggall,
the honourable member for Swan Hill in the other
place, who chaired the committees through that process.
It was a large committee with 35 members representing
organisations such as the Victorian Farmers Federation,
the Australian Dried Fruits Association, the Australian
Conservation Foundation and the catchment
management authorities. They all worked hard to arrive
at sharing arrangements that were acceptable to all
users. The document the committee published, Sharing
the Murray, stood up well to the meetings across
Victoria, particularly in northern Victoria
Victoria's River Murray sharing proposal could be
undermined if the water rights in the Mildura area are
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not clarified. It is interesting to note that the water rights
in the First Mildura Irrigation Trust district originally
derived from an 1887 indenture with the Chaffey
brothers. The indenture stipulated that once the
Chaffeys had developed the irrigation works for land
and were thus granted :freehold, they could sell the land
on to growers, but they must secure 'a sufficient water
right' which would be a perpetual easement on the land.
During the three-year process leading up to the
sharing-the-Murray arrangement legal advice was
obtained which showed that those rights have always
been subject to limits. The rights were defmed in 1989
by the Water Act to be a little more than 6 megalitres
per hectare, but that can be increased by the Governor
in Council. The legal opinion said the Water Act
eradicated any rights attached to land as perpetual
easements. However, as always with legal advice, there
was a contrary opinion which suggested that the old
rights existed and that there was to be sufficient water
for whatever was grown. That meant that if someone
changed from growing vines, for example, to growing a
higher use crop such as citrus, the rights would be
greater. That would clearly be incompatible with the
cap that is in place across the state.
The bill is required to confirm that the rights in the
FMIT district are as defined in the Water Act. It is
particularly important to put the issue beyond doubt
prior to the introduction of water trading, which will
move the FMIT well into the future and place it on a
level playing field with other organisations around
Victoria The First Mildura Irrigation Trust has been
allocated 85 000 megalitres of the Victorian allocation,
included in which is 12 000 megalitres of losses. With
some good capital works, the FMIT could save some
water and some money. With water worth between
$800 and $1000 a megalitre, those savings are
obviously achievable.
I congratulate the board of the FMIT on its efforts
during the bulk entitlement process. I believe the
members did a very good job representing their areas as
the three-year process unfolded. It is interesting to note
that it is proposed in the bill that the FMIT's bulk
entitlement will provide for the same levels of water
right as will apply in neighbouring areas. A little over
9 megalitres of water to the hectare will be provided for
all irrigated land, except where higher use crops such as
citrus are grown, where 12 megalitres of water per
hectare will be allowed.
It is also interesting to note that the possibility of
drought was taken into account during the process. In
the worst case scenario, for one year in every 100 years
we may see water rights go down to 60 per cent. To put
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that into perspective, it is anticipated that that would
occur at the end of a seven-year sustained dry period, so
it would happen rarely, if at all.
Among the number of classes of land to be considered
by the FWT was land known as maintenance land
Following the consultation process the trust was able to
grant just over 9 megalitres of water per hectare to
two-thirds of such maintenance land outside the
irrigation area, which I believe was a satisfactory
conclusion.
My understanding is that the RvllT had other land
loosely called unrated land on which no water rates had
previously been paid. That land was not included in the
bulk entitlement discussions. Research has suggested
that only a small percentage of that land is now
available to be developed for irrigation. No water was
allocated to that land during the consultation process,
and I suspect that in the future it may be left to the trust
to formulate a policy for that small area
The First Mildura Irrigation Trust is to set up a water
allocation register during the next 12 months, which
will be the basis for growers to join in water trading and
move forward into the future. I understand most of the
details are now available to establish that register but
there is still a substantial amount of work to be done,
which I suspect will take the next 12 months.
It is interesting to note that when the Chaffeys'
indenture was established Lord Ranfurly had a similar
indenture established, as a result of which
approximately a dozen irrigators have been able to
pump unlimited water from the River Murray at no
charge. That is obviously unacceptable, and by and
large irrigators who are in that position realise their
situation has to change. They will be issued tradeable
licences covering their current water requirements. That
will be a good thing for those growers, because it will
give them absolute certainty about their water rights for
the future and will allow them to trade in the same way
as every other water user throughout Victoria
Times have changed since the 1800s, when Victoria
had an abundance of water. Victorians now have to
carefully manage that finite resource. I again
congratulate the First Mildura Irrigation Trust board, its
management and its CEO, Ray Byrnes, on the final
outcome of a long and difficult process. The trust tried
hard to retain the original indentures and the historical
elements of the FWT for today's world, but it was not
possible because it would have brought so many other
pressures into play and the system would have been
unworkable.
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F1v1IT district growers have great potential to benefit
from water use efficiencies now that they have their
own water rights separate from their land I have great
faith in their innovative ability, and I am certain the
new system will further assist Sunraysia to move into a
positive future.

I offer my heartfelt appreciation to Dr John Cooke, the
regional manager of flora and fauna for DNRE
stationed in Mildura He has been a tower of strength
during the negotiations. His great knowledge of the area
and the people involved, and his ability to facilitate
cooperation between all parties, has been very
welcome.

This important bill will give FMIT growers security
and the opportunity to trade water. It will open up many
doors for them to move forward into the future. I
welcome the support of the FWT board for the bill,
which I commend to the house.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) - I am
delighted to speak on the Water Acts (Amendment)
Bill, an important bill for country Victoria that will
bring many benefits to rural areas. The debate on
Victoria's water policy has been constructive and
supportive of primary industries. The bill makes many
amendments to the Water Act 1989 and the Water
Industry Act 1994. One major aspect of the bill is that it
repeals area-based allocations of water rights in the
First Mildura Irrigation Trust (FMIT) district, those
changes coming into effect a year later.

Water availability is critical to the growth ofthe
horticulture industry in Victoria Providing low-cost
water is the key to encouraging farmers to invest in the
horticulture industry and to producing high quality
Australian products for export. Increased availability of
water is important in opening the door to food and
vegetable production.
The dairy industry, Victoria's largest single exporter,
exports processed dairy products worth $1.5 billion a
year. Increased productivity in the dairy industry has
resulted in large part from improvements to the
irrigation system. The difficulty faced is how to balance
the growth of the economy with the protection of the
environment.
Clause 6 clarifies water rights in the Mildura irrigation
area The Mildura irrigation area covers about
250 000 acres, deriving from an indenture between the
Chaffey brothers and the Crown. The old water rights
go back more than 100 years. The associated water
rights have been the subject of legal dispute.
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Those water rights can now be sold by farmers and
authorities up and down the rivers. Water rights could
not be traded under the old law. There were many
difficulties with the old water rights. Firstly, a fanner
establishing new crops that required more water could
argue under the old water rights that his rights would
expand, allowing him to take more water. There is an
absolute cap on irrigation water and an
intergovernmental agreement in place adopting that
cap.
Secondly, the area belonging to the Chaffey brothers
was much larger than the trust area, the Chaffey
brothers having 100 000 hectares and the FMIT
covering 10 000 hectares, so the Chaffey brothers area
was 10 times bigger. The implication is that some
people might argue there is a right to expand the
irrigation area, impacting on other farmers in the
Murray-Darling Basin.
The propelling motive for the bill is to prevent the
possible expansion of the irrigation area by 10 times its
original size and therefore the expansion of the volume
of irrigation water required. The bill abolishes the old
water rights and establishes new ones set at
9.1444 megalitres per hectare for vines and
12 megalitres for high-use crops. The changes have
been supported by the FMIT.
The FMIT is run by the irrigators in the area and
therefore is in response to their needs. There is no
community representation on regional water authorities,
and there has been a lack of consultation. The water
authorities should allow more community
representation on boards.
The FMIT report has requested that a water
ombudsman be appointed as there have been
allegations of a water racket. I quote from an article by
Genevieve Barlow in the Weekly Times, which states:
Irrigators are calling for the establishment of an industry
ombudsman following allegations of a water racket in
Mildura Police fear phantom sales worth hw}(ireds of
thousands of dollars have left water buyers holding titles to
water that may not exist

There have been calls for the appointment of an
ombudsman to ensure checks and balances are put in
place. People have requested that an independent
arbitrator be appointed to deal with problems when they
occur and that their concerns be responded to by the
minister.
Clause 4 enables an authority to reduce the supply of
water in an irrigation district on account of
contamination of water in the supply system.
Authorities have had problems with blue-green algal
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blooms in many lakes, rivers and dams. At present
irrigators can sue authorities if they stop the supply of
water. Claimants can sue Melbourne retail water
authorities.
Clause 8 requires all actions brought after a certain date
under section 74 of the Water Industry Act 1994 to be
heard by the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal rather than by a number of different
jurisdictions.
The bill sets out clearly those waterways for which
Melbourne Water has responsibility and repeals
schedule 12 of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works Act. The bill could have proposed changes to
sewerage authorities, reducing the outrageous amounts
paid by people living in small towns.
There has been a lack of community consultation on the
bill. The opposition's policy is that there should be
community consultation. The opposition wants to see
the government spending more time in consultation
with constituents in rural Victoria to ensure those
constituents have a say in and commitment to policy.
The opposition does not oppose the bill.
Bon. E. J. POWELL (North Eastern) - I am
pleased to support the Water Acts (Amendment) Bill,
which makes a number of small amendments to the
Water Act and which, more importantly, will change
the way the First Mildura Irrigation Trust (F}.1IT) will
operate.
For the first time fanners in the Mildura district are to
be given clear ownership of their water rights. Current
arrangements mean water cannot be sold by individual
irrigators, but only by the FMIT. The legislation
changes that arrangement and allows individual
irrigators to trade water and to benefit from it
themselves. That will bring them in line with other
holders of water rights in the Murray-Darling Basin
who are able to trade water on either a permanent or
temporary basis.
There have been some interesting developments since
water has become a tradeable commodity in Victoria
Permanent water transfers have increased from zero in
the 1990-91 season to about 15 gigalitres in the
1994-95 and 1995-96 seasons, while temporary water
transfers were more than 200 gigalitres during the
relatively dry 1994-95 season.
I shall give an example of the trading of water. My
family owns 15 acres of land and we did not realise the
importance of water to that small acreage. Under the
water right we are now able to temporarily trade
10 megalitres on the open market and get $80 a
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megalitre. It is important for farmers who need water to
be able to buy extra water if needed. Last year was the
fIrst time in 15 years that we traded water, and we
gained $800 as a result. More importantly, however,
another farmer was able to use those 10 megalitres.
The region represented by the Honourable Bill Baxter,
the honourable member for Shepparton in another
place, and me is known as the food bowl of
Australia - that is, the Murray and Goulbum valleys.
Victoria produces about 25 per cent of Australia's
agricultural product and 30 per cent of its processed
food product - all that from less than 3 per cent of
Australia's land mass. Agrofood production accounts
for 35 per cent of Victoria's export earnings. A target
has been set by the government of$12 billion per
annum for food exports by 2010. Current food exports
exceed $4 billion per annum, so we are well on target
The government has put in place a number of new
initiatives and programs to help the agricultural industry
achieve good results. Rural advisers visit farms to
explain new markets and how farmers can review and
explore new farming techniques.
Water is one of our most valuable resources and should
no longer be taken for granted. The Honourable Pat
Power and others have spoken of the importance of
water to the agriculture industry and to Australia's
economy. Water reform in Victoria has made this state
the leader not only in Australia but across the world
Many scientists come to Australia to see how our water
reforms are working and how our best practice is
managed.
I acknowledge the work of the honourable member for
Swan Hill in another place and his 30-member
committee which produced a report entitled Sharing the
Murray. The committee was given the task of dividing
Victoria's share of the River Murray on behalf of its
water users. That has now been completed and a cap
applies to the amount of water that can be taken from
the River Murray and shared between all water users
with existing water rights.
I will not go into the history of the First MiIdura
Irrigation Trust because that has already been
adequately covered by the Honourables Pat Power and
Barry Bishop who know that history well. I am sure the
Honourable Ron Best will also cover it in his
presentation.
Inefficient farm practices are decreasing and flood
irrigation which caused high water tables and salinity is
no longer occurring. Efficient irrigation technologies
are now changing the face of agriculture. In my region
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many farmers are becoming experts in water use and
are putting in place farm plans which show irrigation
layout, drainage reuse, soil detail and tree planting
programs. They are also converting to drip or
micro-spray irrigation systems, which allow much
greater control of the water applied to farms. Better
control of water leads to better management of
nutrients, particularly those applied through irrigation
water.
Earlier speakers referred to contamination of water,
which is a contentious subject Clause 4 allows an
authority to restrict or suspend water supplies if the
source is found to be contaminated. For example, the
water could be chemically polluted or it could be
contaminated by a blue-green algal bloom.
Clause 5 protects an authority from liability for
restricting water supply where there is contamination in
the water supply system which was not caused by either
intentional or negligent conduct of the authority. It is
important to note that the authority will not be protected
from liability if contamination of the water supply is
caused by the authority.
Water contamination is being addressed in the area I
represent in a number of ways, including drainage
nutrient removal systems, which reduce the amount of
water and nutrients leaving the farm, tree planting,
water-watch programs and surface drainage. The
Shepparton irrigation region has Victoria's largest
community surface drain network with 50 000 hectares
of land incorporated into such programs. The
honourable member for Shepparton in another place
and I attended the recent launch of the Rodney
community surface drain, which was opened by the
Minister for Agriculture and Resources, the Honourable
Pat McNamara. The drain is more than 19 kilometres
long and services 30 landholders and 1750 hectares of
land I congratulate Mr Mike Nethersole of
Nethersole's orchards who chaired the committee,
which had been meeting for seven years to ensure that
the drain was completed He told me he has already
seen the benefits through extra production on his
orchard.
The bill also precludes liability when an authority
restricts supply because of a shortage of water or for
any other unavoidable cause. Sometimes restrictions are
unavoidable. Last year, because of low rainfall in the
major storage areas, the seasonal allocations from
Goulbum-Murray Water started at 60 per cent.
Thankfully by the end of the year most farmers had
achieved their water rights, although sales were limited
Local members had a number of meetings with farmers
and Goulbum-Murray Water to ensure everyone was
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infonned of the developments. It was a distressing time
and there was much uncertainty about the options
available to farmers. If you do not have water and you
cannot get it, what are the options other than drying off
some of your cows and not planting your crops? Those
options would certainly not be in the best interests of
farmers.
The distribution of water is critical, and I wish to
acknowledge the work of the Honourable Bill Baxter
and his committee, which reviewed the issue in what
has become known as the Baxter report.
Not just fanners are becoming more efficient in water
use; water authorities are also providing information on
ways to minimise water consumption - for example,
by watering the garden fIrst thing in the early morning
and last thing at night; using timers on sprinklers;
washing cars and trailers on lawns, et cetera. Water
authorities have introduced a user-pays system.
It is important to know how much water is available,
who needs it, who has it and where it is best used. We
have an obligation to protect and manage our water to
make sure it is a viable and sustainable resource into the
future. The bill will secure and recognise the rights of
all water users in the Mildura area and bring them into
line with other water users in the state. I commend the
bill to the house.

Hon. PHll.lP DAVIS (Gippsland) - My remarks
will be brief because previous speakers have already
covered much of the ground that is appropriate to be
discussed in this debate. I take issue with one matter
raised by the opposition - the Honourable Sang
Nguyen spoke about a lack of consultation on water
management in Victoria That is the most farcical
accusation raised in this house today, and we have
heard many. The honourable member obviously
researched the subject well and made an enormous
effort to absorb the issues so he could make a
contnbution to the debate! It is a farce without parallel
to accuse the government of lack of consultation with
rural people on water management. It is as though
Mr Nguyen was on a different planet - he was
certainly not in this house when contributions were
made. Even his own colleague the Honourable Pat
Power highlighted exactly the process that has led to
the issues being canvassed in the bill. Clearly there has
been extraordinary amount of consultation.
Sharing the Murray involved 30 individuals
representing community groups along the River
Murray. They worked through contentious issues about
the allocation of a very precious resource and finally
achieved consensus on an equitable sharing
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arrangement with respect to both the environment and
the economic benefIts to rural Victorians. The process
took three years of discussions with entire communities
involved in agriculture. A direct result of that process
was the identifIcation of the fact that irrigators in the
Mildura district must be given access to the same
benefIts from the water reforms in this state to which all
other irrigators have access.
The bill will enable access to the water trading market
so that resources can be allocated to the highest valued
crops to enable farmers to differentiate the value of
their land and water assets, and, more particularly, to
generate efficiencies in production and focus entirely
on allocating resources to the productive use which the
marketplace leads them to conclude is viable.
The discussions that the Honourable Barry Bishop went
to some length to recount highlight the fact that the
First Mildura Irrigation Trust (FMIT) constituency and
the approximately 1500 people who will be affected are
the people Mr Bishop got involved with in leading a
consultation process on behalf of the government. The
point is that the government has not dealt with this issue
in a unilateral fashion; it has not come into the house
with any surprises. The bill reflects the process of
consultation that the government has undertaken
specifically to achieve the outcome that the people of
north-western Victoria around the Mildura area - a
vibrant and vital part of Victoria's economy - would
be able to share in terms of the benefits of water reform.
The government has led an effective reform process
that stepped off a legislative platform agreed to by both
houses and both the government and the opposition in
1989. The Water Act 1989 was introduced by a Labor
government and suffered an enormous number of
amendments from the opposition, to which the
government agreed. There is a good basis of legislative
framework within which the government can operate.
The bipartisan commitment to improving water
management and the allocation of Victoria's precious
surface water resources has led the government to
develop a water market and ensure that it is possible to
get the highest economic rent from that resource and
that it is properly allocated for the benefit of the greatest
number of people in the community.
An honourable member who is vitally interested in the
subject has returned to the chamber. I reiterate that I
was reflecting on the failure of the opposition to
understand that its claim about lack of consultation on
these issues is a complete farce. It took three years to
complete Sharing the Murray and another year for
Mr Bishop's direct participation in assisting the FMIT
and its constituent members to resolve issues in the
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It is fundamental that the community be involved in all

through Sharing the Murray. It is important to
understand that the FMIT water rights in the trust
district derive from an 1887 indenture between Queen
Victoria and the Chaffey brothers. It stipulated that
once the Chaffeys bad developed the land for irrigation
purposes - that is, put in the necessary
infrastructure - there would be a grant of freehold and
they could sell it to growers but had to secure sufficient
water to run with the land as a perpetual easement.

of Victoria's water resource management decisions.
The government has set up a statewide process of
catchment management authorities (CMAs) to involve
regional people in a local process that starts off with a
skills-based board, under which committees advise the
CMAs on the matters with which they deal. They may
be advisory committees dealing specifically with river
or salinity management, but they are nevertheless part
of an extensive network of regional Victorians
participating in a voluntary contribution towards the
better management of natural resources on a
whole-of-catchment basis.

Notwithstanding the legislative provisions over time,
from 1895 to the period of the proclamation of the 1989
Water Act there remained some doubt about the
quantum of entitlement. Some people argue that the old
easement still exists and provides rights to whatever
quantity of crops is produced and therefore the water
requirement for those crops. That means if growers
change from vines to higher water-use crops, for
example citrus fruit, their rights would be increased,
which would be incompatible with the cap on water
diversions.

north west of the state. I am impressed by the
commitment of the local members of Parliament whom
I have acknowledged in my contribution so far. Many
others were part of the process but the two leading
proponents in resolving the issues were the honourable
member for Swan Hill in another place and the
Honourable Barry Bishop.

The community ownership extends to a significant
contribution by way of fmancial support for this
activity. The majority of the community in regional
Victoria strongly supports the activities that are being
delivered on the ground to improve the natural
environment. The government's commitment to share
the management responsibility with the community
rather than acting unilaterally encouraged the Landcare
movement 11 years ago.
I acknowledge the role of a former Premier of Victoria,
the Honourable Joan Kimer, in that regard. As
conservation minister she was instrumental in
developing the movement with the then Victorian
Farmers Federation president, Heather Mitchell. These
two formidable women inspired a change in the
day-to-day activity on private land that has led to many
of the participatory arrangements now in place where
responsibility for natural resources management on
private land is shared and where there is a great body of
community participation in water management issues.
Even the rural water authorities establish their own
consultative committees on the basis of having a
customer focus, but they contribute effectively to the
rural water authority's board of management
decision-making process. It is a disappointment to
come into the house and hear such a contribution from
the opposition, and I hope I never hear the same
comments again.
I remind honourable members that the bill's primary
purpose is to deal with issues relating to the rights of
stakeholders in the First Mildura Irrigation Trust as a
result of a review of processes, as I have mentioned,

The issue has been discussed previously in the house.
The bill puts beyond doubt the need to remove the
possibility that in future a claim for an increased
entitlement could be made at the expense of other
holders of water rights. It is critical to understand that
one of the most important outcomes of the amendments
to the rights of the First Mildura Irrigation Trust is an
enablement to trade on the water market, allocate the
resource, acquire additional resource, or dispose of the
resource to a higher economic use.
The bill is important in the context of the limited, finite
surface water resource available in Victoria. As
agriculture has developed and we have harvested water
from the various catchments and irrigated from the
natural watercourses - in this case the River Murray
and its tributaries - to some degree we have not, in the
history of the involvement of irrigated agriculture, had a
veI)' clear vision about what the long-term
environmental impact might be. Fortunately, in the
latter stages of this century, the late 1980s and early
199Os, we have taken a keen interest in the
environmental impact of those activities. That has
necessitated the government taking a firm position on
limiting the further use and exploitation of water.
Victoria has been lucky to have such significant access
to surface water for irrigation. That has been a fairly
cheap and easy route for us to develop agriculture, but
we have almost hit the parameters for further
development. Therefore, government must encourage
the use of harvesting the water efficiently for a better
purpose.
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The bill deals with other issues which I shall explore in
preference to dealing further with the First Mildura
Irrigation Trust. One aspect of the bill worth noting is
the allocation of water entitlements for stock and
domestic purposes. It deals with the rights of and
restrictions on those who are dependent on allocations
for stock and domestic pwposes during drought
periods. Clearly, over time stock and domestic
entitlements have been protected from any constraints
compared with the rights of those who have
entitlements for irrigation. The entitlements for stock
and domestic users will in future be treated in a similar
fashion to those for other entitlement holdings - that
is, their ability to manage or reduce the draw on the
resource by stock and domestic users.
It is important also to note that the bill will further
enable rural water authorities to restrict supply in
circumstances not of their own making - for example,
where there is a chemical or biological reason to restrict
supply. It is important for water authorities to have the
capacity to restrict supply without liability. The bill
provides for a no-liability provision in circumstances
where the water is contaminated, but not through some
inadequacy of the authority's own management and
where it must remove or reduce supply for a period or
for a part of its customer base. That does not preclude
authorities from their responsibilities in meeting their
obvious obligations to maintain supply in ordinary
circumstances.

A minor but important amendment in the bill relates to
claims for water damages - for example, flooding in a
domestic circumstance - as a result of some action of
an authority. Such matters will be now heard in the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (yCAT),
as is currently the case in country Victoria There is
different treatment for suburban and urban customers
compared with rural customers. At present claims for
damages are restricted to VCAT for rural customers,
and in these circumstances the amendment signifies a
small but important improvement.
A very minor issue that requires some clarification is
the legal responsibility of Melbourne Water in the
management of waterways. Over time Melbourne
Water has taken on the responsibility for a number of
waterways in its general district which it may not have
listed in the schedule to the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works Act. The bill ensures that
the current boundaries of waterways and drainage
operate in such a way that additional waterways, for
which Melbourne Water has taken responsibility, are
within its proper purview.
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It has been a pleasure to make a small contribution to
the debate. I was enormously disappointed to hear the
contribution from Mr Nguyen, which really undid a
great deal of the cooperative spirit we have taken in this
debate and the acknowledgment of the enormous effort
that has been made to effectively ensure full and
extensive consultation with all those affected by the
water reforms contained in the bill. It is with great
pleasure that I support the bill. I urge the house also to
support it, and I am confident that will be the outcome.

Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - As a local
member for the Mildura area it gives me great pleasure
to make a small and brief contribution to the debate on
the Water Acts (Amendment) Bill. The Mildura area is
also well served by my colleague the Honourable Barry
Bishop. I know that at times the issue dealt with by the
bill has caused a bit of tension among the different
people associated with the industry. However, I believe
the bill's provisions will have a profound impact on the
many people in and around the Mildura area.
This is one of the most important reforms to occur in
the Mildura area since the establishment of the Mildura
settlement by the Chaffey brothers last century. As
enunciated earlier, the unique nature of the allocation of
water rights to irrigators within the First Mildura
Irrigation Trust (FMIT) dates back to the indenture
between the Chaffey brothers and Queen Victoria in
1887. That has led to an enormous legal debate over
entitlements relating to that fudenture, particularly the
consequences if a grower were to change to a higher
water usage crop. As most honourable members would
be aware, there is a limit to the amount of water
available because of the cap on diversions that was
agreed to by a ministerial council.
The bill provides that for the first time irrigators within
the FMIT area will be given clear ownership of their
rights on water. This bill is one of the great
breakthroughs for irrigators in the Sunraysia area and
provides an opportunity for further growth and
development, particularly within the horticultural
sector.
As most honourable members will be aware, last year
the Minister for Agriculture and Resources in the other
place announced the establishment of the Deakin
development project, which will see the establishment
of a new irrigation area to the south ofMildura. These
legislative changes to the flv1IT operations will provide
the opportunity to develop areas within the western part
of the FMIT to complement the proposed Deakin
development.
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During a visit last week to Sunraysia by the Minister for
Agriculture and Resources, the Honourable Barry
Bishop and I had the opportunity of meeting with the
chairman of the FMIT, Mr Owen Lloyd, and members
of his board to discuss the composition of the bill and
the opportunities it may provide for the Sunraysia area.
A number of issues were raised by members of the
board and the chairman. They included the efficiencies
that could be gained from the current FMIT system.
Mr Bishop alluded to the amount of seepage and the
loss of water from within the system because of earth
channels and the commercial opportunities that may
exist with the sales that could be achieved because of
the savings in water.
Other issues discussed included trading water, which is
of particular interest to many farmers because in some
years water is not required. Better water usage practices
will make water available for sale. As we have heard.
the going rate for water is between $800 and $1 000 ~
megalitre. That will provide an enormous windfall to
the many irrigators in Mildura. Another consideration
was the transition from low-value use to high-value
returns. Innovations in the irrigation district and
systems included the new systems versus the old flood
irrigation practices. All those measures will lead to
greater savings of water and potential capital gains for
irrigators in the water district.
Those issues are not new among irrigators. However,
the legislation will allow the FMIT to provide water
rights that will be metered for the first time and will
give individual irrigators the opportunity to trade water.
This reform within the water industry is not new. It has
been the basis of the enormous developments that have
occurred throughout irrigation districts along the River
Murray. The ability of irrigators to sell water rights has
led to an explosion of investment in the food industry.
In 1992 Victoria had export income from food products
amounting to about $2 billion; last year the figure had
risen to about $4 billion. It is estimated that by 2010
that figure will be $12 billion.
Irrigation has turned marginal sheep country into prime
agricultural and horticultural land. A good example of
the transition that has occurred from marginal sheep
country to fertile land can be seen in and around the
Robinvale and Wemen areas. To demonstrate that one
has only to recount the experiences of Rocky
Lamattinas, a market gardener from the other side of
Dandenong, who moved to the Wemen area. He put
2000 acres of carrots under spray irrigation, and the rest
is history. He has revolutionised the country there with
his enormous investment. Other market gardeners have
moved into the area, bought water rights from the River
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Murray system and transferred them into the Wemen
area. The whole area is now booming.
Other industries that have been expanded through the
use of better irrigation practices include the wine, dairy
and horticultural industries. From the Murray basin to
Mildura there has been an increase in the number of
investments by substantial and major Australian
companies, and that is leading to job creation. Major
food processing plants such as Bonlac,
Murray-Goulburn, Nestle and K.ra:ft are expanding and
investing in country Victoria Associated service and
transport industries are assisting country Victoria by
attracting major investment resulting in job creation.
The legislative changes in the bill will allow water
trading to occur and will provide a tremendous
economic stimulus to parts of the irrigation districts
along the River Murray. The bill will assist irrigators in
the FMIT district.
It would be remiss of me not to mention the job done
by my parliamentary colleague, the honourable member
for Swan Hill in the other place, Barry Steggall, as
chairman of the Sharing the Murray Committee. It is
worthwhile referring to the committee report. To chair a
committee of a diverse number of water users in the
water industry was a challenge that only Barry Steggall
would have been prepared on take on. I congratulate all
those in the water industry who participated in the
compilation of the report, because it goes a long way to
overcoming the difficulties involved in managing the
limited amount of water available from the River
Murray system.
The changes in the bill will assist in further regional
development opportunities and, we hope, will lead to
further investment in country areas. That will, in turn,
lead to more job opportunities. Success will also
depend on the abilities of water users to change from a
low-value use of commodities to uses that yield
high-value returns.
The Mildura area is the fastest growing area in Victoria;
it is booming. Those legislative changes will assist the
transformation that is occurring in the area I
congratulate my parliamentary colleagues the
honourable member for Swan Hill in the other place,
Barry Steggall, and the Honourable Barry Bishop on
the job they have done in working with the Th1IT. I
have pleasure in supporting the bill.
The ACTING PRESIDENT
Order! I am of the view that
the second reading of this bill is to be passed by an
absolute majority of the members of the Legislative
(Hon. E. G. Stoney) -
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Council. As there is not an absolute majority present, I
ask the Clerk to ring the bells.

SURVEILLANCE DEVICES BILL
Second reading

Bells rung.
Members having assembled in chamber:

The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Bon. E. G. Stoney) - Order! The question is that this
bill be now read a second time. I am of the opinion that
the second reading of the bill requires to be passed by
an absolute majority. In order that I might ascertain
whether the required majority has been obtained, I ask
those members who are in favour of the question to
stand in their places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

Third reading
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank honourable members for their significant
contributions to the important legislation.
The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. E. G. Stoney) - Order! I ask honourable
members who support the third reading to again stand
in their places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Sessional orders
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
move:
That so much of the sessional orders be suspended as would
prevent new business being taken after 10 p.m. during the
sitting of the Council this day.

Motion agreed to.

Debate resumed from 5 May; motion of
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small Business).

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) The opposition does not oppose the Surveillance
Devices Bill. The legislation introduces a series of
privacy controls and regulatory mechanisms to govern
listening, tracking and optical surveillance devices. The
intention is to apply the effect of the Licensing Devices
Act to more recent devices. The bill creates a series of
offences and prohibitions, including the recording of or
listening to a private conversation, except where a
recorder of the conversation is a party to the
conversation, or in accordance with commonwealth
law.
An interesting aspect of clause 5 is that it provides that
nothing in the act applies to anything done by the
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation. One has
to ask whether snoops still get away with listening to
people with impunity.

The bill prohibits optical surveillance of a private
activity inside a building, except where there is consent
or the occupier of the premises gets police permission
where it is suspected that criminal activity is taking
place. The bill will provide for a number of changes
that have occurred in the surveillance of mainly
criminals when they are taking part in major criminal
activities and causing social problems. The legislation
is about regulating the use of devices used in such
surveillance as the end of the century draws near. The
bill prohibits tracking devices except where there is
consent or it is in accordance with commonwealth law.
It also prohibits data withdrawal from computers by
police unless it is done in accordance with the law, but
it does not regulate public activity.
The bill restricts the publication of illegal or legal
recordings. For the first time a video of private activity
made with the consent of the persons in the video
cannot be distributed without their consent. That
provision arises from the unfortunate case of performer
Debbie Byrne and her ex-partner. In that case a number
of people gained access to a videotape which had been
stolen from her in the first instance and which when
recovered by the police was copied and distributed.
That was unfortunate for Ms Byrne and her family
because the recording was private and should not have
gone into the public domain. The only problem with the
legislation as it will apply to a case such as that is that it
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is difficult to provide protection unless the offender is
caught.

per court directions to prevent unscrupulous people
retaining it.

Clause 7 provides that, with police authorisation, shop
owners may install video cameras, the main purpose of
which is to catch thieves. The opposition has no
problem with the provision.

The bill also provides for an annual report to be tabled
in Parliament by the minister detailing the number of
applications for warrants and the number of
applications granted. That worthwhile provision creates
some checks and balances and will allow Parliament to
review, albeit in a general way, the operation of the
legislation.

The bill also regulates authorised recordings and gives
courts the responsibility of balancing all the issues
concerning surveillance and police officers. For
example, police can be authorised to use tracking
devices by the Magistrates Court. The bill provides for
legal recordings by the police, the National Crime
Authority (NCA), and Department of Natural
Resources and Environment officers, where valid
warrants or emergency authorisations are obtained from
the courts. A warrant can be obtained after a court
balances the seriousness of a crime and a potential
breach of privacy. For example, in an emergency
situation such as a kidnapping or siege authorisation
can occur where there is an imminent threat of violence
to a person, a threat of serious damage to property or a
serious drug offence is taking place. The police or NCA
officer must apply to a senior officer for authorisation.
An emergency authorisation is valid for only 72 hours,
and if it is later found to have been granted on
unsubstantiated grounds the evidence collected through
the surveillance will be destroyed.
I have concerns about some requirements in the bill.
Parliament must continue to monitor the situation to
ensure that evidence collected by such surveillance is
destroyed, because instances have occurred where
unlawful information that has been ordered to be
destroyed has not been destroyed Such action brings
the authorities into disrepute.

Clause 10 provides wide powers for people to assist in
surveillance. That aspect of the bill is supported by the
opposition, as it will assist police and other authorities
to carry out their work. Clause 11 deals with the
publishing of surveillance results. That provision needs
to be kept under review. However, my understanding is
that the information will be used for the pursuit of
criminals, and that is a good thing.
Clause 16 allows for applications for warrants to be
made over the telephone. It provides the mechanism to
obtain warrants easily and quickly in time-critical
situations. It does not get much quicker than over the
telephone.
Clause 18 gives wide powers in the installation of
surveillance devices under warrants. One of the
concerns of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee (SARC) was noted in Alert Digest No. 4. A
letter was sent to the Attorney-General asking what a
warrant authorises. The Attorney -General responded by
stating that in cases where damage is done because of
the installation of surveillance devices under warrants
the police have the ability to provide ex gratia payments
to people aggrieved by those actions. The minister's
response was a good one and, from my reading of her
letter to Parliament, is binding on the police.

I will give an example: in the recent past information
that was gathered by the special branch - that is, its
records and information - was ordered to be
destroyed That directive from the minister of the day
was not carried out. The report to the police
ombudsman was deficient; he was lied to. I believe that
information has still not been destroyed; it is still out
there. Whenever authorised officers attempt to gather
the information to destroy it, it is hidden. It is reported
that the information is consistently moved about in the
boots of cars from one house to another, from one filing
cabinet to another, to ensure that it is not destroyed.

People installing surveillance devices may be forced to
seek help, and clause 21 provides for applications for
assistance orders. For example, people may be
requested to assist in installing surveillance devices by
providing access to their properties, homes, electricity
supply or other matters related to surveillance. The
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee had some
concerns about assistance orders, and again wrote to the
Attorney-General. The Attorney-General responded
positively to that concern and to several other concerns
relating to clauses 21 to 24.

Although the opposition welcomes that aspect of the
bill, it points out that the government must remain
vigilant to ensure that information gathered
inappropriately by means of surveillance is destroyed as

The SARC wrote to the Attorney-General regarding the
duty of citizens to assist in the collection of evidence, as
referred to in clause 23, and the right to home privacy.
Mr Katsambanis and Mrs Luckins are on that
committee with me. The committee raised the issue of a
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person's home being used for surveillance purposes and
the person's right to privacy being affected.
Under clause 24 persons may not talk to anyone other
than their lawyers about surveillance assistance orders.
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee was
particularly concerned about older people who may
wish to speak to someone close to them rather than
lawyers. Many older people do not have lawyers. The
minister wrote back to the committee explaining that
her justification for the clauses is that orders will
generally be made against people who are willing to
help and are willing to be third parties in assisting the
authorities and the police in undertaking their duties.
That still does not answer concerns about reprisals or
threats against people if they are found out. However,
generally speaking the opposition understands that
when assistance orders are made they are in essence
made to legally protect third parties providing
assistance to ensure that they willingly assist the
community. I urge Parliament to ensure that if reprisals
or threats are made against those assisting police the
people making those threats will be dealt with swiftly
by the authorities.
The Attorney-General replied to the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee on the subject of the appeal
process to the Supreme Court in the instances I have
outlined. In that sense, an avenue for appeal is
available. The Attorney-General also responded in
relation to compensation. Compensation may be
granted by the Supreme Court when assistance orders
are given; again, an avenue to claim compensation is
available. Any action in the Supreme Court is
expensive, and I hope and trust that the police or other
authorities would take any compensation claims at face
value and make ex gratia payments rather than dragging
applicants through the courts.
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being telegraphed to all and sundry or video taped or
distributed without authorisation - must be protected,
especially in the present information age. In this age of
computers, telephones, the Internet and local area
networks such as the system in Parliament, information
is collected and surveillance techniques used daily. It
must be ensured that information is not used
inappropriately or illegally. On that basis the opposition
does not oppose the bill.

Hon. M. T. LUCKINS (Waverley) - The
Surveillance Devices Bill imposes new restrictions on
the recording, distribution and broadcasting of what
most people in the community would consider to be
private conversations and seeks to balance individual
rights and freedoms with the need for law enforcement
agencies to prevent or prove criminal acts. I welcome
the opposition's support of the bill.
The bill repeals the Listening Devices Act, mainly
because of technical advances. Considering that the act
was debated in the year of my birth, we have marched
on a little since then. The advent of video cameras and
sophisticated surveillance equipment has made the act
redundant The bill continues the regulation of listening
devices but adds the regulation of optical surveillance
devices, tracking devices and data surveillance devices.
The bill makes it an offence to install, use or maintain a
listening or optical device to record conversations or
private activity to which the person is not a party
without the consent of each party to the conversation or
activity. It is also an offence to install, use or maintain a
device to track the whereabouts of a person or object
without the express or implied consent of either the
person concerned, the person being tracked or the
person who has the lawful ownership of the object in
question.

In that sense people are also covered if they
accidentally interfere with a surveillance device.

Clause 9 relates to the use, installation or maintenance
of data surveillance devices, which is allowed only by
law enforcement officers with the consent of the person
on whose behalf the information is being input or
output. Clause 10 relates to the authority for technical
assistance necessary to assist with the installation, use,
maintenance or retrieval of a device that has been
approved under the act for use by a law enforcement
officer.

Certainly the safeguards I have talked about and the
assurances the Attorney-General has given regarding
the bill are accepted by the opposition. I urge
honourable members to understand that the legislation
deals with a number of rights and liberties. Rights to
privacy - to private conversation and to conversing
with others without the threat of private conversations

Part 4 of the bill deals with the issuance of warrants.
Warrants are mainly to be issued by the Supreme Court,
although the Magistrates Court can issue warrants for
tracking devices when it sees fit. Clause 18 outlines
what a warrant authorises. Clause 20 relates to the
provision of a report to the court that issued the warrant
within a specified time. Once a warrant is issued by any

Clause 31, the last clause on which the
Attorney-General replied, concerns unlawful
interference with a surveillance device. The minister
explains her view by saying:
Only when a person knows a device has been lawfully
installed may that person commit the offence of interference.
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court a report has to be made on the instigation of the
warrant, the need for the warrant and the resolution of
the situation.

expected that assistance orders will generally be made against
willing third parties. It is not expected that assistance orders
will be made against the family or neighbours of a person
with respect to whom a warrant is granted.

Division 2 of the bill deals with assistance orders. I
have noted that the opposition has some concerns with
this part of the bill. As a member of the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee I will refer to the
Attorney-General's response to the concerns of the
committee. Assistance orders effectively order the
assistance and cooperation of people in close proximity
to the target of a law enforcement operation or
investigation. For example, people may be required to
provide access to their property to enable the
installation, use or maintenance of surveillance devices.

As a member of the committee I felt that to be
satisfactory, and I am disappointed that the Honourable
Don Nardella still seems to harbour some concerns in
that area.

Clause 22 states that the court assessing the application
for an assistance order must be satisfied that there are
reasonable grounds for doing so. The court must also
take into account any costs or difficulties the third
person would have in complying with an order, and the
nature and gravity of the offence under investigation.
The court can attach any conditions it sees fit to the
order.

Other provisions have a greater impact on the lives of
average Victorian citizens and include restrictions on
the communication and publication of private
conversations obtained through the use of surveillance
devices. The bill defines a private conversation as a
conversation that is:
... canied on in circumstances that may reasonably be taken
to indicate that the parties to it desire it to be heard only by
themselves, but does not include a conversation made in any
circumstances in which the parties to it ought reasonably to
expect that it may be overheard by someone else.

Private activity is defined as an activity that is:
... canied on in circumstances that may reasonably be taken
to indicate that the parties to it desire itto be observed only by
themselves, but does not include -

Members of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee discussed at length the imposition of an
assistance order. We were particularly concerned about
vulnerable members of the community. I was
concerned about elderly people in particular. Certain
provisions prohibit them from speaking to another party
about an order, and sanctions are imposed upon them if
they do so. In Alert Digest No. 2 of 1999 of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee it is
stated:

The reasonable expectation of privacy is therefore
addressed by the bill. If one is outside a building, it is
reasonable to presume that one may be observed by
someone else. It is sensible and is a question of balance.

The committee is concerned that there does not appear to be a
provision for fair and adequate compensation to third parties
who may suffer property damage or incur costs as a
consequence of an assistance order for the use, maintenance
or removal of surveillance devices.

I acknowledge that it would not be reasonable to put a
blanket restriction on using video cameras, for example,
at family gatherings or barbecues which would impose
a great impost on the community as a whole.

The committee resolved to write to the
Attorney-Genera~ whose response, reported in Alert
Digest No. 4, is as follows:
The persons against whom assistance orders will be sought
will not be family members of the person subject to the
surveillance. It is expected that assistance orders will be
sought against, for example, secwity, power and telephone
companies.

That alleviates much of the committee's concern
regarding those provisions of the bill. The minister
continues:
The committee is concerned that a person subject to an
assistance order may fear that they may become the subject of
reprisals, or that an assistance order may create or exacemate
a neighbourhood or family dispute. As indicated above, it is

(a) an activity carried on outside a building; or
(b) an activity carried on in any circumstances in which the
parties to it ought reasonably to expect that it may be

observed by someone else.

The explanatory memorandum attached to the bill lists
examples of activities which may be considered to be
private activities but which can be monitored, such as
those in publicly accessible places or in workplace
areas accessible to employees and visitors to the firm.
Activities of persons illegally on the premises, such as
trespassers or persons committing a burglary on the
property can be monitored. Circumstances where an
expectation of privacy is justified, however, include
activities in toilet or shower areas, change rooms and in
workplaces where it is reasonable for one to presume
that one would not be observed.
As a woman, I am relieved that these circumstances

have been specified in the explanatory memorandum.
Although it may be argued by some retailers or gym
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operators that video surveillance is necessary to protect
their goods or the possessions of others, it is very
difficult to restrict the viewing, distribution or
publication of such recordings. In future, signs stating
that a person is entering an area under video
surveillance will be required.
Women are much more likely to be exploited in a
sexual manner than men, and there are many examples
of women being filmed or photographed without their
lmowledge. For example, many women's magazines
promote the taking of photographs of prominent
women. I am sure all honourable members recall the
relentless pursuit of Princess Diana with video and still
photographic images of her frolicking on the beach
with her children. That is a private activity, but those
images were projected around the world with
comments on her weight and her bulimia I am sure the
Duchess of York would have presumed she was safe by
the pool at a private villa, but she was photographed as
well. The knowledge that even with the provisions in
this bill I could be photographed in my backyard may
lead me to modify my dress during summer. It is still a
question of balance, and ultimately the bill addresses it
very well.
The reason surveillance is still legal, mainly outside of
a private building, is also related to Workcover and
other investigations where people can be observed and
should reasonably expect to be observed.
The opposition has referred to some videos purporting
to be recordings of sexual acts undertaken in private by
so-called stars. We must also keep in mind that new
technology allows us to view the changed images of
individuals, whether it be a different face put on a body,
or vice versa, and all images can be digitally enhanced.
Under this legislation, no video or audio recording can
be circulated or published without penalty unless
consent, expressed or implied, is obtained from each
party to the private conversation or private activity.
Clause 11 imposes a 2-year maximum gaol term and a
maximum of 240 penalty units in the case of a person
not complying with the law. It is very much stricter in
the case of a body corporate where the penalty is
1000 penalty units for a first offence and 2000 penalty
units for a subsequent offence. The clause provides for
exceptions where necessary, including in the public
interest, for the protection of the lawful interest of the
person making the recording to allow publication or
communication during the course of a legal hearing.
As publicly elected members of Parliament we
acknowledge that some degree of our anonymity will
be diminished as we go about our daily lives. We have

accepted that diminution as a fact of public life. Our
families, however, deserve the right to go about their
lives without disruption if they so choose. The bill deals
with surveillance and the publication of images. I shall
quote from an article that appeared in the Age of
17 April this year about a prominent gun lobby group,
which was holding a competition for people to submit
photographs of members of Parliament and their
families, in which I include my children, going about
their personal or professional lives. The competition
encouraged the entry of photographs of members'
private residences. I am sure other colleagues were
alarmed by the prospect of having the safety and
security of their families being threatened in such a
way. The group intends to publish the photographs on
the Internet The Age states:
Despite widespread condenmation, the Firearms Owners
Association said it would press ahead with a competition
soliciting photographs of politicians' homes and personal
details and publishing the material on the Internet ... Mr Ron
Owen, said his Government Home and Garden competition
aimed to make politicians accountable and accessible.

He is quoted as saying:
Our families are wlnerable because of their actions to take
away our weapons and they should be available for all
people ...

I argue that parliamentarians are available for all
people, but we expect and deserve some degree of
private life.
Victoria is at the forefront of ensuring that its people
have access to new technology, and it has also been
among the first in the world to bring to light the
problems with Internet technology. Victoria was the
first state to appoint a Minister for Multimedia. The fulll
impact of what is available on the Internet, without
restriction, authorisation or inherent accountability, has,
become apparent.
I will now refer to an article that appeared in the
Australian of 16 January regarding privacy. When the
Minister for Multimedia was asked about privacy
legislation, he answered:
I have met with the federal Attorney-General and with

Senator Richard Alston, both of whom are working on this
issue. The commonwea1th has indicated that it will legislate.
We are seeking to pin down the precise scope of their
actions ...
But in relation to the private sector, we were always strongly
supportive of the development of a national privacy regime
rather than separate state regimes.

I endorse the minister's comments. There must be a
consistent approach to the Internet, both nationally andi
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internationally, to ensure that access to unauthorised
and unaudited sites is restricted so that people of a
certain age cannot view them and also to ensure that
members of the community are not misrepresented on
the Internet.
I understand that Senator Richard Alston, the federal
Minister for Communications, Information Technology
and the Arts is investigating ways of regulating what is
published on the Internet, and I look forward to his
response.
The development of the Internet is among the greatest
life-changing achievements of this century. I welcome
it, but in the interests of balance it must be harnessed.
The issue of privacy is very complex and it is a
challenge to governments to define and ultimately
protect the privacy of its citizens. I know the opposition
is also concerned about the matter. For example, private
conversations which take place inside a restaurant are
protected, but those undertaken outside will not be
afforded the same protection.
A conversation inside a private home is protected, but
one in a backyard is not, because it is reasonable to
expect that it may be overheard. The government must
consider what is reasonable in its expectation of
providing privacy for all Australians, regardless of
people's public positions. The government will monitor
the use of the new powers contained in the bill.
I congratulate the Attorney-General and her department
on finding a workable balance. I commend the bill to
the house.
HoD. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) - I support
the bill, which is an extremely important development
in the protection of both the privacy and civil liberties
of Victorian citizens. The protection of privacy is
extremely important to the welfare of families, and
there must be a balance between the legitimate rights of
family members and ordinary people as they go about
their day-to-day business and the maintenance of
protection for society on law and order issues and
national and state security matters.
The excellent bill intelligently and carefully addresses
many aspects of that important balance. Given the
changes in technology that have taken place since the
Listening Devices Act was passed many new listening
devices and optical recording products have become
available in recent years. For example, since 1969
video cameras, video tape recorders and sophisticated
microphone, audio recording and tracing products made
by various manufacturers have become available for
purchase by members of the general community. That
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technology shift and the more recent introduction of the
Intemet have raised some difficult issues.
I am pleased that following the adoption of aspects of
the Listening Devices Act as its basis the bill provides
for a general prohibition. In the original act real
prohibitions on listening devices were carefully and
constructively introduced. The bill retains the good
parts of the earlier legislation and provides for similar
and equally valuable prohibitions on video and optical
recording devices where they affect privacy.
Clause 6 regulates the installation, use and maintenance
oflistening devices. It specifically ensures prohibition
of the maintenance of recording devices and the
inappropriate recording of private activities and
conversations of individuals unless consent is given or
they are parties to a free release of the information
recorded. Clause 6(2) is quite specific. It enables
legitimate law enforcement activities and legitimate
commonwealth law activities to proceed and enables
other necessary security and community interest
measures to be maintained, while still protecting the
privacy of citizens. Similarly, clause 7 regulates the
installation, use and maintenance of optical surveillance
devices. Clause 7(2) provides for the surveillance
activities that are necessary in the community's
interests, such as for law enforcement, security and
national interest reasons.
Clause 8 is quite specific in regulating tracking devices.
When the original legislation was enacted in 1969
tracking devices were relatively unknown. However,
the technology is available today and tracking devices
are commonly used by law enforcement agencies and
other persons and organisations in the community.
Clause 8(2) provides in clear terms the authority for the
legitimate use of such technology for law enforcement
purposes.
Clause 9 regulates the installation, use and maintenance
of data surveillance devices. Given the increased use of
computers in the community and the widespread use of
legitimate commercial tools and devices in electronic
commerce, it is important that the bill deals with
privacy matters and the use by citizens in a reasonable
way of electronic data devices, transmission devices,
computers and other electronic commerce devices. It is
also important that it protects individuals from any
inappropriate access to or distribution of material.
I have studied the bill carefully and the need for law
enforcement agencies to go to the Supreme Court to
obtain a warrant and to go to the Magistrates Court for
a tracking device warrant are good features. It is a
careful and positive attempt to ensure that law
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enforcement agencies do not take the legislation lightly.
The bill clearly spells out the safeguards provided when
such agencies are seeking access to the private
activities, conversations and images of people in the
community. The safeguards are quite specific and are
subject to time limits. There will be no excuse for law
enforcement agencies not to adhere to the high
standards that are expected of them.
I will comment briefly on an incident that occurred last
year. My family was subjected to unwelcome
photographic surveillance in our home. It caused
considerable distress to my family. lfthe bill had been
in place it would have been a much more comfortable
situation for us. My family's privacy in our kitchen was
invaded by people photographing us from outside the
house and outside the property. On one occasion in the
past two years a private conversation in my home
ended up in print. Based on my personal experience I
believe the intent of the bill is desirable.
I conclude by suggesting to honourable members that
the intention of the bill is to ensure, among other things,
that the legitimate and important expectations of
community members are met and that their personal
privacy is respected. It is only when you have had your
personal privacy invaded that you understand the
importance of privacy.
I conclude with those few words and my hearty
endorsement of the sentiment of the bill. I congratulate
the government on preparing such an important piece of
legislation. I have pleasure in supporting the bill.

Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) - I do not
intend to cover the provisions of the bill in any great
detail because my colleagues who preceded me in this
debate have covered them adequately.
It is quite true that the bill replaces the Listening
Devices Act. In the 30 years between the enactment of

that act and the debate today many devices have been
introduced that were simply not around and not
available either to the criminal element or to society as
a whole. Therefore, the Listening Devices Act, which
currently operates in Victoria, simply does not cover
things like video cameras, tracking devices or data
surveillance devices, even though they are used fairly
widely by many groups in the community unfortunately, foremost among those is the criminal
element in our society.
The use of such devices has been denied to our police
for a long time. The government reviewed the situation
and decided there was a need for legislation that brings
us into modern reality, recognises the existence of
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surveillance devices over and beyond simple listening
devices and provides the police with the mechanisms
they require in modern law enforcement.
However, at the heart of the bill is a delicate balancing
exercise between the need for effective law
enforcement on the one hand and protection of the civil
liberties and individual privacy of members of the
Victorian community on the other. Funnily enough,
there is no general common-law right to privacy. The
protection of a person's privacy at common law derives
through the law of trespass, and the protection is based
mainly on the quiet enjoyment of one's property.
Therefore, the only effective protection of privacy is
through catching any observers who are committing a
trespass. In that way the use of surveillance devices in
areas that are accessible to or viewable by the public or
where the use of the surveillance devices is undertaken
with the consent of the property owner is not illegal at
common law.
It is important in contemplating this sort of legislation
that we consider the personal privacy of individuals in

our community to be paramount; however, as I said
earlier, protecting our society against crime is another
competing public interest We know that criminals have
access to sophisticated technology in the commission
and furtherance of their activities, and the police need
to be resourced properly in order to track such
activities. Therefore, any legislation of this sort really
needs to balance the tise ofnon -consensual surveillance
by the police against the public interests of individuals.
It is worth noting the comments on that point in the
Final Report o/the Royal Commission into the New
South Wales Police Service, commonly referred to as

the Wood royal commission, which tabled its final
report in May 1997. The report states that the
commission considered its use of electronic
surveillance the single most important factor in
achieving a breakthrough in its investigations. The
reasons why the commission thought the use of
electronic surveillance was so important include the
ability to obtain evidence that provided a compelling,
incontrovertible and contemporaneous record of
criminal activity. In the end that unequivocal
surveillance evidence resulted in a higher plea rate.
The Wood royal commission reported that it considered
it essential to equip law enforcement agencies with
adequate resources and electronic surveillance capacity
to fulfil their investigative role and to keep ahead or
abreast of the increasing sophistication of criminals.
However, it also recognised the delicate balance
between using invasive investigative techniques and
protecting the needs of individuals through protecting
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their privacy. It went on to spell out a series of
safeguards. Chief among them were that there should
be suitable legislative prescription of circumstances in
which video surveillance is allowed and court approval
before targeted individual surveillance extending to
conversations is allowed. The bill provides such
safeguards. It is very important to note that it provides
for the covert use of surveillance devices by police to
be subject to judicial supervision in a manner very
similar to the use of simple listening devices under the
Listening Devices Act.
As previous speakers have outlined, the ability to obtain
emergency warrants and other authorisations over the
telephone will allow for flexibility in urgent situations.
But under this bill the police using surveillance
equipment at all times remain accountable to the courts
of the state for the use of that equipment

Honourable members who have addressed the issue
before me have clearly outlined the provisions of the
bill. I shall focus on clause 21 and generally division 2,
which relates to assistance orders, to which Mr Nardella
also referred. As was discussed in a debate on another
bill last week, I believe the advent of assistance orders
is a protection for individuals and corporations that are
brought into this realm and asked to assist police in
their efforts. Many people would want to assist
voluntarily but either fear reprisals or have some sort of
prohibition or limitation because of commercial
confidentiality and the like. The ability of the police to
obtain assistance orders affords the individuals or
corporations concerned full protection and enables
them to argue that they were simply complying with the
law of the land.

When we talk about the collation of information
generally we are really talking about information that
has been collected fairly and legally where there has
been no real breach of privacy. What we are trying to
protect under the national principles to which I referred,
which have been drawn up by the federal
commissioner, and in any proposed data protection
legislation - I hope it will be a national code when it
comes into being to protect information across
Australia - is the way that corporations in the main
and other persons will use the information that has been
fairly and legally collated in the course of everyday
commerce.
With surveillance device legislation we are really
talking about covert surveillance rather than the overt
collection of data. That is how we distinguish this bill
from the regime of information protection and the
national principles for fair handling of information that
is gathered in the context of general trade and
commerce.
It is more intrusive than handing credit card details to
somebody from whom a person buys a product. It seeks
to collect evidence of covert surveillance for the
prosecution of individuals. The main aim of the bill
distinguishes it from any data collection legislation.
That is why it is important that covert surveillance be
regulated appropriately. The bill does that fairly, and
balances the interests of the community's privacy
against the community's right to have its law
enforcement officers investigate and prosecute
criminals efficiently and effectively. I commend the bill
to the house.
Motion agreed to.

The provision of assistance orders is a positive sign. It
gives protection to individuals when they are asked to
assist. They are provided with full legislative protection
for complying with a request from the police to assist in
their surveillance activities.
The only other area I wanted to touch on, which other
speakers have referred to briefly, is the relationship
between surveillance devices and the protection of
information privacy generally. It has been widely
mooted that Victoria is considering introducing data
protection legislation that will cover the collation of
information by electronic means. It must be understood
that the sort of information collection mooted in the
context of data protection legislation - which is
covered by the federal Privacy Commissioner's
national principles for the fair handling of personal
information - and the sort of information and
recording we are talking about under surveillance
devices legislation are two quite distinct concepts.

Read second time.

Third reading

Hon. LomSE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank the Honourables Don Nardella, Maree Luckins,
Ron Bowden and Peter Katsambanis for their
contributions to the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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SENTENCING (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 5 May; motion of
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small Business).

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) The opposition does not oppose the bill, which makes a
number of miscellaneous amendments to the act. The
effect of the bill is to increase the discretion of a
magistrate to deal with a young offender who escapes
from custody while on leave. A young offender could
be summarily placed in prison instead of being returned
to a youth training centre after his or her recapture. That
provision will give the judge the option of sending an
escapee back into a youth training centre.
It is imperative that appropriate detention and sentences
are handed down for young people. Their custodial
sentences should be served in appropriate settings. The
bill allows for that to occur in the instances I have just
outlined.
The bill also provides for deferred sentencing for 17 to
25-year-olds. A magistrate can find a young person
guilty and send him or her away for six months before
sentencing. The magistrate can then sentence the person
in light of the likelihood of his or her reoffending after
taking into account the conduct the offender has
displayed during that six months detention and whether
the offender has kept promises made to the magistrate
at the time of the first hearing.
It is also imperative that we consider rehabilitation and
the various sentencing options that a young offender is
given so the recidivism rate is not increased. The
circumstances that first placed the youth into those
situations must be minimised or removed. It is
imperative that a young offender is removed from a life
of crime. According to my information, about 50 per
cent of young offenders reoffend. That is 50 per cent
too many. We must look at innovative and progressive
ways to ensure young offenders do not reoffend,
resulting in their being dragged into the criminal justice
system and a useless and wasted life of crime. We must
be proactive on this issue.
Whatever we do for young people must occur within
public institutions, not within private institutions that
are only there for profit. They do not really care about
what happens to their inmates. The private institutions
accept no responsibility and show no accountability to
the Victorian community. To see that one has only to
look at how they deal with their custodial inmates at the
moment. The situation is appalling. The responsibility
is on public institutions and youth training centres to
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make sure those offenders do not reoffend, that they
become productive members of society and are given
the sorts oflife chances that you and I, Mr Acting
President, have had. Whatever scrapes we have had
with the law have been minor and have not led us to
maintain lives of crime.
The present drug culture, peer group pressures and
other influences that abound are not new. Most of them
have been around from time immemorial, but we must
ensure that those difficulties do not affect the lives of
our young people. It is all about responsibility and
learning and finding the most appropriate way of
dealing with young people, especially first-time
offenders who have made a mistake. They may have
been caught but they should not waste the rest of their
lives because of only one offence. A diversion program
is a must. Young offenders who have not perfonned
dastardly and abhorrent crimes, particularly serious
crimes against others, must be given the opportunity to
become involved in the diversion programs to make
sure their lives are productive and Dot wasted.
The diversion programs for sexual assault offenders and
drug offenders need to be better tuned, effective and at
the cutting edge of making sure the rehabilitation of the
offenders is done properly. Their rehabilitation must be
done in such a way that the recidivism rate does not
escalate. According to my infonnation, this bill allows
magistrates or judges to defer for treatment young
people charged with sexual offences against others.
My infonnation is that if they are caught young enough
and their problems are dealt with in a serious but
professional way, there is a much better chance of their
problems being dealt with than if they are caught later
OD. It is imperative that people with aggressive
tendencies deal with them before they start bashing up
the missus, before they find that their emotions of
aggression and anger are released by giving a good
biffmg to or bashing somebody. The only way to
achieve that release is to ensure that the options
available to magistrates concerning diversion programs
be available to young offenders.
Young in this instance is 17 to 25 years of age. There is
some argument that sexual assault offenders start
offending quite early in their lives, many of them in
their pre-teens and others in their early teens. It is
important that the legislation give judges and
magistrates the option of finding professional,
appropriate diversion programs for such offenders.
The government understands to a large degree - in
saying this I am also speaking for the Honourable Jean
McLean, who is in the house - that drug offenders
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should be dealt with as people who have health
problems. It needs to understand that, therefore, they
should be dealt with not as criminals but as people with
health problems. Judges should be assured of having
the appropriate tools to control not only the drug habits
and urges of such young people but also their ability to
go into appropriate programs to deal with their health
problems.
One of the issues magistrates will have to deal with in
this legislation is that there are waiting lists for many
programs and they are not immediately available to
young offenders. That causes real angst and concern
among offenders, their family members and judges who
are trying to deal with their situations.
Other programs should be put in place to protect young
persons from causing further harm to themselves, and if
they are addicted to substances they should be given the
substances in a controlled, supervised way. One of the
greatest tragedies we are facing at the moment is the
number of deaths that are occurring - around two a
day - because of the heroin problem. That is more
than the road toll, and it is affecting many people's
lives.
The legislation is about such problems being caught
early and dealt with in a human way that affects
people's families. Young offenders must be given a life
chance to develop skills for employment, the personal
and emotional development that they have missed out
on, and socialisation skills. The offenders cannot be
dealt with in isolation. The last thing this government
wants to do is deal with the offenders without looking
at the rectification work that is needed. In many
instances it may be just a matter of gaining skills in
literacy and language and of having the confidence to
communicate with other people. Such sentencing
options as prescribed under the legislation should be
made available to young offenders by magistrates and
judges.
The opposition is also concerned that programs
continue well after the young offenders have been
released from the youth training or community-based
order set-up so they can maintain and improve their life
chances within the general community. That is
extremely important.
The bill puts in place a system that gives magistrates a
number of options. That is welcomed by the opposition.
It means that offenders have to take responsibility for
their own actions and behaviour. In that period they can
demonstrate that they are considering their problems
and reconsidering their offences. To a large degree it is
not only society that has to consider the matters; young
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offenders must also take the issues into account. The
opposition welcomes that aspect of the bill.
The bill also enables a magistrate to make an order that
a person with a combined custody sentence - for
example, a 3-month gaol sentence and a 12-month
community-based order - can be provided treatment
both while in gaol and while in the community.
One of the other provisions of the bill is that medical
reports of victims of crime be attached to victim impact
statements for sentencing. The opposition believes that
change to the legislation does not go far enough for
victims. Unfortunately victims are not served well by
this government. One of the major reasons for that is
that compensation for pain and suffering for the vast
majority of victims has effectively been abolished. As
an example, the government has not met its goal of
assisting 8000 victims. Only 12 months ago, through
the program it introduced since the abolition of the old
system - the system that worked well for many
years - the government helped only 1400 people. The
system is obviously failing its victims.
Under the previous system the offender did not need to
be found guilty and then convicted; the threshold was
not that the offender be found. Victims just had to make
out a police report and undertake a process following
the gatekeeper notification to apply for compensation.
The bill expands the evidence that can be led in a court
case for compensation for pain and suffering. Medical
reports and psychological reports can be attached to the
victim impact statements. Some concern was
previously held that that was not permissible, but the
bill changes that situation.
The bill is a continuation of the changes the
government has attempted but failed to introduce,
because the victim still has to take an offender back to
court. The statistics are that 4 out of every 10 rape
victims report cases to the police - only 4 out of 1O!
That statistic is taken from the CASA House figures.
Those 4 out of 10 rape victims then have to go through
a number of other processes - legal and
prosecutorial - that in many cases further victimise
and injure them. It must be understood that the
remaining 6 out of 10 rapes go unreported, which is a
shocking figure. That is not the fault of this or any other
government; it is a fact However, it means that the
government must implement some of the excellent
recommendations made by the Crime Prevention
Committee two to three years ago.
It must be understood that the 4 out of 10 people who
report the assaults are questioned by police, then
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questioned again at committals - and may continue to
be questioned at committals under the Magistrates

Court (Amendment) Bill passed by the house last
week - and then questioned at trial, if it gets to that
stage. Under the proposed legislation they will be
questioned yet again at the trial for compensation for
pain and suffering.
Bon. C. A. Furletti - No, that is not right.
Bon. D. A. NARDELLA - You can have your go.
Repeated questioning of victims can cause further
problems. If victims are not cross-examined, according
to my infonnation the expert evidence that is led can be
cross-examined, and that can also lead to further
problems and complications. The questioning of
victims at compensation trials could all be for nought.
A victim could be placed in that situation for zip if the
offender has no money. It is ludicrous to undertake
those processes when, in many instances, offenders do
not have money to payout to their victims. In some
instances they do, but in many instances they do not.

The bill is no real help for victims of crime. The
cross-examination of expert evidence may cause
additional pain to the victim who is already
distressed - and that happens in good cases! The bill
should have gone further. I will give a real-life example
of a bad case to illustrate that the government has got it
absolutely wrong and that clause 11 will not work.
It is the case of Mr and Mrs Chedraoui. The
Chedraouis's next-door neighbour became irritated by
their dog, which kept going over to the neighbour's
house. The neighbour went out and shot both Mr and
Mrs Chedraoui. Mr Chedraoui had his bowel removed
due to the gunshot wounds. Both Mr and
Mrs Chedraoui nearly bled to death outside their house.
Their children witnessed the shootings. They were
urged to run away from the gunman and were
threatened by him. The gunman went to get more guns,
and was only stopped because he ran out of bullets.

In that case you would think that Mr and
Mrs Chedraoui would have - and should have access to compensation from the gunman for pain and
suffering. He was apprehended and taken to court.

Bon. C. A. Furletti interjected
Bon. D. A. NARDELLA - Only ifhe intended to
do what he did. You would expect that he intended,
once he got the gun, to then go over the fence and shoot
them.
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Bon. C. A. Furletti - He was acquitted on the
ground of mental impairment. He did not have the
mental capacity to intend.
Bon. D. A. NARDELLA - That is correct, and
that is why the bill- Bon. C. A. Furletti - You just said he got the gun
and he intended to do it.
Bon. D. A. NARDELLA - That is why the bill is
crook and does not assist the Chedraouis, who should,
under any measure of compassion or fair reading of the
legislation, have access to compensation for pain and
suffering from the bloke. They are victims not once, but
twice, because, as Mr Furletti rightly says, he was
found to be not guilty on the basis of mental
impairment.
Bon. C. A. Furletti - So he could not intend to do
what he did.
Bon. D. A. NARDELLA - Of course he did not
intend it - he just kept on blasting away until he ran
out of bullets! That is not the issue. The issue is that the
government does not care about victims of crime. It
certainly does not care about access to compensation
for pain and suffering - not when in real-life
circumstances it talks only about the legalities and not
the reality of denying access to those people for their
pain and suffering, knowing that the husband had his
bowel removed because of the gunshot wounds and that
the children witnessed the shooting of their parents.

Those people cannot claim a brass razeo - zip,
nothing. They continue to suffer because of the policies
of the government. The new system introduces
psychological reports and makes it legal to present
medical reports without their being challenged. That
will not assist those two people one iota Honourable
members on the other side of the house, including
Mr Furletti, do not care that their legislation means such
people will continue to suffer.
The legislation does not go far enough. If the
government were serious about ensuring victims of
crimes are compensated and looked after, it would not
be introducing such phoney schemes and amendments
as the ones before the house today. It would not be
amending section 86 of the act.
The bill introduces the power to award costs under a
section 86 hearing against a convicted offender
unreasonably contesting the victim's application, but
retains the presumption that parties will bear their own
costs. I call on the government to change the system
whereby people can claim only from the offender for
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pain and suffering as victims of crime. In the vast
majority of cases the offender is not caught. Where
offenders are caught, in some instances they are found
not guilty. Where the offender is obviously mentally
impaired, as was the case for Mr and
Mrs Chedraoui - Hon. Jean McLean -

In many cases.

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA -

Hon. C. A. Furletti - How will you pay for it?
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - If you really want to
know, we will pay for it with money. The Labor
commitment to victims of crime is genuine.
Hon. Bill Forwood - How are you going to fund

it?
Nonsense!

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - It is not nonsense,
Mr Furletti. I would hate you or anybody close to you

to be placed in the situation of claiming compensation
for pain and suffering. The government is forcing
people to undertake claims for compensation without
their having any ability to recover compensation.
Where offenders have been caught but have no money
or assets, victims cannot claim anything for pain and
suffering.
Perhaps the government thinks that somebody put away
for 10 or 15 years should put the $2 or $3 they get each
week for smokes towards a sum to be given to the
victims at the end of the prison term. Maybe that should
be the process put in place! That is not what should
occur in a compassionate and civilised society, but that
would be the action taken by the Kennett government.
The bill invests in the court a clear power to appoint a
litigation guardian to make an application on behalf of
disabled children, pursuant to proposed section 86(6A)
inserted by clause 10. That is a good step. Again it is
absolutely worthless if in the final analysis no offender
is caught or if the offender is mentally impaired or has
no assets or money. It is useless when victims of crime
are thrown on the scrap heap by the government. In no
way, shape or form are they compensated for pain or
suffering.
I put on record that the Labor Party's policy is the
reinstitution of payment for pain and suffering for
victims of crime. Labor will look after victims.
Hon. Bill Forwood -

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - That election promise
was made a long time ago. Honourable members on the
other side of the house are a bit slow.

Correct. The

government should - Hon. C. A. Furletti -
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How much money will you

outlay?
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - You will have to wait
until the election campaign. We will let you know how
much money will be involved.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Another election promise.

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Through taxes, just as
the government funds all its programs. You might
understand that It would be through taxes. The
government will just have to wait until the election
campaign, when Labor will announce the process
whereby compensation will be paid to victims of crime
for pain and suffering. As is the case with all our
policies, that policy will be costed. We have promised
to maintain a budget surplus; we will be a
compassionate government. Unlike the Kennett
government, the next Labor government will ensure all
its policies include real compensation for victims of
crime for pain and suffering under a fully costed
program.

The opposition does not oppose the bill. I have raised in
the house the opposition's concerns regarding treating
victims of crime with compassion and care. The bill
does not go far enough. The Kennett government stands
condemned for its changes and its continued disregard
for victims of crime, especially in the case of
compensation for pain and suffering.
Hon. J. W. G. ROSS (Higinbotham) - I have great
pleasure in speaking in support of the Sentencing
(Amendment) Bill. I thank Mr Nardella and other
opposition members for their overall support of the bill.
I have noted that basically Mr Nardella accepts the
argument that the thrust of the legislation can be
characterised as responsive and flexible. Placing greater
fleXIbility in the hands of the judiciary will no doubt
lead to better outcomes in the end

Mr Nardella has also accepted the argument that young
people will be responsive to treatment that recognises
age categorisation and that they will be provided with
continuity of care in the longer term. I also note the
points Mr Nardella has made regarding victim impact
statements and will address that matter in due course.

It has long been recognised that many inmates of prison
systems are there for drug and alcohol-related crimes. I
will pay some attention to such issues. Violent assaults
on partners and family members may result :from acute
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intoxication or, more directly, offences associated with
drug peddling. Often individuals are engaged in
criminal activities to support a drug habit. Many heroin
users, to sustain their habit, purchase a quantity of a
drug such as heroin, take what they need for their own
use and cut the remainder with some inert substance
such as castor sugar and by on-selling the mixture
sustain their own dependency. Although they are
involved in the serious issue of drug peddling, often the
problem is exacerbated by a personal health need.
Often the least productive option available to members
of the judiciary when considering the fate of young
people before them is to commit them to periods of
incarceration. That can result in young people being
introduced into a network of further accessibility to
drugs and consequently they are able to cause even
greater harm to the wider community. Although much
effort is taken to ensure that no drugs are available in
prisons, everybody agrees that the prospect of having
drug-free prisons is a pipe dream. However, I do not
want to overstate the issue of availability of drugs in
prisons. I refer to a statement by the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services on 26 November when he
said:
There has been a significant reduction in the percentage of
prisoners testing positive to illicit drugs in Victorian prisons,
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, Bill
McGrath, said today.
Mr McGrath said a report to the Drugs Cabinet Committee
revealed 4.2 per cent of the prison population tested positive
to illicit drugs in the Victorian prison system in the first
quarter of 1998--99, down from 6.3 per cent at the same time
in 1997-98.
'These figures are an encouraging sign and a demonstration
of the committnent of both the state government and prison
managers to addressing the problem of drugs in prison,'
Mr McGrath said
'The state government has implemented an integrated prison
drug strategy of deterrence, detection and treatment and these
figures are a positive indication that program is working. '

Although I accept the argument that it is undesirable to
incarcerate young people, I certainly do not wish to
overstate the issue of drugs in prisons.
The government has made considerable progress in
providing treatment facilities in prisons. It has entered
into contracts with private providers, such as Caraniche,
Moreland Hall and the Western Hospital. The Public
Correctional Enterprise, CORE, responsible for the
management and security of the state's 10 public
prisons and the various private prisons operating in
Victoria provide excellent drug and alcohol treatment
programs. Nevertheless, the focus of the legislation is
on keeping offenders out of prisons. There is no doubt
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that the best option is to emphasise diversion and
rehabilitation.
Victoria has a reputation as one of the most innovative
jurisdictions in the world in the sentencing of
individuals whose problems are exacerbated by alcohol
and drug problems. It goes back to 1968 to the repeal of
the old Inebriates Act and the introduction of the
Alcoholics and Drug-dependent Persons Act. Section
13 of that act provided that when an individual was
found guilty of a crime to which alcohol or drugs
contributed significantly, a suspended sentence could
be applied on condition that the individual entered into
treatment. That facility was revised in the Sentencing
Act because there were not enough places available for
people to enter the programs. However, section 28 of
the Sentencing Act ran into similar obstacles. There
were not enough programs in the community.
The response of the government a couple of years ago
was to provide combined custody and treatment orders.
Nevertheless, that also has had its difficulties because
of the nexus it created between periods of custody and
treatment. For instance, the view of the court may be
that a person should be subject to a 12-month sentence
and that half of the sentence might be in a treatment
facility. A person could be in custody for half the period
of the custody treatment order leaving insufficient time
after release to receive adequate treatment. Six months
is insufficient.
The bill addresses that issue by allowing the court to
have some flexibility in the imposition of a combined
custody and treatment order and to require individuals
to begin their treatment when they are in custody. That
is also complemented by a strong network of support in
the community for persons on their release from prison.
Probably the most effective program is the Victorian
Offender Support Agency (VOSA), which is a
community-based non-government agency, that
provides accommodation, treatment and support
programs for people who have had contact with the
criminal justice system. That agency also provides a
program called Community Offenders and Treatment
Service (COATS). The program is best known to the
community by the joint acronym VOSA-COATS,
which is a statewide drug and alcohol assessment
treatment plan and program for offenders.
The flexibility being injected into the legislation
through the amendments provides treatment both
within and after release from prison with an
increasingly strong network of community-based
services that have not hitherto been available. The bill
provides for community-based intensive correction
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orders to be breached if actions are taken outside
Victoria that transgress the conditions of those orders.
Nevertheless, the bill has a particular emphasis towards
young people. The most important provision is for
deferred sentencing in the Magistrates Court. It will
provide greater flexibility for magistrates in
determining how to deal with a range of crimes for
adults between the ages of 17 and 25 years.
Twenty-five years is the age that is conventionally
accepted as the higher end of the age range for
programs designed to benefit young adults outside the
jurisdiction of the Children's Court. As with children,
there is every expectation that young adults most likely
to respond to innovative programs do so early in their
alcohol or drug abuse. To that end the deferred
sentences are designed to enable the suspension of
sentences and participation in the wide range of
counselling services that are available in the state.
The Children and Young Persons Act is also amended.
I specifically refer to clause 17, which amends the act
by providing an alternative to imprisonment by way of
detention in youth training centres. At present an
anomaly exists. When young offenders breach orders
while on temporary leave the court has no alternative
but to send them to prison. Experience has shown that
this can often be counterproductive to the rehabilitation
of young offenders and to society at large.
The major thrust of the legislation in its entirety is to
make the response of the justice system as close as
possible to the event that resulted in the person coming
before the courts.
I now refer to the issue Mr Nardella raised in respect of
Mr Chedraoui and his family. I take up the point
Mr Nardella made that in the old days people were able
to access compensation for pain and suffering. The
response could be as long as 12 months or two years
from the time of the event that initiated the application.
The recent Kennett government changes have gone to
great lengths to streamline the system so that victims of
crime can access the services when and where they
need them. There is increased opportunity to gain
assistance through telephone hotlines, and in the case
that Mr Nardella presented, physical resources, return
of losses to victims, medical assistance with payment of
bills, and psychological counselling. These services
could all be provided when and where they were
needed without waiting for up to 12 months to address
the issue of compensation.
When victims wish to pursue civil action the bill places
beyond doubt that victim impact statements can include
other evidence of pain and suffering. Usually the most
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vital elements in such claims are medical and
psychiatric reports. The bill removes any doubt that
such reports are admissible in evidence and allows
them to be attached to the original victim impact
statements. The entire focus of the government is on
giving victims of crime the assistance they need when
and where they need it, and not relating the response to
cash payments well after the occurrence of a traumatic
event.
I remind Mr Nardella and the house that the Kennett
government introduced legislation that gave a real voice
to victims and enabled victim impact statements to be
submitted to the court for consideration when passing
sentence. The bill is innovative, flexible and
far-reaching and will have a positive impact on both the
drug problems of young people and on the victims of
crime. I have no hesitation in recommending the bill to
the house.
Hon. JEAN McLEAN (Melbourne West) - I am
pleased to speak on the bill and address the deferred
sentencing section because it proposes to increase the
flexibility of judges and magistrates to tailor sentences
to more appropriately fit the crime, and remedies the
situation where options were not available to the court
when, for example, a young person escaped from a
youth training centre. Under the act, when a young
offender escaped from a youth training centre the court
had the option to place that person either in prison or in
detention - that is, back into a youth training centre.
On the other hand, if a young offender breached a
condition while on temporary leave, the court had no
choice but to send that person to prison. The bill gives
the court more flexibility, which makes for fairer
sentencing.
Recently I spent three days at the Australian conference
on drug strategies called Let's Get It Right Together. It
was hosted by the South Australian police. The list of
contributors was impressive - commissioners of
police, directors of public prosecutions, the UK
anti-drugs coordinator, criminologists, health and social
workers, the Salvation Army, physicians, federal police
and non-government agencies. The conference was
aimed at finding a better way to deal with illicit drug
use and of dealing more honestly with a problem that is
very much of our own making.
The consensus of the conference was that we must
acknowledge our failure to stem either the flow of
drugs or the number of users, and to work at new
solutions. I believe, firstly, we demonise certain drugs
and then demonise young drug users. In doing so we
have succeeded in making glamorous and exciting a
pastime that holds many more pitfalls than young
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people realise. Because of our inability as parents and
legislators to address drugs as a health and social issue,
we have managed to incarcerate more and more young
children. Whether we like to admit it or not, many
young offenders, or those who are caught, fall into the
category of wards of the state, the homeless, or abused
children.
I have spent some time speaking with these young
people. Some are as young as 10 or 11 years of age.
Some of them see arrests and going to court as a badge
of honour, a graduation ceremony, a chance to prove
they have been taken notice of. It is very much our duty
and to our advantage to show that we care for them by
giving young people, and society, alternatives to a
world of loneliness and crime. The bill is a step along
that path.
By dealing with deferred sentencing under the act a
court can defer the sentence of a young offender for up
to three months. The bill proposes that a court be able
to impose a deferred sentence on persons up to 25 years
of age. A judge or magistrate will be able to exercise
discretion in deferring for up to six months a sentence
of a young offender to encourage him or her to take
responsibility for the consequences of his or her actions
by being given the opportunity to address the factors
that contributed to the criminal behaviour. The
provision is good because it extends the discretion of
judges and magistrates by enabling them to be more
creative in their sentencing.
It is envisaged that during the deferred time the young
offender will be able to seek rehabilitation and will be
given other worthwhile assistance, such as
employment, training and education and, in the case of
drug-related problems, counselling and other treatment
When the young person goes back to court for
sentencing these attempts, if considered to be genuine,
will be taken into account

The bill also deals with combined custody and
treatment orders. Under the act a person can spend up
to half a sentence in detention and the other half in the
community. It is vital that young persons with
drug-related problems receive assistance, treatment and
rehabilitation while still in the community before we
envisage putting them into detention. It is
counterproductive, as Dr Ross said, to gaol young
people, expose them to all the criminal activities and
drugs that gaol affords them, and then attempt to
rehabilitate them. Drug treatment while incarcerated is
a problematic pursuit There is little, if any, evidence
that genuine rehabilitation can occur in gaol. It also
begs the question of whether young vulnerable people
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can cope with the pressure ofloss ofliberty and drug
treatment at the one time.
There is the added problem of having an insufficient
number of services for those in the community who
genuinely want to quit using drugs. Successful
treatment does not work if it is compulsory.
Court-directed placements can also exacerbate the
current shortage of places. The government must
guarantee treatment for all who need it, when they need
it, if it wants this combined custody program to work.
The cost to the community would be far less in the long

run.
By all reliable reports, between 80 and 95 per cent of
young offenders commit drug-related crimes. Most are
young males aged between 14 and 25 years. If illicit
drugs were removed from the equation only about
10 per cent of young offenders would end up in gaol.
Most, if not all, of that 10 per cent would benefit from
education, skills training, socialising and, often for the
first time, a bit ofloving care.
It is also vital that youth training centres are managed
by government and not privatised, as has been
foreshadowed by the Minister for Youth and
Community Services. The Children and Young Persons
Act recognises that one of the most serious decisions
and actions of the state is to deprive people of their
liberty. To deprive children of their liberty is far more
serious because the treatment we mete out to our
children will dictate the course of the rest of their lives
and, thereby, the type of society in which we will all
live. It is, therefore, incumbent on the state as the
community representative to manage all custodial
facilities.
The private sector's primary responsibility is to make a
profit for its shareholders. There have been clear
examples of the inability of private prisons to protect
the lives or wellbeing of their inmates. That has been
highlighted by the deaths in custody in Port Phillip
private prison, the recent death in Deer Park private
women's prison and the riots that have occurred in
those prisons.
The Criminal Bar Association, the Victorian Council of
Social Service and many senior members of the
judiciary, both here and internationally, are adamant
that juvenile justice must remain the state's
responsibility - fully accountable and operated in
partnership with the community. The community must
be able to access the relevant documentation that
ensures it has full knowledge of how the system is
working. Transparency vanishes when
commercial-in-confidence contracts are the order of the
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day. Private prisons are not forthcoming with
infonnation, as most of us who recently visited the
Fulham private prison found out - at best, the tour
could only be called a snow job. Private management of
detention centres for young offenders means we have
abandoned direct state responsibility for those children.
As I said earlier, the opposition supports the bill
because it increases the flexibility ofjudges and
magistrates to tailor sentences to more appropriately fit
the crime and take into account all the circumstances of
the particular case. The United States war on drugs has
failed. It has become a war on its own citizens.
According to the United States of America justice
department, someone is arrested for a drug offence
every 20 seconds in that country. One in every
150 Americans are incarcerated and 2 million
Americans will be in prison by the end of this year. If
one takes into account the effect on their families, the
number of people affected would be many more
millions. Some 1.5 million of those in prison are black
or Hispanic and almost all are poor. The level of drugs
entering the United States has grown in spite of those
figures.
It is imperative that Australia does not go down that

track. I hope in the near future we will remove drugs
from the crime equation for young people and thereby
create a much fairer society for everyone. I am very
happy to support the bill.
HoD. C. A. FURLETn (Templestowe) - I am
pleased to speak in support of the Sentencing
(Amendment) Bill. I am grateful that the bill is just
another step in the course of the government's program
to review and reform the criminal justice system in
Victoria
Last week I had the pleasure of debating the
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, which addresses
committals and appeals, and tonight honourable
members are debating the other end of the judicial
system - namely, the sentencing aspect. As has been
suggested by other speakers in this debate, the bill
introduces provisions that give considerable flexibility
to magistrates to tailor sentences to suit the defendant
and the offence. It transports a sentencing option namely, deferred sentencing, which has been available
in the Children's Court since 1991 - to the
Magistrates Court for offenders up to 25 years of age. It
modifies the management of community-based service
orders and facilitates and improves the means for
victims to make application for compensation from
offenders.
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I thank the Honourable John Ross for his contribution
to the debate. He has certainly covered specific areas of
the bill which I shall not repeat. It is clear that on the
issue of punishment and sentencing one must consider
the purpose of punishment. It is a jurisprudential
question that has been asked for many years. When I
was studying law at the University ofMelboume it was
one of the vexing subjects that was often taken up in
moot argument. It is important to realise what the
purpose of punishment is because it is by understanding
that purpose that one can really appreciate its
application. It is also important to determine what
factors should be taken into account in determining the
criminal sanction to be applied.
Most honourable members would appreciate that
retribution, deterrence, prevention and rehabilitation are
the four main purposes of punishment. The bill very
much looks towards retribution and rehabilitation as
major elements of its application. The putpose of
punishment changes with community values and in
recent years we have spent far more time, effort and
consideration on the importance and significance of
rehabilitation as a pwpose of punishment rather than
what was probably considered some years ago as
retribution or deterrence.
A large number of elements should be taken into
account by judges in determining whether a criminal
sanction should be imposed on an offender. They
include the admission of guilt by the offender, the
degree of contrition or remorse that an offender feels;
the extent of cooperation with investigating authorities;
the age of the offender - youth and old age are
considerations; the prior criminal history of the
offender, which is very significant; the community
attitudes to the crime that has been committed; the
offender's circumstances at the time the offence was
committed - whether the offender had personal
problems, unemployment and the like; the effect of the
crime on the victim, which has gained significant
importance over the past few years; and the effect of
punishment on the offender and his family.
The types of criminal sanctions that can be applied are
broad ranging. They include a good behaviour bond
which effectively is the adjournment of the hearing of
the matter on the condition that the offender does not
reoffend; community-based orders, which has been
addressed by other honourable members; forfeiture of
property or, in the case of driving offences, cancellation
of driving licences, fines or compensation, and
incarceration or preventive detention.
It is clear in the law that sentencing is becoming
increasingly reliant on the magistracy to work within
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the legislative parameters set by governments and the
discretion that the legislature entrusts to them. That
onerous obligation that we entrust to the judiciary is
another significant reason for the appointment to the
bench at each level of the judicial system competent,
experienced and well-qualified individuals to apply,
administer and implement the law. It is the fulfilment of
that part of the tripartite system that we value as the
Westminster system that we entrust to the judiciary.
The bill gives magistrates greater flexibility in
determining the criminal sanction to be imposed on
offenders, particularly young offenders. Provided
magistrates see fit to use that flexibility, it gives young
offenders the opportunity to prove their willingness to
the court to change their behaviour. This provision
relates to the deferred sentencing option that the
Honourable John Ross pointed out and which, I agree,
is the most significant part of the bill. The Honourable
Don Nardella paid scant regard to that provision, but it
is vital because only the other day I was discussing the
sentencing law as it applied to an alcohol-related
offence with a County Court judge. He bemoaned the
fact that the old common-law bond was no longer
available. The common-law bond meant that conditions
could be applied.
The bill gives terrific flexibility. It can replace the good
behaviour bond, and covers a broad field because the
conditions of deferment are unlimited. Had Mr Nardella
read the provision he would have realised the bill is
simple. It provides that a magistrate can send away an
offender aged 17 to 25 on conditions that the magistrate
believes are appropriate for the offender and fit the
crime so long as the offence does not attract a
mandatory minimum sentence. If the offender can
assure the court that he or she can behave, the court can
give the young offender a second chance. That is a
major innovation in the bill.
The Honourable John Ross also referred to the
flexibility imposed by the bill. He discussed at far
greater length than I intend to the conditions on which
treatment, behavioural conduct, custody and treatment
orders apply. Last July I had the benefit of visiting the
mid-town community court in New YorIc. That was an
experience, because justice was dealt out expeditiously
in that community-based system ofjustice. Members of
the Law Reform Committee were there to investigate
the technology being used in American courts. We
found that it was a plea court where offenders had
pleaded guilty.
The judge had before the court a computer that showed
the history of the offender, the offender's attendance at
the ordered program and, for example, the offender's
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drug test results. At one glance the judge could see the
offender's history and could impose an appropriate
sentence. It worked well. The amendments to be made
to the Sentencing Act by this bill will facilitate that
option.
The other aspect that the Honourable Don Nardella
mentioned was the rights of victims of crime. I hope the
house will bear with me while I correct some of
Mr Nardella's misconceptions. I hope I can quote him
correctly: he said he regards the amendments as phoney
schemes or phoney amendments, yet the bill makes
substantial and beneficial amendments with which I
think many victims will be pleased. I give Mr Nardella
credit for trying, but either he did not read the bill
properly or does not understand the situation.
Mr Nardella has failed to appreciate that section 86(1)
of the Sentencing Act provides:
If a court finds a person guilty of, or convicts a person of, an
offence it may, on the application of a person ... order the
offender to pay any compensation for the loss, destruction or
damage ... or for the pain and suffering.
It is not a question of making another application; it means
that while the offender is in court, having been found guilty,
the victim can apply to the court then and there for a
compensation order. The bill also provides the court the
opportunity to take into account the victim impact statement
and medical, psychological and dental evidence which can be
dealt with orally and cross-examined on to better evaluate
what that victim's compensation should be.

Mr Nardella is right: if the offender is impecunious the
victim will not recover damages, but if assets existed in,
for example, the Chedraoui case that has been referred
to, an order could be made there and then. That order
takes the place of an enforceable order under
section 87, which has the effect of a judgment debt due
by the offender in whose favour the order is made. That
is a positive part of the bill.
The power of the court to award costs is significant. To
receive just compensation, a person should be able to
go to a medical practitioner and obtain evidence that
will entitle the victim to prove what degree of pain and
suffering has been experienced, and the cost of the
certificate and expert evidence will be recoverable.
Finally, I refer to the provisions about the appointment
of a litigation guardian. This provision has existed for
some time at civil law where the court can approve the
appointment of a guardian for a child or for somebody
who is legally incapacitated or who because of
infirmity or senility is unable to act for himself or
herself In instances of, for example, child abuse or
abuse of infirm victims or older persons the provision
allows the court to approve an application for the
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appointment of a guardian to take proceedings on
behalf of the victim and bring an expansion of a
criminal jurisdiction into a civil jurisdiction. It brings
into play something that has existed in the civil
jurisdiction for many years. I strongly support the bill
and urge all honourable members to do likewise.

Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) - I am
delighted to contribute to the debate on the Sentencing
(Amendment) Bill. The bill further amends the
Attorney-General's new victims of crime scheme. The
bill proposes to increase the flexibility provided to
judges and magistrates to adjust sentences to fit crimes.
Clause 4 inserts proposed subsection (2) in section 7 of
the principal act to provide that where an offender aged
17 to 25 years has been found guilty of an offence a
magistrate may defer sentencing in accordance with
section 83A of the principal act
Under the legislation a court has the choice of
sentencing young offenders to imprisonment or
detention in a youth training centre. A young offender
who breaks the law while on temporary leave is
required to serve out the whole sentence in custody.
The opposition supports the provision of options for
dealing with young offenders in a more appropriate
fashion.
The bill provides that a court can defer the sentence of a
young offender for up to three months. A magistrate is
able to impose a deferred sentence on a person of up to
25 years of age. The change will allow magistrates to
encourage young offenders to take responsibility for
their actions during the deferral period by giving them
the opportunity to change their behaviour.
The bill represents a continuation of the review process.
Attention is being focused on the other end of the
sentencing spectrum - that is, involving the
commission of lesser offences by young people, many
of whom have drug problems. The opposition strongly
supports the new approach to solve the drug problem. It
welcomes the government's policy and its development
and implementation of innovative responses to the issue
that promote the principle ofharm minimisation, which
is the keystone of the Turning the Tide policy.
In the second-reading speech the minister referred to
the introduction in the bill of measures that will:
introduce deferred sentencing for young offenders to
encourage them to take responsibility for addressing those
factors which contribute to their criminal behaviour;
modify sentencing orders to provide the courts with additional
flexibility to tailor orders to promote the rehabilitation of
offenders; and
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clarify the procedures relied upon by those who manage
offenders - whether in prison or in the community - so
they can more effectively respond to the rehabilitation needs
of offenders.

The bill will give young offenders many chances to
seek rehabilitation or other assistance such as
counselling for drug-related problems. Good behaviour
by young offenders will help them when they fmally go
back to court During the deferral period they will be
assessed by the court. I have seen many offenders
trying to get community work, or looking for assistance
from community organisations, to assist them during
periods when their sentences have been deferred. The
deferral gives them a chance to get back to their friends,
families and communities. The change extends the
discretion of judges and is a good provision.
The bill amends a section of the Children and Young
Persons Act relating to combined custody and treatment
orders. Under the bill young offenders can spend up to
half their sentence in detention and half in the
community. A young offender who has drug-related
problems can receive assistance, treatment and
rehabilitation. The bill will allow young offenders to
receive treatment both while they are in custody and
while they are in the community. The opposition
strongly endorses the provision. It believes it is one way
to assist young offenders with drug-related problems.
However, I have many concerns about rehabilitation
centres and the services provided to young offenders. I
have consulted various organisations that work with
young offenders with drug-related problems. Mr Phong
Nguyen, who is a coordinator of the Springvale
Indochinese Mutual Assistance Association or
SICMAA, has pointed out the following problems that
he and his organisation have been working on with
young people in the south-eastern regions of Springvale
and Dandenong for 13 years: the lack of
Vietnamese-speaking workers, the negatives of the
methadone program, and the lack of crucial follow-up
and support for rapid detoxification. Mr Nguyen said
the problems relating to service providers are: the short
span of most government programs, not allowing
sufficient time, the huge difficulties in tendering, and
the inflexibility resulting from the tendering process.
I shall now relate what was mentioned to me by a youth
worker called Richard Tregear. He works for the Open
Family and has worked in the western suburbs of
Melbourne for more than 20 years. He is one of the
veterans of working with young offenders. He talked
about the genera1lack of counsellors in the field, and
how counselling must go hand in hand with many
programs, and certainly with rapid detoxification.
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Youth unemployment in the western suburbs has
increased from 12 per cent to 58 per cent in the past
20 years. The current laws hurt more than they help
young offenders. Legislative provisions must be
changed to assist young offenders to solve their
problems.
I emphasise that the number of Vietnamese young
offenders being charged with drug offences such as
possession, trafficking and use, presenting before the
courts and entering the juvenile justice system is
disproportionate to that of other sections of the
community.
In the adjournment debate of 10 November 1998 I
raised a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Corrections in the other place.

Hon. R. I. Knowles - You cannot refer to debates
in the current session.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN - I would like to read - Hon. R. I. Knowles - We cannot refer to debates.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN - I mentioned the
community concern about the annual reports for
1995-96 and 1996-97 of the Youth Parole Board and
Youth Residential Board Both reports called on the
department to provide improved access and to make
available culturally appropriate services.
Early this year I paid a visit to the Fulham Correctional
Centre in Sale with a group from the Vietnamese
community in Melbourne to organise a play called Face
It. The group, which is led by a youth worker, Quynh
Anh Tran, provides entertainment for offenders. There
were more than 20 visitors, made up of youth workers,
young performers and community leaders. It was a
great pleasure to talk to those people. The offenders
were very pleased to meet us, because they were
isolated and bored.
I do not want to spend too much time speaking on the
issue, but I would like to mention the lack of culturally
appropriate services to offenders. They may want to
learn something while they are serving their
sentences - for example, how to improve their
English. They should be provided with recreational and
general aCtivities and the opportunity to participate in
music, arts or other creative programs that are
appropriate for young Indochinese people. Account
should be taken of the spiritual needs of those young
people. Staff at drug treatment services should be
provided with the encouragement and opportunity to
become bilingual.
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The community is aware that there are many problems
with people released from correctional centres who
have nothing to do. There are no programs to assist
them back into the community, and no career or job
opportunities to help them move on to a new life. Those
people often go back to their old circles of criminal
acquaintances after a few months.
I welcome the state government's announcement of the
$3.6 million budget funding to expand the range of
options for sentencing. I am interested to know the
details of the proposed improvements to services. An
article appeared in the Age of 5 May, entitled
'Culturally appropriate programs for young Aboriginal
and Indochinese offenders with drug problems'. I
would like to see how the government spends its money
to improve those services. The opposition strongly
supports the provision of funding.
Last week I asked a question in the house about the lack
of juvenile justice facilities or programs at Werribee.
The parents of juvenile offenders have to face 2 hours
of travel by public transport from Werribee to the
Sunshine facilities. I am still waiting for a response to
my question from the minister.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - You cannot raise issues you
have already raised this session.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN - It is part of the speech.
Another article appeared in the Age of 5 May under the
headline, 'Extension of the juvenile justice group
conferencing scheme'. I am sure the minister will look
at the question raised last week relating to the budget
statement.
The bill makes further amendments to the
Attomey-General's new victims of crime scheme. The
bill attempts to make it easier for some members of the
community to access compensation for their pain and
suffering caused by offenders. The only way an
innocent victim of crime can obtain compensation for
pain and suffering is to sue the offender, if the offender
is found guilty.
Under the new system, a woman who has suffered the
indignity of being subjected to rape can be
compensated for pain and suffering only if she takes
action against a convicted offender. The old system was
fair and just, and was a way for society to say, 'We
respect you as a member of our society, so you are
entitled to receive a small amount of compensation for
the pain and suffering caused by trauma'. That system
is no longer available.
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The opposition does not oppose the bill. It asks the
government to reconsider its views on innocent victims
of crime.
Motion agreed to.

Read second time.

Third reading

Hon. LOmSE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank the Honourables Don Nardella, Ron Best, Sang
Nguyen, Carlo Furletti and Dr John Ross for their
contributions to the debate.
Motion agreed to.

They argue that the east of Mount Alexander option
would be consistent with the strategic planning scheme
of the Shire of Mount Alexander, which calls for
communities to be left intact, viable and sustainable,
maintaining their character and integrity.
Trevor Budge, a planner well known to people in the
local community, also supports this east of Mount
Alexander route. Sixteen hundred people have signed
documentation supporting an examination of the route,
and on Sunday when I went to Harcourt and met with
local people they told me that in their view the minister
has refused to meet with them to discuss the east of
Mount Alexander route. Will the minister examine the
documentation signed by those 1600 people from
within the Mount Alexander shire, agree to meet with
the Calder Community Action Group, and not rule out
the possibility of a route east of Mount Alexander?
Food:geneticen~eertmg

Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. R I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Institute of Land and Food Resources
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - I ask the
Minister for Health to ask the Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training in another place to give an
assurance that the departure of Professor Lindsay
Falvey from the Institute of Land and Food Resources
will not impact on the smooth operations of the former
Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture.

Calder Highway: upgrade
Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - I refer the
Minister for Roads and Ports to an issue I am sure he
will be familiar with relating to the Calder Highway
alignment, in particular the route that will be finally
arrived at for the Malmsbury to Ravenswood section of
the Calder Highway upgrade.

The Calder Community Action Group was formed
following local dissatisfaction with the current route
options. Members of that group have argued that a
route option to the east of Mount Alexander ought to be
fairly and properly examined. They are concerned that
the government has ruled that out as a possible option.

Hon. JEAN McLEAN (Melbourne West) - I draw
to the attention of the Minister for Health the fact that
hundreds of imported processed foods containing
genetically modified soy, corn, canola, cotton, sugar
beet and potatoes can now invade our food supply
untested, unassessed and unlabelled. Australian health
ministers have allowed these foods to be sold during
their assessment
Hon. R. I. Knowles - They are already here.
HOD. JEAN McLEAN - The foods for which
applications have been made for testing have already
been allowed on the market instead of being held off.
Tests might not be completed for up to a year. While
that helps to protect gene technology giants, it offers no
protection to food buyers and potentially puts public
health at risk, making us all part of a gigantic food
experiment. The fact that these foods are sold in the
United States subject only to self-regulation is no
comfort. Bovine growth hormone is used in US dairy
herds, and the milk is sold unlabelled. However, that
synthetic growth hormone was rejected by Canada this
year because of animal and health concerns.

Genetically modified corn contains antibiotic-resistant
genes and is outlawed in Europe on safety grounds,
despite being sold in the US. The British government
chose not to impose a moratorium on genetically
modified food, but that is hardly surprising given the
mad cow disease scandal. The biggest British
supermarket chain, Tesco, has said it will remove
genetically modified ingredients from food products
wherever possible. It intends to label even the slightest
amount Birdseye will remove genetically modified
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ingredients. Unilever Australia has said its products will
be largely free of genetically modified content by the
end of the year.
Australia will be allowing Novartis Seeds and
Monsanto to apply for 10 engineered crops to be passed
through the Australian and New Zealand Food
Authority. If these genetically modified foods invade
our food supply, we will have missed our chance to be
part of the huge market in Britain, Canada and Europe
for organically grown food.
Can the minister inform the house why the laws
scheduled to take effect from l3 May that would
require companies to seek safety assessments for
genetically modified food and label them was ignored
and those foods allowed on the market prior to testing
because the companies were slow to lodge
applications?

Gas: pipelines
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
ask the Minister for Roads and Ports to raise a matter
with the Minister for Agriculture and Resources in
another place. Gas and high pressure pipelines need to
be constructed using pipes that meet the appropriate
Australian standard so they stand up to the stresses and
strains of operation. Recently gas pipelines to Horsham
and Echuca were installed. I understand the pipes,
which were made overseas, may not have had a casing
of the thickness required under the relevant Australian
standard I ask the minister to assure the house that the
pipelines meet all stahdards in both manufacture and
construction.

Wangaratta District Base Hospital
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I raise with
the Minister for Health the concerns ofMr Gooff
Mason, who lives in Violet Town and requires a hip
replacement. Mr Mason was booked for surgery at the
Wangaratta District Base Hospital. Until recently he
has been an active person, enjoying the regular game of
golf He was told in November last year that his hip
needed to be replaced, and was advised shortly
afterwards that a date had been set for the operation.
Surgery was scheduled for today, but three weeks ago
he was informed that his operation had been
rescheduled for 8 June. Mr Mason is concerned that six
months has passed since the doctor informed him he
required the operation.
I ask the minister whether any special measures might
be taken to ensure Mr Mason's operation takes place.
As the minister would appreciate, Mr Mason is an

elderly gentleman. He is concerned about his health and
worried that a further delay will impinge on his
lifestyle. He points out the medical necessity of having
such an operation.

Courts: sentencing options
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) - I ask
the Minister for Small Business to raise a matter with
the Attorney-General in another place. In last week's
state budget the government announced $3.6 million in
funding to expand the range of options for sentencing.
According to the Age of 5 May - Hon. R. I. Knowles - You cannot raise the budget.
It is before the house.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Budget issues are
public matters. They are mentioned in the newspapers. I
do not think there is any basis on which we can deny
questions arising from the budget.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN - The Age of 5 May refers
to the:
Expansion of the bail scheme where drug treatment is a
condition for young people who would not otherwise be
granted bail.
Culturally appropriate programs for A boriginal and
Indochinese offenders with drug problems.
Extension of the juvenile justice groups conferencing scheme.

I have a particular interest in those three areas.
Therefore, I ask the minister: what are the details of the
abovementioned programs, and can the minister ensure
that funding will adequately address the problems in the
area?

Responses
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
will refer the matter raised by Mrs Hogg to my
colleague the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training. Mrs Hogg raised a matter concerning the
continued performance of the Victorian College of
Agriculture and Horticulture following the departure of
Professor Lindsay Falvey. I will refer the matter to the
minister responsible.

Mrs McLean raised the issue of why foods still being
tested have been allowed into the market before being
registered as genetically modified foods. The
ministerial council discussed the issue, and it was
agreed unanimously by all states and the
commonwealth that this was a bipartisan issue and that
it was better to try to provide a framework that enabled
a practical approach to be taken to ensuring genetically
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modified foods already being marketed in Australia and
New Zealand continue to be marketed but go through a
process of being formally registered.
I know Mrs McLean is worried about registering the
food after it has been released in the market, but those
foods are already on supermarket shelves around
Australia. All evidence suggests they will meet the
requirements. The concept that governments would
force the withdrawal of those foods on some basis that
they had not met the procedures laid down was
considered by the ministerial council and rejected as a
nonsense.

The Honourable Don Nardella asked me to refer a
matter to my colleague the Minister for Agriculture and
Resources in another place. I will refer the gas pipeline
standards to him.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - The Honourable Sang Nguyen asked me
to refer a matter to the Attorney-General. It concerned
last week's budget announcement of$3.6 million for
options for sentencing. He asked the Attorney-General
for details of the abovementioned programs. I will pass
on his request to the Attorney-General.
Motion agreed to.

There is no suggestion that those foods are in any way a
risk to public health. A decision would be reached that
food should be withdrawn, but there are no grounds on
which the withdrawal of those foods could be justified.
The council unanimously agreed - again I stress that
that involves governments of all persuasions - to a
modification so that the balance would be right.
The Leader of the Opposition asked when a Mr Mason,
who is listed for orthopaedic surgery at the Wangaratta
District Base Hospital, might gain access to surgery. I
will take the matter on board I stress that the decision
on patient categorisation is important and the system
works only if it is left as an administrative decision. If
the patient on whose behalf the Leader of the
Opposition made representations believes he has been
inappropriately classified he ought to approach his
doctor and seek a review. I am happy to take on board
the representations made and provide a response in due
course.
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - The Honourable Pat Power referred to the
Calder Freeway and the current planning process on the
alignment of what is commonly called the Harcourt
section between MaImsbury and Ravenswood He
raised several questions with me that are under the
jurisdiction of the Minister for Planning and Local
Government because it is in the planning process. A
consultative committee has been appointed with an
independent chair to examine route options. That will
be followed by an environment effects statement, which
is also a very open and public process. I encourage the
Calder Action Community Group to participate in all
those open, consultative processes.
It is inappropriate for me as the Minister for Roads and
Ports to meet with groups during the planning process. I
will therefore not meet with them. I cannot rule in or
out one option or the other until it has gone through the
very open and public planning process.
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Airports (See individual airport names)

Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 858

Ambulance services (See Intergraph and MetropoUtan
Ambulance Service)

Freedom of Information (Amendment) Bill, 1069, 1074

Arts

Government Superannuation Bill, 455
Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 803

Metro Craft Centre, 839, 841, 842
National Theatre, 841, 842
Auditor~eraI

Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 1132

Appointment, 1019

Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 367

Funding, q 979
Ministerial portfolios, q 782, q 783, q 785, q 787, q 869

Marine (Amendment) Bill, 505

Prisons, q 871

Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 423
Office of the Regulator~eraI (Amendment) Bill, 381
Pbuuting:p~ses,267

Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 833, 834
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 373
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) BiD, 986
Royal Park Land BiD, 1119
Workcover: safety impections, 561

Aurora Fibreglass, q 57
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 70, 73, q 217, 840, 842,
q 974, q 1044, q 1045
Australian Bureau of Statistics

Household income, q 688
Australian Greek Association for People with Disabilities, 1015
1016
'
Australian International Airshow, q 3
Australian Labor Party

Membership, 68, 72
Shadow ministry, 1
Australian Timken

Ballarat closure, q 268
Australian Tourism Exchange, q 692
Automotive industry
Axcess Australia concept car, q 658

Design centre, q 342
Investment, q 787
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Business

Avalon Airport

Victorian business centres, q 977

Qantas investment, q 566

(See also Small business)

Aviation industry

Embraer Aircraft Corporation, q 1122

Business of the bouse (See Parliament)

AxcessAustralia

c

Concept car, q 658

B

Calder Highway

Upgrade, 476, 479, 539, 541

BaUarat
Australian Timken closure, q 268
Western Highway route options, q 269, q 1128
Bankruptcies (See Small business)
Banks

Branch closures, 313, 316
Battery chargers, 397, 399
lHloubles

Barldy Street, Footscray, 894
Bealiba

Wood supplies, 314, 315

Camp Reefton, Warburton, 475, 478
Cars (See Motor vehicles)

Casey, City of

Road funding, q 214
Warc! boundaries, 241
Castlemaine

Mount Alexander Hospital, 752, 754
Cemeteries and crematoria, 475, 478, 626, 627
City Link

E-tags, 623, 627, q 867
Commonwealth treaty documents, 219

Beodigo

Radiotherapy seJVices, 25, 27
Bendigo Health Care Group, 68, 73

Community legal centres, 477, 480
Community safety

Government seJVices, 31, 758
Bendigo Safe City Forum, 1136, 1140

Computen (See Information technology)
Bentleigh
Ncigh~oodh~6W,~1

Condolences
Gleeson, Hon. Stanley Edmond, 685

Berwick

Community hospital, q 485

Cooper Street, Epping

Upgrade, q 340
Better Health Channel. q 693
Corporations Law
Better Roads Victoria (See Roads)
Bilateral agreements (See Commonwealth treaty documents)
Blackbum Bingo Centre, 69, 75

Share allocations, 753, 755
Council of Magistrates

Report, 8
County Court

BLF Custodian

Reports, 8, 1019
Budget papers, 1999-2000,401,455,592,651,660,733,793,804,
811,835,887,988, 1082, 1094

Judges report, 8
WorXcover cases, q 214
Courts

Sentencing options, 540, 541

Buses
Rowville, 25, 29
(See also Public transport)

CroWD Casino (See Gaming)
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Cut flower industry, q 61

Manufacruring, q 1120
Older job seekers, q 270

Cystic fibrosis, q 571

(See also Unemployment)

Engineering

D

Investing in Innovation. q 430
Environment

Dam contractors, 752, 754

Toxic waste disposal, 241
Wood-burning fires, 24, 27

Daylight saving, 1096, 1097

Epping

Designtech Awards, q 216

Cooper Street, q 340
Disability services

Eskdale Hotel

Greek community, 1015, 1016
Kew Residential Services, 1094, 1096
Mobility allowance, 23, 27
Pedestrian crossing wheelchair access, q 271

Upgrade, 24, 30
Essendon bospital, 313, 315

Esso AustraUa Ltd (See Gas industry and Workcover)
Distinguisbed visitors (See Parliament)
Exports
Drugs

Decline, q 870

Decriminalisation. 1015, 1016
Needle exchange program, 1138, 1139

National awards, 60

Supetvised injecting facilities, 396, 398,1133, 1135

F

Duke and Orr dry dock, q 788

Fair trading

E
East Timor
Medical assistance, 1137, 1138
Eastern Freeway
Blackbmn Road exit, q 656, 680, 681

Battery chargers, 397, 399
Motor car traders registration fee, 1137, 1140
Sports memorabilia, 477, 480
Thombwy rooming house, 753, 754
FederaJ.-State Relations Committee

Federalism and the role of the states report, 629
Register of specific purpose payments report, 696

&commerce

Goverrunent procurement, q 788

Firefigbting services

Skycrane, 476, 478
Economic Development Committee

Goverrunent-funded national broadcasting report, 757
Ecorecycle Victoria, 241
Education

Adult learning, 476, 479
Goverrunent services, 31
Electricity industry
Inspections, 473, 479
Embraer Aircraft Corporation, q 1122
Employment

Goverrunent services, 31
GST,q 1048

Food industry

Genetic engineering, 25, 28, 539, 540, 1137, 1138
Institute of Land and Food Resources, 539, 540
Service plan. q 270
Food Industry Monitoring and Information Unit, q 871
Footscray

Barkly Street: B-doubles, 894
Sunshine-Geelong road intersection, 681, 682
Forest industry

Wongungarra, 841, 842
Freeways (See Roads and individual freeway names)
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G
Gaming
Blackburn Bingo Centre, 69, 75
Crown Casino revenue, q 433
Machines, q 344, 840, 843
Second casino, q 571, q 868
Gas industry

Esso Longford plant

Key to Survival program, q 215
Legionnaire's disease, q 566
Organ donor program, q 1126
Palliative care, 59
Primary care, q 58

Rural services, q 786
Smoking, 70, 73, q 975
Spina bifida, q 432
(See also Hospitals)
Higbways (See Roads and individual highway names)

explosion, q 341, q 343
Hospitals

safety inspections, q 4

Nursing homes, q 481

Funding, q 657

Pipelines, 540, 541

Staffing, q 339
Waiting lists, q 483

Rockbank supply, 1095, 1097

Waste disposal, 1136, 1138
(See also Health and individual hospital, network and health
service names)

(See also Workcover)

Geeloog

Business centre, q 977

Household income, q 688

Tourism. 1133, 1140

Housing

Geelong Cement, q 2

Maintenance, 397, 398, 474, 478
Gippsland Lakes, 8, 488

Rent

arrears, 26, 29

Glen Iris Road

direct debit, 69, 73
Traffic lights, 239, 241

increases, 753, 754

Government

Procurement: e-commerce, q 788
Services, 31

Richmond estate, 1133, 1138
Subcontractor payment, 840, 842
Victorian Borrowers Association, 893, 894
Waiting lists, 626, 627

Greater Dandenong. City of
Kinderworld Child Care Centre, 475, 479

Human Services, Department of
Senior positions, 893, 894

Goods and services tax
Home Freeway

Jobs,q 1048
Libraries, 625, 626

Wallan overpass, 396, 399

State taxes, q 1126
Tourism, q 1047

Hutton Road, Keysborougb

Duplication, q 694

H
HalIam bypass, q 567

Harness radng

Driver licences, 474, 480
Health

Bendigo radiotherapy services, 25, 27
Better Health Channe~ q 693
Budget allocation, q 429
Cystic fibrosis, q 571

Govenunent services, 31
Insurance premiums, 626, 627

I
Information technology

Investing in Innovation program, q 430
Rural Internet access, 396, 398
Vicroads systems, q 568
Y2K compliance, q 3, q 5, q 974
Institute of Land and Food Resources, 539, 540
Intergraph

Ambulance contract, q 345
International Nurses Day, q 659

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
International Year of Older Penons, q 268

Legionnaire's disease, q 566

Investing in Innovation, q 430

Libraries
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GST, 625, 626

J

Yana Plenty regional service, 10 14, 10 16
Liquor industry

Joint sittings of Parliament (See Parliament)
Justice, Department of

Licences, q 692
Under-age entry, 624, 627
Liquorland Pty Ltd, 401, 488, q 568

452 Flinders Street: legionnaire's disease, q 566
Local government

Juvenile justice

Election of mayors, 841, 843

Werribee, 314, 315

(See also Planning and individual city and shire council names)

K

Local Government, Office of

Former director, 752, 754
Longford (See Gas industry)

KeiJor Downs

Sunshine Avenue, 27, 30, 401, 629, 680, 681

M

Kew Residential Services

Redevelopment, 1094, 1096
Key to Survival program, q 215

Magistrates

Annual report, 8
Keysborough

Mallee

Hutton Road duplication, q 694
Khmer community

Exceptional circumstance relief, 23, 29
Mansfiekl

Aged care, 1136, 1138

Hospital and hostel amalgamation, 625, 627

Kinderworld Child Care Centre, 475, 479

Kingsbury Primary School, 624,626

Manufacturing industry

Union action, q 689
Melbourne Airport

Knox
Community health service, 475, 478
Hospital, q 271

Road access, q 1046
Melbourne Great Indoon, q 433

Kyabram Community and Learning Centre, 476, 479
Melbourne Market Authority

Work permits, 625, 627

L

Melbourne--Geelong road

Sunshine Road intersection, 681, 682
Land

Camp Reefton rezoning, 475, 478

Upgrade, q 431, q 482, q 569, q 656
Metro Craft Centre, 839, 841, 842

Latrobe Community Health Services, 71, 74
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 40 I
Latrobe Regional Hospital, q 866

Mildura hospital, 70, 73
LatrobeValley

Small business, q 6
Law Reform Committee

Criminal liability and self-induced intoxication report, 757
Technology and the law report, 946

Ministen
Auditor-General's report on ministerial portfolios, q 782, q 783,
q 785, q 787, q 869
Finance: absence, 243
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Infonnation Technology Group, 2

Moonee Valley, City of

sessional orders, 31,243, 374, 520, 757, 828, 945, 1075

Health services. 313, 315

Chamber sound system, 267
Momington

Penins~Tasmania fen-y

service, 624, 627

~ce,839,843,

Distinguished visitors, 973,1125
Joint sitting: Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 220, 295,
317

Motor vehicles
1016,1017

Registration, q 1123

Longford royal commission report, 1133
Shadow ministry, 1

Rural registrations, q 867
Traders registration fee, 1137, 1140

Parliamentary candidates
Nomination fees, 489, 543

Mount Alexander Hospital, Castiemaine, 752, 754
Parlynet, 243

N

Payroll tax, q 434
Pedestrian crossings

National Microbusiness Awards, q 868

Wheelchair access, q 271

National Theatre, 841, 842

Pent ridge Prison site, q 344

Neighbourhood bouses

Planning

Bentleigh, 680, 681

Blackbum Bingo Centre, 69, 75

Processes, 243

Northern Hospital, 314, 315

Point Lonsdale lighthouse, 1015, 1017
Nurses
Police

Criminal record checks, q 1049
International Nurses Day, q 659

Altona North and Williamstown stations, 69, 75

Practitioners, q 4

Brimbank, 72, 74

Shortage, q 274

Maidstone station, 840, 844
Response times, 240, 241

Nursery industry, q 61

US consulate security,I137, 1140
Nursing bomes (See Aged care)

Preston and Nortbc:ote Community Hospital site, q 5, 26, 28,
q 58, 70, 74, q 273

o

Princes Highway
Hallam bypass, 396, 398, q 567

Olympic Games

Prisons

Victorian towlsm, q 487
Opposition (See AustraUan Labor Party)

Auditor-General's report, q 871
Pentridge site, q 344

Organ donor program, q 1126

(See also Juvenile justice)

Suicides and self-hann report, 489

Privatisation

p

State-owned enterprises, q 432
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee

Panel beating

Repairer status, 1016, 1017
Parliament
Business of the house
adjournment, 1133

bills
adjournment of, 7
correction of titles, 7

Annual reporting report, 695
Auditor-General's Office report, 1099
Auditor-General's reports nos 39 to 41,1099
Environmental accounting and reporting report, 1099
Public transport
Privatisation, 1136, 1139
(See also Buses, Rail, Taxis and Trams)
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Rockbank

Public Transport Corporation

Gas supply, 1095, 1097

Signage, I 135, I 139

Rotary International

Q

Y2K compliance, q 974
Rowville

Qantas

Bus service, 25, 29

Avalon Airport, q 566

Royal Park

Questions on notice

Netball and hockey facilities, 474, 480

Answers, 7, 64, 275, 789, 1129

(See also QUESTIONS ON NOTICE)

Rulings by the Chair

Accuracy

R
Rail

Car parlcing, 10 16, 10 17

St Albans crossing, 313, 316
Sydenham station, 25, 29, 10 19
(See also Public transport)
Ramsay Health Care, 70, 73
Retail tenancies

Eskdale Hotel, 24, 30
Road safety

Airport West roundabout, 1094, 1097
Alcohol ignition interlock, q 62, q 974
Glen Iris Road, 239, 241
Initiatives, q 979
Logging access, Strathbogie, 1015, 1017
Non-English-speaking communities, q 2
Pedestrian crossing wheelchair access, q 271
Pilot vehicles, 893, 894
Sunshin~eelong road intersection, West Foot.scray, 681, 682
Road Safety Committee

Incidence and prevention of pedestrian accidents report, 946

remarks, 739
tables, 763

Adjournment
admissibility of matter, 71, 540
matter to be raised only once, 841
relevance, 69
Admissibility
adjownment matter, 71, 540
amendment, 103 I
questions without notice, 569
Chair: addressing, 342, 356,454
Documents: incorporation, 785, 786
InteIjections, 36, 56, 61, 213, 265, 266, 354,411,419,471,484,
485,551,570,587,604,605,606,610,619,659,660,693,739,
761,775,784,827,828,866,975, 1007, 1021, 1034, 1038, 1056,
1068, 1096, 1122, 1124
Members: misleading statements, 420, 421
Public gallery: behaviour in, 1037
Questions without notice
admissibility, 569
answers: length, 689
clarification, 344, 486
debating, 871
not to seek legal opinion, 1125
Reasoned amendment, 292
Relevance, 246, 357, 577, 580, 856, 1036
Repetition of Assembly speech, 643
Reports

Roads

Better Roads funding, q 2 I 8, q 482
Casey funding, q 2 14
Government services, 3 I
Hallam bypass, q 567
Melbourne Airport access, q 1046
Rural, q 342
St Albans rail crossing, 313, 3 I6,476,480
Scoresby bypass, q 567
South-western region, q 1046
Western suburbs, q 782
Woods Point, 841, 844
(See also Vicroads and individual freeway, highway, road and
street names)

leaking of, 757
Longford royal commission, 1133
Scope of debate, 746, 865, 876, 878
Sub judice rule, 831
Tables
accuracy, 763
incorporation, 762
UnparliamentaIy and offensive remarlcs, 560, 1074, 1135
Rural Victoria

Government offices, q 1045
Health services, q 786
Internet access, 396, 398
Regional forums, 680, 681
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State-owned enterprises

Rood funding, q 218, q 342
Tourism, q 656
Unemployment, 240, 241

Privatisation, q 432
Station Pier, q 431

Vehicle registrations, q 867

Stepping Out, q 341

s

Strathbogie

Logging access roads, 1015, 1017
Science and technology

Investing in Innovation, q 430

Suicides and self-harm in Victorian prisons

Report, 489
Scientific and medical research, q 870
Sunshine-Geelong road intersection, West Footscray, 681, 682
Scoresby bypass, q 567
Sunshine Avenue, Keilor Downs, 27, 30, 401, 629, 680, 681
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

A/ert Digest, 9, 220, 347,697,947
Annual report, 696
Right to silence report, 8
Subordinate legislation report, 696
Unlawful Assemblies and Processions Act report, 946

Superannuation

State fimds, q 62
Sydenbam

Railway station, 25, 29, 1019

Second Australian Wine Tourism Conference, q 784

T

Serbians

Discrimination, 240, 241
Sbareboldings

Allocations, 753, 755
Shipping

Duke and Orr dry dock, q 788
Skyttane, 476, 478
Small business
Bankruptcies, q 61, q 216

Expos, 315
Latrobe Valley, q 6
Statistics, q 219
Strip shopping centres, q 483
smau Business May, q 272, q 980
Smoke alarms, 314, 315,474,478
Smoking

Health initiatives, q 975
Under-age, 70, 73
Spina bifida, q 432
Sport

Memorabilia, 477, 480
State forests

Camp Reefion, Warbwton, 475, 478

Taxation

GST, 625, 626, q 1047, q 1048, q 1126
Payroll tax, q 434
Taxis

High-occupancy, q 57
M50, 312, 316
Timber industry (See Forest industry)
Tourism

Asian financial crisis, q 659
Australian Tourism Exchange, q 692
Geelong, 1133, 1140
Growth,q 7
GST,q 1047
International visitors, q 1125
Melbomne Great Indoors, q 433
Momington Peninsula-Tasmania ferry service, 624, 627
Olympic Games, q 487
OnIine access, q 660

Rural Victoria, q 656
Second Australian Wine Tourism Conference, q 784
Ski season, q 1048
Station Pier, q 431
Stepping Out program, q 341
Tram conductors, q 487
Toxic waste

Disposal, 241
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Weeds

Tractors

Crown land, 239, 241
Management, 1095, 1096

Rollover protection, q 691
Trains (See Rail)

Werribee
Trams

Juvenile justice, 314, 315

Tourism, q 487
(See also Public transport)

Werribee Mercy Hospital, 397, 398

Transport Accident Commission
Report contents, 312, 315

West Footscray (See Footscray)
Western Highway, BaUarat

Treasury Reserve, q 488

Route options, q 269
Upgrade, q 1128

u

Whitehorse, City of

Blackbum Bingo Centre, 69, 75
Unemployment

Wood-buming fires, 24, 27

Rural Victoria, 240, 241

Woods Point

Statistics, q 654, q 658

Road upgrade, 841, 844

(See also Employment)

Workcover

United States consulate
Security, I 137, 1140

v
Vicroads

Information technology, q 568
Regulation enforcement, q 692
Vehide registration, q 1123
(See also Roads and Road safety)
Victorian Borrowers Association, 893, 894

Backlog, q 214
Benefits, q 690, q 694, q 1127
Claim, q 1124
Dangerous goods licensing, 478, 479, q 978
Driver education program, 1095, 1097
Fruit industty, 1095, 1096
M~or hazard facilities, q 975
Premiums, q 569, q 1123
Safety inspections, q 4, q 486, 543, q 568, 754
Tractor rollover protection, q 691
Travel expenses, q 218
Workplace safety, q 434
(See also Gas industry)

Victorian business centres

World Expo 2000, q 1044

Geelong, q 977

Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 220, 295, 317

y

Victorian Workcover Authority (See Workcover)

Y2K (See Information tecbnology)

w
Walkerville boating facility, 945

Yakka

Wangaratta closure, q 213
Yarra Plenty Regional Library Service, 1014, 1016

WaJIan
Hume Freeway overpass, 396, 399
Wangaratta

Yakka closure, q 213
Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 540, 541
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PETITIONS

SUBSTANTIVE MOTIONS

Gippsland Lakes, 8, 488

Auditor-General: appointment., 1019

Liquortand outlet, Mount Waverley, 401, 488

Community safety, 758

Parliamentary candidates: nomination fees, 489, 543

Government services, 31

Rail: Sydenbam station, 1019

MetropoUtan Ambulance Service, 40 I

Sunshine Avenue, Keilor Downs, 401, 629

Planning: processes, 243

Walkerville boating facility, 945

Questions on notice, 845
Workcover: safety inspections, 543

REPORTS
MEMBERS

BLF Custodian
41 st and 42nd reports, 8
43rd report, 1019
Commonwealth treaty documents, 219

ASHER, Hon. LOUISE (Monash) (Minister for Small Business
and Minister for Tourism)

Council of Magistrates

Adjournment

Annual report, 8
County Court judges

Annual report, 8
Economic Development Committee

Government-funded national broadcasting, 757
Federal-State Relations Committee
Federalism and the role of the states, 629
Register of specific purpose payments, 696
Law Reform Committee

Criminal liability and self-induced intoxication, 757
Technology and the law, 946
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee

Annual reporting, 695
Auditor-General's Office, 1099
Auditor-General's reports nos 39 to 41, 1099
Environmental accounting and reporting, 1099

Review of suicides and self-barm in Victorian prisons
Report, 489
Road Safety Committee
Incidence and prevention of pedestrian accidents, 946
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Adoption: newspaper article, 480

Banks: closures, 316
Battery chargers, 399
CommlIDity legal centres, 480
Cowts: sentencing options, 541

Daylight saving, 1097

Eskdale Hotel, 30
Fair trading
sports memorabilia, 480

Thombury rooming house, 754

Harness racing: driver licences, 480
Licensed premises: under-age entry, 627
Momington Peninsula-Tasmania feny service, 627

Motor car traders: registration fee, 1140
Royal Park: netball and hockey facilities, 480
Share allocations, 754

Small business: expos, 316
Tourism: Geelong, 1140
Vehicle insurance: repairer status, 1017
Bills

Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 289

Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 213, 224, 447
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 809,1054
Fair Trading Bill, 339, 428, 435,592
Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill,
401,439

Alert Digest, 9, 220, 347, 696, 947

Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 688, 703, 858

Annual report, 696

Freedom of Infonnation (Amendment) Bill, 945, 951,1069,1072,

Right to silence, 8

Subordinate legislation, 696
Unlawful Assemblies and Processions Act, 946

1073,1074
Guardianship and Administration (Amendment) Bill, 688, 704,
863
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Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 213, 223, 442
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 1, 13, 368
Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 752, 795, 968
Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 339, 425, 539
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 717
Surveillance Devices Bill, 339, 424, 527

Questions without notice
Better Roads Victoria, 482
International Year of Older Persons, 268
Rulings, 587,604,605,606,610,619, 1056
(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 455, 489
Business of the bouse
Adjournment, 680
Council of Magistrates
Annual report, 8

ATKINSON, HOD. B. N. (Koonung)
Adjournment
Buses: Rowville, 25
Fair trading: sports memorabilia, 477

County Court judges
Annual report, 8

Questions without notice
Australian Tourism Exchange, 692
Cut flower and nursery industries, 61
Food: sezvice plan, 270
GST: tourism, 1047
Lanobe Valley: small business, 6

Local government election of mayors, 841
Share allocations, 753
Whitehorse: Blackburn Bingo Centre, 69
Bills

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 811
Freedom of Infonnation (Amendment) Bill, 1061
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 811

Liquor licences, 568, 693

Government services, 38

Melbourne Great Indoors, 433
National Microbusiness Awards, 868

Planning: processes, 251

Second Australian Wine Tourism Conference, 784
Small business: bankruptcies, 61, 216

Points of order, 246

Small Business May, 273, 980

Questions without notice

Small Business Victoria: statistics, 219
Stepping Out, 341
Tourism
growth,7
international visitors, 1125
Olympic Games, 487
rural Victoria, 656
ski season, 1048
tram conductors, 487
Tourism Victoria

business plan, 660
online access, 660

Nurses: shortage, 274
Tourism: ski season, 1048

BAXTER, Hon. W. R. (North Eastern)
Adjournment

EskdaJe Hotel, 24
Motor car traders: registration fee, 1137
Police: response times, 240
Royal Parlc: netball and hockey facilities, 474
Bills
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 715

ASIIMAN, Hon. G. B. (Koonung)

Adjournment
Knox: community health sezvice, 475
Bills

Appropriation (parliament 199912(00) Bill, 878
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 503
Royal Parlc Land Bill, 1115
Year 2000 Infonnation Disclosme Bill, 393
Points of order, 876

Transport Acts (Fmtber Amendment) Bill, 235
Budget papers, 1999-2000,455
Condolences
Hon. Stanley Edmond Gleeson, 685
Questions without notice
Tractors: rolloverprotection, 691
Workcover: premiums, 569
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BEST, Hon. R. A. (North Western)
Adjournment

Bendigo: radiotherapy services, 25
Bendigo Safe City Forum, 1136
Calder Highway: upgrade, 476
Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 887
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bil~ 287
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 366
Royal Park Land Bill, 1116
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 518

Longford Royal Conunission (Report) Bill, 945, 949
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 688, 960
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 1, 17,374
Royal Park Land Bill, 945, 948,1 I 18, 1120
Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 481, 565
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bil~ I, 17
BLF Custodian

41st and 42nd reports, 8
43rd report, 1019

Business of the boose
Adjournment, 1133

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 887

Commonwealth treaty documents, 219

Community safety, 780

Condolences
Hon. Stanley Edmond Gleeson, 685

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee

Environmental accounting and reporting, 1099

Questions without notice
Aurora Fibreglass, 57

Questions without notice

Melbomne Airport: road access, 1046
Superannuation: state funds, 62
Y2K: Rotary International, 974

BIRRELL, Hon. M. A. (East Yana) (Minister for Industry, Science
and Technology)
Absence of minister, 243
Adjournment

ALP: membership, 72
Bealiba: wood supplies, 3 I5
Camp Reefton, 478
Drugs: supervised injecting facilities, 1135
Forest industry: Wongungarra, 842
GST: libraries, 626
Metro Craft Centre, 842
National Theatre, 842
Rural Victoria
Internet access, 398
regional forums, 681
unemployment, 241
Serbians: discrimination, 24 I
Skycrane,478
TAC: staff, 315
Toxic waste, 241
Weeds: management, 1096
Wood-bmning fires, 27
Yana Plenty Regional Library Service, 1016
Bills

Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 845, 1081
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 1, 18, 311
Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 687, 700,803

Australian International Airshow, 3
Australian Timken: Ballarat closure, 268
Automotive industIy
design centre, 342
investment, 787
Avalon Airport investment, 566
Axcess Australia concept car, 658
Designtech Awards, 216
Embraer Aircraft Corporation, 1122
Employment
manufacturing, 1120
older job seekers, 270
Exports
decline,870
national awards, 60
Food Industry Monitoring and Information Unit, 872
Geelong: business centre, 977
Geelong Cement, 2
GST
jobs, 1048
state taxes, 1126
Household income, 688

Investing in Innovation, 430
Manufactwing: union action, 689
Small business: strip shopping centres, 483
Unemployment statistics, 654, 658
World Expo 2000, 1044
Yakka: Wangaratta closure, 213
Shadow minimy, I

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
BISHOP, Hon. B. W. (North Western)

Budget papers, 1999-2000,462

Adjournment

Petitions

Harness racing: driver licences, 474
Mallee: exceptional circwnstance relief, 23
Mildura hospital, 70
Small business: expos, 315
BiDs

Barley Marketing (Amendment) BilL 281
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 499
Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 636
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 713
Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 238
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 508
Budget papers, 1999-2000,467
Questions without notice

Government procurement e-commerce, 788
Workcover: workplace safety, 434
Rulings, 356, 357, 454, 577,580, 746, 876, 878
(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

(17)

Walkerville boating facility, 945
Points of order, 560
Questions without notice

Food Industry Monitoring and lnfonnation Unit, 871
Small Business Victoria: statistics, 219

BRIDESON, Hon. ANDREW (Waverley)
Adjournment

Aged care: Khmer commWlity, 1136

Bills
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 577
Government Superannuation Bill, 451
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 500
Budget papers, 1999-2000,616
Petitions

Liquorland outlet, Mount Waverley, 40 I, 488
BOARDMAN, Hon. B. C. (Chelsea)

Points of order, 577, 580
Questions without notice

Adjournment

Daylight saving, 1096
Licensed premises: Wlder-age entry, 624
US consulate: security, 1137

Liquor licences, 568
Scientific and medical research, 870
Taxis: high-occupancy, 57
Workcover: premiums, 1123

Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 804
Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 446

CHAMBERLAIN, HoD. B. A. (Western) (See PRESIDENT, The
(Hon. B. A. Chamberlain»

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 804

Community safety, 766
Questions without notice

Small business: strip shopping centres, 483
Spina bifida, 432

COVER, Hon. L J. (GeeJong)

Adjournment

Point Lonsdale lighthouse, 1015
Tourism: Geelong, 1133
Bills

BOWDEN, HoD. R. H. (South Eastern)
Adjournment

Momington Peninsuhr-Tasmania ferry service, 624
Bills

Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 443
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 378
Surveillance Devices Bill, 525
Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) BilL 226
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 229

Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 721
Budget papers, 1999-2000,669
Questions without notice
Australian International Airshow, 3
Avalon Airport: investment, 566
Geelong: business centre, 977

(18)

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

CRAIGE, Hon. G. R. (Central Highlands) (Minister for Roads and
Ports)

Adjournment
Airpon West roundabout, 1097
Barldy Street, Footscray: B~oubles, 894
Bendigo Safe City Forum, 1140
Buses: Rowville, 29
Calder Highway: upgrade, 479, 541
Dam contractors, 754
Eastern Freeway: Blackbum Road exit, 681
Gas: pipelines, 541
Glen Iris Road: traffic lights, 241
Hurne Freeway: Wallan overpass, 399
Mallee: exceptional circumstance relief, 29
Melbourne Market Authority: work permits, 627
Point Lonsda.Ie lighthouse, 101 7
Police
Altona North and WiIliamstown stations, 75
Brimbank, 75
Maidstone station, 844
response times, 241
Princes Highway: Hallam bypass, 398
Public transport: privatisation, 1139
Rail
car parking, 10 17
Sydenham station, 29
Road safety: pilot vehicles, 894
Roods: St Albans rail crossing, 316, 480
Stralhbogie: logging access, 1017
Sunshine-Geelong road intersection, West Footscray, 682
Sunshine Avenue, Keilor Downs, 30, 681
Taxis: MSO, 316
US consulate: security, 1140
Vehicles: insurance, 843
Weeds: Crown land, 241
Whitehorse: Blackbum Bingo Centre, 75
Woods Point road: upgrade, 844

Bills

Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 1,21
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 809
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 219, 276, 505
Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 687, 698, 834
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 945, 949
Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 723
Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bi)~ 31, 67,239
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 312, 348, 520
Questions without notice

Better Roads Victoria, 218,482
Casey: road funding, 214

City Link: e-tags, 867
Cooper Street, Epping: upgrade, 340

Duke and Orr dry dock, 788
Eastern Freeway: Blackbum Road exit, 656
Hallam and Scoresby bypasses, 567
Hutton Road, Keysborough: duplication, 694
Melbourne Airport: road access, 1046
Melbourne-Geelong road: upgrade, 482, 569, 656
Pedestrian crossings: wheelchair access, 271
Princes Highway West: upgrade, 431
Road safety
alcohol ignition interlock, 62, 975
initiatives, 979
non-English-speaking communities, 2
Roads
south-western region, 1046
western suburbs, 783
Rural Victoria
road funding, 342
vehicle registrations, 867
Station Pier, 431
Taxis: high-occupancy, 57
Vicroads
information technology, 568
regulation enforcement, 692
vehicle registration, 1123
Western Highway, Ballarat
route options, 269
upgrade, 1128
Y2K: road safety, 3
Review eX suicides and seIf-barm in Victorian prisons
Report, 489

DAVIS, Hon. D. McL. (East Yarra)
Adjournment

ALP: membership, 68
Bills

Ambulance Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 351
Dental Practice Bill, 726
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 956
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 231
Budget papers, 1999--2000,610
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 416
Questions without notice

Tomisrn
growth, 7
Olympic Games, 487

LEGISLA!NE COUNCil.,
DAVIS, Hon. PHILIP (Gippsland)

FORWOOD, Hon. BILL (Ternplestowe)

Bills

Adjournment

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 835
Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 1130
Royal Parld..and Bill, 1112
Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 719
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 516
Budget papers, 1999-2000,835

(19)

. Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 70,840
Auditor-General: appointment, 1033

Bills

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 996
Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 873

Year 2000 Infonnation Disclosure Bill, 385
Petitions

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 996

Gippsland Lakes, 488
Questions without notice

Towism: rural Victoria, 656
Vicroads: infonnation technology, 568

Petitions

Gippsland Lakes, 8
Points of order, 864, 876

World Expo 2000, 1044
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
de FEGELY, Hoo. R. S. (Ballarat)
Budget papers, 1999-2000,677
Condolences

Hon. Stanley Edmond Gleeson, 686

Auditor-General's Office, 1099
Auditor-General's reports nos 39 to41, 1099
Questions without notice

Automotive industry: design centre, 342
Roads: western suburbs, 782

Questions without notice

Better Roads Victoria, 218
Rural Victoria: health services, 786
Western Highway, Ballarat: upgrade, 1128

DEPU1Y PRESIDENT, The (Hon. P. R. Hall)

Rulings, 36, 265, 266, 292, 419, 551, 560, 775, 856, 1031, 1034,
1068
(See also HALL, Hon. P. R. (Gippsland) and Rulings by the Chair
in GENERAL)

FllRLETI1, Hon. C. A. (Ternplestowe)
Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 1000
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 1040
Fair Trading Bil~ 585
Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill, 585
Guardianship and Administration (Amendment) Bill, 861
Interactive Gaming (player Protection) Bill, 1013
Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 440
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 358
Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 535
The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 650

EREN, Hon. T. E. (DouttaGaIla)
Budget papers, 1999-2000,1000
Adjournment

Police: Brimbank., 72
Roads: St Albans rail crossing, 313,476
Sunshine Avenue, Keilor Downs, 27
Bills

Community safety, 776

Law Reform Committee
Criminal liability and self-induced intoxication, 757
Points of order, 762

Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 300
State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 642
Planning: processes, 264

Questions without ootice

International Nurses Day, 659
Road safety: non-English-speaking communities, 2

(20)

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

GOULD, Hon. M. M. (Doutta Galla) (Leader of the Opposition)

Planning: processes, 256

Adjournment

Points of order, 689, 693,864

Airport West roundabout, 1094
Australian Greek Association for People with Disabilities, 1015

Questions on notice, 845

Fair trading: Thombwy rooming house, 753

Questions without notice

Housing
maintenance, 397,474
rent arrears, 26

Ridunond estate, 1133
subcontractor payment, 840
Melbourne Market Authority: work permits, 625
Neighbourhood houses: Bentleigh, 680
Rural Victoria: unemployment, 240
TAC: staff, 312
Victorian Borrowers Association, 893
Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 540
Auditor-General: appointment, 1031

Auditor-General: ministerial portfolios, 782, 787
Aurora Fibreglass, 57
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 217, 974,1044,1045
Australian Tirnken: Ballarat closure, 268
Budget: health. 429
Employment manufacturing, 1120
Exports: decline, 870
Gas: nursing homes, 481
Geelong Cement, 2
Health: palliative care, 59
Hospitals
staffing, 339
waiting lists, 483

Bilb

Ambulance Setvices (Fmtber Amendment) Bill, 350
Appropriation (parliament 199912(00) Bill, 863, 872
Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 1075
Commonwealth Places (Mirror Taxes Administration) Bill, 1081
Dental Practice Bill, 724
Government Superannuation Bill, 449

Household income, 688
Justice: 452 Flinders Street, 566
Knox hospital, 271

Latrobe Regional Hospital, 866
Liquor licences, 692
PANCH site, 5
Payroll tax, 434

Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 707

Unemployment statistics, 654

New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 956
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 368
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 712

Worlccover: claim, 1124
Yakka: Wangaratta closure, 213

Stale Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 986
Stale Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 640
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 225
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 447
Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 226
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 228
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 592

Community safety, 773
Condolences

Hon. Stanley Edmond Gleeson, 685

Shadow ministry, 1

Workcover: safety inspections, 553

HALL, HoD. P. R. (Gippsland)
Adjournment

Latrobe Community Health Services, 71
Bills

Ambulance Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 352
Dental Practice Bill, 731
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 574

Government services, 31

Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 800

Law Reform Committee

Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 380
Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 639

Technology and the law, 946

Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 237

Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 401

Budget papers, 1999-2000,618

Petitions

Petitions

Sunshine Avenue, Keilor Downs, 40 I, 629

Gippsland Lakes, 8

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Questions without notice
Australian Tourism Exchange, 692
Nurse practitioners, 4
Tourism: international visitors, 1125
(See also DEPUTY PRESIDENT, The (HOD. P. R. Hall»

HALLAM, HoD. R. M. (Western) (Minister for Finance and
Minister for Gaming)

Adjournment
Casey: ward boundaries, 241
City Link: e-tags, 627
Electricity industry: inspections, 479
Gaming: machines, 843

Latrobe Community Health Services, 74
Local government election of mayors, 843
Office of Local Government: former director, 754
PANCH site, 74
PTC: signage, 1139
Rockbank: gas supply, 1097
Workcover
dangerous goods licensing, 479
driver education program, 1097
fruit industry, 1096
safety inspections, 754

Auditor-General: appointment, 1025
Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 688, 789, 793, 1094
Appropriation (parliament 199912(00) Bill, 688, 700
Commonwealth Places (Mirror Taxes Administration) Bill, 886
Electricity Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 945, 954,
1110
Freedom oflnformation (Amendment) Bill, 1074
Gas Industry Acts (FW'tber Amendment) Bill, 945, 953, 1102

Government Superannuation Bill, 243, 277
Interactive Gaming (player Protection) Bill, 828, 834, 1014
Local Government (Melbomne City COWlcil Rates) Bill, 472, 647
Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 1132, 1133
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 697

Business of the house
Adjownment, 68
Sessional orders, 945
Points of order, 864, 865, 976, 1135
Questions without notice

Auditor-General
funding, 980
ministerial portfolios, 783, 785, 787, 869
prisons, 871
Crown Casino: revenue, 433
Gaming
machines, 344
second casino, 571, 868
Gas: Longford explosion, 341, 343
Government procurement e-commerce, 788
PANCH site, 58
Payroll tax, 434
Pentridge Prison site, 344
Rmal Victoria: government offices, 1045
State-owned enterprises: privatisation, 432
Supemnnuation: state funds, 63
Tractors: roll over protection, 691
Treasury Reserve, 488
Workcover
backlog, 214
benefits, 691, 694, 1128
claim, 1125
dangerous goods licensing, 978
Longford safety inspections, 4
major hazard facilities, 976
premiums, 569, 1123
safety inspections, 486
safety inspectors, 568
travel expenses, 218
workplace safety, 434
Y2K
government compliance, 5
Rotary International, 974
Workoover: safety inspections, 550

Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 213, 221, 382
Rwal Finance (Amendment) Bill, 374, 438, 640
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 481, 563
State Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 733, 793, 988
State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 374
~8
'
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 243, 275, 449
Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 31, 66, 228
Transport Accident (FW'tber Amendment) Bill, 31,67,233
Year 2000 Information Disclosw-e Bill, 213, 221, 396

HARTIGAN, Hon. W. A. N. (Geelong)
Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 8 I 7
Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 1079
Electricity Industry Acts (Fmtber Amendment) Bill, 1104
Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 855
Government Superannuation Bill, 452
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 959

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 401, 455, 793

State Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 987

(21)

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

(22)
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 817

KNOWLES, Hon. R. I. (Ballarnt) (Minister for Health and Minister
for Aged Care)

Questions without notice
Melbourn~eelong

road: upgrade, 656

Road safety: initiatives, 979
Workcover: backlog, 214

Adjournment
Aged care: Khmer community, 1138
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 73, 842
Australian Greek Association for People with Disabilities, 1016
Bendigo: radiotherapy services, 27

HOGG, Hon. C. J. (Melbourne North)
Adjournment
Bealiba: wood supplies, 314
Bendigo Health Care Group, 68
Disability services: mobility allowance, 23
Electricity industry: inspections, 473
Human Services: senior positions, 893
Institute of Land and Food Resources, 539
Kew Cottages: redevelopment, 1094
Metro Craft Centre, 839
Mount Alexander Hospital, CastJemaine, 752
Rural Victoria
Internet access, 396
regional forums, 680
Weeds: Crown land, 239
Yana Plenty Regional Library SetVice, 1014

BiUs
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 571

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 599

KATSAMBANIS, Hon. P. A. (Monash)
Bills

Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bil~ 1051
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 364
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 957
SUIVeillance Devices Bill, 526

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 742

Bendigo Health Care Group, 73
Cemeteries and crematoria, 478, 627
Disability services: mobility allowance, 27
Drugs
decriminalisation, 10 16
needle exchange program, 1139
supetVised injecting facilities, 398
East Timor: medical assistance, 1138
Essendon hospital, 315
Food: genetic engineering, 28, 540,1138
Health: insurance premiums, 627
Hospitals: waste disposal, 1138
Housing
direct rental debit, 73
maintenance, 398, 478
rent increases, 754

rent arrears, 29
Riclunond estate, 1138
subcontractor payment, 842
waiting lists, 627
Human Services: senior positions, 894
Institute of Land and Food Resources, 540
Juvenile justice: Werribee, 315
Kew Cottages: redevelopment, 1096
Kinderworld Child Care Centre, 479
Kingsbury Primary School, 626
Knox: community health service, 478
Kyabram Community and Learning Centre, 479
Mansfield hospital and hostel amalgamation, 627
Mildura hospital, 73
Mount Alexander Hospital, CastJemaine, 754
Neighbourhood houses: Bentleigh, 681
Northern Hospital, 315

Points of order, 746

PANCH site, 28

Questions without notice

Under-age smoking, 73

Smoke alarms, 315, 478
Auditor-General: ministerial portfolios, 869

Victorian Borrowers Association, 894

Melbourne Great Indoors, 433
Small Business May, 980

Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 541

Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Alert Digest, 9, 220, 347, 696, 947
Annual report, 696
Right to silence, 8
Subordinate legislation, 696

Werribee Mercy Hospital, 398

BiUs
Ambulance Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 8,64,353
Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 882
Commonwealth Places (Mirror Taxes Administration) Bill, 1082
Dental Practice BiI~ 623, 629, 732
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 339, 427, 580

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Fair Trading Bill, 488
Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill, 488
Food (Amendment) Bill, 945, 1054
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill,481, 561, 712
The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 651
Business of the house

Scientific and medical research, 870
Spina bifida, 432

LUCAS, Hon. N. B. (Eumemmerring)
Adjournment

Adjournment, 312, 473, 893

Casey: ward boundaries, 241

Adjournment of bills, 7

Princes Highway: Hallam bypass, 396

Correction of bill titles, 7
Sessional orders, 31, 243, 374, 520, 757, 828,1075
Condolences

Hon. Stanley Edrnond Gleeson, 686
Joint sitting of Parliament

Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 221
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 409
Points of order, 693
Questions on notice

Answers, 7, 64, 275, 789, 1129
Questions without notice

Bills

Enviromnent Protection (Amendment) Bill, 296
Local Government (Melbowne City Council Rates) Bill, 644
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bil~ 389
Budget papers, 1~2000, 606
Planning: processes, 265
Points of order, 643
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee

Annual reporting, 695
Questions without notice

Automotive industry: invesnnent, 787

Auditor-General: ministerial portfolios, 782

Berwick community hospital, 485

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 217, 974,1044,1045

Designtech Awards, 216

Berwick community hospital, 485
Better Health Channel, 693
Budget health, 430
Cystic fibrosis, 571
Gas: nursing homes, 481
Health
Key to Swvival program, 215
palliative care, 59
primary care, 58

smoking, 975
Hospitals
funding, 657
staffing, 339
waiting lists, 484
Intergraph: ambulance contract, 345
International Nurses Day, 659
International Year of Older Persons, 268
Justice: 452 Flinders Street, 566
Knox hospital, 271
Latrobe Regional Hospital, 866
Nurse practitioners, 4
Nurses
crimina1 record checks, 1049
shortage, 274
Organ donor program, 1126

PANCH site, 5, 273
Rural Victoria: health services, 786

(23)

LUCKINS, Hon. M. T. (Waverley)
Bills

Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 1075
Dental Practice Bill, 728

Fair Trading Bill, 590
Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill, 590
Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 963
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 225
Surveillance Devices Bill, 522
Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 227
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 230
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 665
Questions without notice

Axcess Australia concept car, 658
Health: primary care, 58
Intergraph: ambulance contract, 345
Scrutiny of Acts and Regu.lations Committee

Unlawful Assemblies and Processions Act, 946

McLEAN, Hon. JEAN (Melbourne West)
Adjournment

Cemeteries and crematoria, 475

(24)

LEGISLATIVE COUNCil..

City Link: e-tags, 623

Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 440

Drugs
decriminalisation, 1015

Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 1130

supetvised injecting facilities, 396

Magistrates' Cowt (Amendment) Bill, 353
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 958

Food: genetic engineering, 25, 539, 1137

Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 828

Gaming: machines, 840

Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bi11, 961

BiDs

Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 983
Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 528

Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 1049

Surveillance Devices Bill, 520

Freedom of Infonnarion (Amendment) Bill, 1065

The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 647

Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 965

Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bi11, 383

Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 533
Budget papers, 1~2000, 746
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 737
Community safety, 758

Petitions
Gippsland Lakes, 8

Questions without notice
Tourism Victoria: business plan, 659

Government services, 56
Petitions
Rail: Sydenham station, 1019

Rulings, 643

Points of order, 580, 746, 864, 876

(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

Questions without notice
Auditor-General: ministerial portfolios, 783

NARDELLA, Hon. D. A. (Melbourne North)
Adjournment
Banks: closures, 313

Battery chargers, 397
Dam contractors, 752

Gas: pipelines, 540
GST: libraries, 625
National Theatre, 841
PTC: signage, 1135
Rail: Sydenham station, 25
Rockbank: gas supply, 1095
Skycrane,476
Sunshine Avenue, Keilor Downs, 680
Toxic waste, 241
Under-age smoking, 70
Vehicle insurance: repairer status, 1016

BiDs

Food: service plan, 270
Gaming
machines, 344
second casino, 571, 868
Gas: Longford explosion, 341

GST
state taxes, 1126
tourism, 1047
Hospitals: funding, 657
Latrobe Valley: small business, 6

PANCH site, 58
Small business: bankruptcies, 61, 216
State-owned enterprises: privatisation, 432
Tourism: tram conductors, 487
Workcover
dangerous goods licensing, 978
Longford safety inspections, 4
VVorkcover: safety inspectioos, 550

Appropriation (parliament 1999/2000) Bill, 875
Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 443

NGUYEN, Hon. S. M. (Melbourne West)

Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 1035
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 578

Adjournment
~oubles,

Electricity Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1109

Barkly Street, Footscray:

Fair Trading Bill, 581

Community legal centres, 477

Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill, 581

COlU'ts: sentencing options, 540

Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 846

Drugs: needle exchange program, 1138

Freedom of Information (Amendment) Bill, 1055, 1069

Housing

Gas Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1101

rent increases, 753

Guardianship and Administration (Amendment) Bill, 859

waiting lists, 626

894

LEGISLATIVE COUNCil..,
Juvenile justice: Wembee, 314

Housing: direct rental debit, 69

Police
Altona North and Williamstown stations, 69

Kingsbwy Primary Schoo~ 624

Maidstone station, 840
Rail: car parking, 1016

Office of Local Government: fonnerdirector, 752
Public transport: privatisation, 1136

Serbians: discrimination, 240
Sunshine-Geelong road intersection, West Footscray, 681
Werribee Mercy Hospital, 397

Road safety: pilot vehicles, 893

Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 807
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 287
Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 445

Hume Freeway: Wallan ovetpass, 396

Smoke alarms, 474
Strathbogie: logging access, 10 15
Taxis: M50,312
Vehicles: insID"ance, 839
Wood-bmning fires, 24
Bills

Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 576

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 1082

Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 302

Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 883
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 279

Fair Trading Bill, 588
Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill, 588
Freedom of Infonnation (Amendment) Bil~ 1067
Lega1 Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 442
Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill, 645
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 363
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bil~ 372
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 981

(25)

Electricity Industry Acts (Fmther Amendment) Bil~ 1102
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 289, 295
Gas Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1099

Interactive Gaming (player Protection) Bill, lOll
Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 797

Local Govemment (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill, 642
Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 1129, 1131

Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 537

Marine (Amendment) Bil~ 490

Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 513

Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 374, 382, 383

Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bil~ 391

Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 968
Royal Park Land Bill, lIlO, 1Il7, 1119
RmaI Finance (Amendment) Bill, 631

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 807

Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 717

POWELL, Hon. E. J. (North Eastern)
Adjournment
Kyabram Community and Learning Centre, 476

Workcover: fruit industry, 1095
Bills

Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill, 646
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 514

Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 230
Transport Acts (Fmtber Amendment) Bill, 234
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 506
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 1082
Community safety, 779

Government services, 49
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 413

Budget papers, 1999-2000, 673
Points of order, 246, 643
Questions without notice
Health: Key to Survival program, 215
Rural Victoria
government offices, 1045
vehicle registrations, 867

Questions without notice

Casey: road funding, 214
City Link: e-tags, 867
Duke and Orr dry dock, 788
Eastern Freeway: Blackbwn Road exit, 656

POWER, Hon. PAT (Jika Jika)
Adjournment

Calder Highway: upgrade, 539
Eastern Freeway: Blackbum Road exit, 680
Glen Iris Road: traffic lights, 239

Hallam and Scoresby bypasses, 567
Melbourne--Geelong road: upgrade, 482, 569
Princes Highway West: upgrade, 431
Road safety: alcohol ignition interlock, 62, 974
Roads: south-western region, 1046
RmaI Victoria: road funding, 342
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Vicroads
regulation enforcement, 692
vehicle registration, 1123
Western Highway, Ballarat: route options, 269
Y2K: road safety, 3
VVorkcover: safetyinspectioDS, 556

ROss, Hon. J. VV. G. (Higinbotham)
Adjournment

Health: insurance premiums, 626
Weeds: management, 1095
Bills

Ambulance Setvices (Further Amendment) Bill, 350
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 304
PRESIDENT, The (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain)

Business of the house
Information Technology Group, 2
Chamber: sound system, 267

Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 709
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 368
Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 531
Questions without notice

Better Health Channel, 693
Condolences

Small Business May, 272

Hon. Stanley Edmond Gleeson, 686
Distinguished viSitors, 973, 1125

SMITH, Hoo. K. M. (South Eastern)

Economic Development Committee

Budget papers, 1999-2000,601

Government-funded national broadcasting, 757
Joint sitting of Parliament

Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 220, 295, 317
Parlynet, 243

Points of order, 421, 739, 864, 1036
Questions without notice

Cystic fibrosis, 571
Manufacturing: union action, 689

Rulings, 56, 61,69, 71, 213, 246, 342, 344, 354,411,420,421, 471,
484,485,486,540,569,570,659,660,689,693,739,757,761,
762,763,784,785,786,827,828,831,841,865,866,871,975,
1007,1021,1036, 1037, 1038, 1074, 1096, 1122, 1124, 1125,
1135

SMITH, Hoo. VV. I. (Silvan)
Adjournment

Adoption: newspaper article, 477
(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

Bills
Envirorunent Protection (Amendment) Bill, 300

PULLEN, Hon. B. T. (Melbourne)
Adjournment

Drugs: supervised injecting facilities, 1133

Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 708
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 469
Government services, 52

Forest industry: W ongungarra, 841
Smoke alarms, 314
Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 988
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 973, 980

Questions without notice

Cut flower and nursery industries, 61
Health: smoking, 975
Pentridge Prison site, 344

Royal Park Land Bill, 11 13, 1118
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 988
Federal--State Relatioos Committee

Federalism and the role of the states, 629
Register of specific purpose payments, 6%

Questions without notice
Crown Casino: revenue, 433

STONEY, Hoo. E. G. (Central Highlands)
Adjournment

Mansfield hospital and hostel amalgamation, 625
Woods Point road: upgrade, 841
Bills

Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 802
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 597

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
Points of order, 831

Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 420

Questions without notice

Points of order, 486,864,871,976

Cooper Street, Epping: upgrade, 340
Embraer Aircraft Corporation, 1122
Employment older job seekers, 270

STRONG, Hon. C. A. (Higinbotham)

Questions without notice

Auditor-General
funding, 979
ministerial portfolios, 785
prisons, 871
Gas: Longford explosion, 343

Bills

Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 288
Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 850
Gas Industry Acts (Ftntber Amendment) Bill, 1100
Office of the Regulator-GeneraI (Amendment) Bill, 379
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 971

PANCH site, 273
Unemployment statistics, 658
Workcover

benefits, 690, 694, 1127
major hazard facilities, 975
safety inspections, 486

State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 641

safety inspectors, 568

Superannuation Acts (Ftntber Amendment) Bill, 448
Transport Accident (Ftntber Amendment) Bill, 228

travel expenses, 218
VVorkcover: safety inspections, 543,559

Economic Development Committee

Government-funded national broadcasting, 757
VARTY, Hon. ROSEMARY (Silvan)
Petitions

Parliamentary candidates: nomination fees, 489,543
Questions without notice

Investing in Innovation, 430
Treasury Reserve, 488

Bills

Year 2000 Information Disclosw-e Bill, 394
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 651, 660
Questions without notice
Organ donor program, 1126

THEOPHANOUS, Hon. T. C. (Jika Jika)

Adjournment

Hospitals: waste disposal, 1136
Northern Hospital, 314
PANCH site, 26, 70
Workcover
dangerous goods licensing, 478
driver education program, 1095
safety inspections, 754

Second Australian Wine Towism Conference, 784
Tourism Victoria: online access, 660
Y2K: government compliance, 5

VVALPOLE, Hon. D. T. (Melbourne)
Adjournment

Camp Reefton, 475
Cemeteries and crematoria, 626
East Tirnor. medical assistance, 1137

Auditor-General: appointment, 1019

Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 1004
Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 879
Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 1077
Electricity Industry Acts (Ftntber Amendment) Bill, 1105

Essendon hospital, 313
Metro Craft Centre, 841
Questions without notice

GST:jobs, 1048
VVorkcover: safety inspections, 558

Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 852
Freedom of Infonnation (Amendment) Bill, 1070, 1072, 1073

VVELLS, Hon. R. J. H. (Eumemmerring)

Liquor Control Reform (Amendment) Bill, 757
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 371
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 387
Budget papers, 1999-2000,1004

Bills

Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 308
Budget papers, 1999-2000, 733
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Questions without notice

Exports: national awards, 60
National Microbusiness Awards, 868
Nurses: criminal record checks, 1049
Station Pier, 431

Eastern Freeway: Blackbum Road exit, 656
Embraer Aircraft Corporation, 1122
Employment
manufacturing, 1120
older job seekers, 270
Exports

WILDING, Hon. SUE (Chelsea)

decline, 870
national awards, 60

Adjournment

Kinderworld Child Care Centre, 475

Food: service plan, 270
Food Industry Monitoring and Information Unit, 871
Gaming

Bills

machines, 344

Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 833
Budget papers, 1999-2000,460

second casino, 571, 868
Gas
Longford explosion, 341, 343

Questions without notice

nursing homes, 481

Hutton Road, Keysborough: duplication, 694

Geelong: business centre, 977

Pedestrian crossings: wheelchair access, 271

Geelong Cement, 2

Stepping Out, 341
Road Safety Committee

Incidence and prevention of pedestrian accidents, 946

Government procurement: e-commerce, 788
GST
jobs,I048
state taxes, 1126

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Auditor-General
funding, 979
ministerial portfolios, 782, 783, 785, 787, 869
prisons, 871
Aurora Fibreglass, 57

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 217, 974,1044,1045

tourism, 1047
Hallam and Scoresby bypasses, 567
Health
Key to Survival program, 215
palliative care, 59
primary care, 58

smoking, 975
Hospitals

Austta1ian International Airshow, 3

funding, 657

Austta1ian Timken: Ballarat closure, 268

staffing, 339

Austta1ian Tourism Exchange, 692
Automotive industry

waiting lists, 483
Household income, 688

design centre, 342

Hutton Road, Keysborough: duplication, 694

investment, 787

Intergraph: ambulance contract, 345

Avalon Airport: investment, 566

International Nurses Day, 659

Axcess Australia concept car, 658

International Year of Older Persons, 268

Berwick community hospital, 485

Investing in Innovation, 430

Better Health Channel, 693

Justice: 452 Flinders Street, 566

Better Roads Victoria, 218, 482

Knox hospital, 271

Budget: health, 429

Latrobe Regional Hospital, 866

Casey: road funding, 214

Latrobe Valley: small business, 6

City Link: e-tags, 867

Liquor licences, 568, 692

Cooper Street, Epping: upgrade, 340

Manufacturing: union action, 689

Crown Casino: revenue, 433

Melbourne Airpon: road access, 1046

Cut flower and nursery industries, 61

Melbourne Great Indoors, 433

Cystic fibrosis, 571

Melbourne-Geelong road: upgrade, 482, 569, 656

Designtech Awards, 216

National Microbusiness Awards, 868

Duke and Orr dry dock. 788

Nurse practitioners, 4

LEGIS LATIVE COUNCIL
Nurses
criminal record checks, 1049
shortage, 274
Organ donor program, 1126

Western Highway, Ballarat
route options, 269
upgrade, 1128
Workcover

PANCH site,S, 58, 273

backlog, 214

Payroll tax, 434

benefits, 690, 694, 1127

Pedestrian crossings: wheelchair access, 271

c1aim,1124

Pentridge Prison site, 344

dangerous goods licensing, 978

Princes Highway West upgrade, 431

Longford safety inspections, 4

Road safety

major hazard facilities, 975

alcohol ignition interlock, 62, 974

premiums,569,1123

initiatives, 979

safety inspections, 486, 568

non-English-speaking communities, 2

travel expenses, 218

Roads

workplace safety, 434

south-westem region, 1046

World Expo 2000,1044

western suburbs, 782

Y2K

Rural Victoria
government offices, 1045
health services, 786
road fimding, 342
vehicle registrations, 867
Scientific and medical research, 870
Second Australian Wine Tourism Conference, 784
Small business
bankruptcies, 61, 216
strip shopping centres, 483
Small Business May, 272, 980
Small Business Victoria: statistics, 219
Spina bifida, 432
State-<>wned enterprises: privatisation, 432
Station Pier, 431
Stepping Out, 341
Superannuation: state funds, 62
Taxis: high-occupancy, 57
Tourism
growth,7

international visitors, I 125
Olympic Games, 487
rural Victoria, 656
ski season, 1048
tram conductors, 487

Tourism Victoria
business plan, 659
online access, 660
Tractors: roll over protection, 691
Treasury Reserve, 488
Unemployment: statistics, 654, 658
Vicroads
infonnation technology, 568
regulation enforcement, 692
vehicle registration, 1123

govenunent compliance, 5
road safety, 3
Rotary International, 974
Yakka: Wangaratta closure, 2 I3
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(30)

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Questions on notice answered during period covered by this index

Qn
1460
1461
1462
1463
1464
1465
1467
1468
1469
1470
1482
1487
1492
1493
1494
1495
1496
1497
1498
1499
1505
1506
1507
1508
1509
1512
1518
1520
1522
1544
1545
1550
1555
1575
1576
1578
1581
1655
1659
1661
1666
1672
1683
1684
1685
1689
1693
1694
1695
1697
1701
1702

I Portfolio and subject matter
Youth and Community Services: intellectually disabled persons respite houses
Treasurer: State Trustees
Agriculture and Resources: ministerial expenses
Corrections: ministerial expenses
Police and Emergency Services: ministerial expenses
Tertiary Education and Training: ministerial expenses
Conservation and Land Management ministerial expenses
Women's Affairs: ministerial expenses
Fair Trading: ministerial expenses
Attorney-General: ministerial expenses
Conservation and Land Management advertising
Finance: office accommodation
Treasurer: Rural Finance Corporation advertising
Treasurer: Transport Accident Commission advertising
Treasurer: Melbourne Port Corporation advertising
Finance: Victorian Workcover Authority salaries and expenses
Treasurer: Transport Accident Commission salaries and expenses
Treasurer: Victorian FWlds Management Corporation salaries and expenses
Treasurer: Rural Finance Corporation salaries and expenses
Treasurer: Melbourne Port Corporation salaries and expenses
Agriculture and Resources: Sunraysia Rural Water Authority salaries and consultancies
Agriculture and Resources: Westem Region Water Authority salaries and consultancies
Agriculture and Resources: Westemport Region Warer Authority salaries and consultancies
Agriculture and Resources: Wimmera-Mallee Rural Water Authority salaries and consultancies
Agriculture and Resources: Bmwon Region Water Authority salaries and consultancies
Treasurer: Gas and Fuel Corporation consultancies
Conservation and Land Management advertising
Roads and Ports: public relations
Agriculture and Resources: Central Highlands Region Water Authority salaries and
consultancies
Finance: superannuation consultancies
Treasurer: payroll tax liability
Agriculture and Resources: advertising
Police and Emergency Services: annual reports
Police and Emergency Services: ministerial expenses
Corrections: ministerial expenses
Arts: publications
Education: Board of Studies newsletters
Conservation and Land Management Natural Resources and Environment staff
Premier: postcard production and distribution costs
Premier: Victoria: on the Move
Premier: VHA Report
Conservation and Land Management: Ecovoice
T~ Benchmark
T~ Drivingfor a Competitive Economy Open Day
T~ open day at Hotel Sofitel
Conservation and Land Management Victorian Landcare
Agriculture and Resources: Discovery: Victoria's Earth Resources Journal
Women's Affairs: Draft Two Year Action Planfor Women 1998-2000
Premier: Information Victoria Update
Police and Emergency SeIvices: safer cities and shires publication
Arts: What s on in Victoria sticker
Attorney-General: rooming houses statement of rights and duties

I Askedby

Page

Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. C. J. Hogg
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould

77
78
319
79
79
141
80
80
81
82
82
83
83
83
83
84
319
320
320
320
84
84
84
85
85
85
85
87

Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
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Hon. M. M. Gould
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Hon. M. M. Gould
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Hon. M. M. Gould

87
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89
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93
93
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93
94
94
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On
1703
1704
1705
1706
1707
1708
1709
1710
1711
1715
1716
1719
1720
1722
1723
1724
1725
1726
1727
1729
1732
1738
1741
1742
1743
1746
1748
1768
1773
1774
1775
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811

(31)

I Portfolio and subject matter

I Askedby

Attorney-General: renting statement of rights and duties
Agriculture and Resources: Mainstream: The Newsletter ofMelbourne Water Corporation
Arts: Arts 21
Arts: Arts Victoria postcard
Arts: How can Victoria entertain you?
Agriculture and Resources: Energy Victoria Efficiency News
Agriculture and Resources: change-of-address card for Energy Victoria
Fair Trading: fair trading awards
ConsetVation and Land Management Parks Victoria centenary calendar of events
Attorney-General: VCAT booklet
Multicultural Affairs: Multicullura! Victoria
Fair Trading: fair trading awards booklet and entry fonn
COnsetVation and Land Management Canopy
Treasurer: electricity industry leaflet
Treasurer: open letter to electricity customers
Treasurer: Regulator-General reply form
Treasurer: Choice ofelectricity retailer
Treasurer: Regulator-General information kit
Fair Trading: Victorian Good Business Guide
Premier: marl<eting government services staff
Education: marketing government services staff
Police and Emergency Services: Vicsafe Start program
Premier: Community Support Fund applications
Multicultural Affairs: small grants program
Sport: AFL Park, Waverley
Premier: Multicultural Victoria Inquiry
Attorney-General: Multicultural Victoria Inquiry
Premier: Queensland election visit
Premier: Access 200 I program open weekend
Multicultural Affairs: Community Support Fund - ethnic community groups
Multicultural Affairs: Victorian Multicultura.l Commission funding
Education: Maldon-Bendigo school bus
Education: Forest Hill Secondary College - Blackbmn South campus
Education: Forest Hill Secondary College - Blackbmn South campus
Premier: Patrick stevedores
Education: school council presidents' training
Education: Bass Coast 2000, Wonthaggi
Education: ministerial duties
Education: primary school classrooms, Mitcham
Education: school computers
Education: swplus computer program
Education: children's physiotherapy service
Premier: Community Support Fund grants, Mitcham
Premier: visit by Bill Gates
Sport: Sportsbet - Australian Formula One Grand Prix
Education: school sites, Mitcham
Education: school maintenance works
Education: school site sales
Education: contract teachers, Mitcham
Education: maintenance funding
Agriculture and Resources: rural water users, Coliban
Education: commonwealth government common youth allowance policy
Education: commonwealth government common youth allowance policy
Education: commonwealth government common youth allowance policy
Education: Vocational Education and Training program
Premier: Thank you Victoria message

Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
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Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. C. 1. Hogg
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
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95
95
96
96
96
96
97
97
97
97
98
98
98
320
321
321
321
322
99
322
99
99
107
108
108
322
108
323
109
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110
683
683
III
III
112
Il2
112
113
114
114
114
115
115
115
115
116
323
1I6
117
117
118
118
323
119
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Qn
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867

I Portfolio and subject matter
Health: Turning the rule update
Sport: Spon and Recreation Business Information Series
Planning and Local Government Agenda 21 Quanerly
Treasurer: benchmark newsletter
Premier: Proactive newsletter
Finance: Converge Multimedia Victoria 21
Health: Guidelines for Implantable Spinal Therapies booklet
Finance: All about Workcover for Workers
Treasurer: engineering program guide
Health: physical activity booklet
Sport: physical activity booklet
Planning and Local Government Municipal Fact Sheet Series - Residential Development
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Greek
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Turkish
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Chinese
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Russian
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Italian
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Spanish
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Arabic
Attorney-General: retail tenants booklet published in Vietnamese
Premier: A rt5 21
Premier: Litenuy Awards pamphlet
Premier: BUilding the foture - Melbourne's cultural infrastructure booklet
Treasurer: Energy Efficiency Victoria News
Conservation and Land Management science and technology capabilities booklet
Treasurer: State Trustees litigation costs
Premier: Information Victoria - Local History postcard
Premier: Information Victoria - Networked Information Services postcard
Treasurer: Vencorp Longford inspections
Treasurer: Vencorp Longford inspections
Finance: WOlkcover newspaper advertisements
Treasurer: winter power bill advertising billboard
Finance: Workcover billboard advertising
Attorney-General: leased properties and buildings
Premier: leased properties and buildings
Agriculture and Resources: leased properties and buildings
Industry, Science and Technology: leased properties and buildings
Education: leased properties and buildings
Treasurer: leased properties and buildings
Health: leased properties and buildings
Planning and Local Government leased properties and buildings
Arts: Castlemaine library
Treasurer: first home buyers stamp duty
Treasurer: first home buyers stamp duty
Health: advertising
Education: advertising
Agriculture and Resources: Melbourne Water drainage and development package
Agriculture and Resources: Care about the bay
Agriculture and Resources: Healthy Waterways
Agriculture and Resources: stonnwater and sewerage systems leaflet
Agriculture and Resources: Water is Lift
Agriculture and Resources: Central Highlands Region Water Authority
Agriculture and Resources: Victorian Landcare
Agriculture and Resources: Melbourne Water grants to community groups
Health: advertising
Education: advertising

I Askedby
HoD. M. M. Gould
Hon. M. M. Gould
HoD. M. M. Gould
HoD. M. M. Gould
HoD. M. M. Gould
HoD. M. M. Gould
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Qn
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923

I Portfolio and subject matter
Treasurer. $60 off your winter electricity billleaf1et
Education: school swimming programs
Housing: stock acquisition targets
Housing: stock acquisition targets
Youth and Community Services: youth hotline
Housing: consultancies
Housing: Office of Housing swveys and polling
Health: Department of Human Services smveys and polling
Housing: Transitional Housing Program consultancies
Conservation and Land Management: illegal dwnping of medical wastes
Conservation and Land Management illegal dwnping of medical wastes
Conservation and Land Management: illegal dwnping of medical wastes
Health: tenders
Health: grants
Conservation and Land Management illegal dwnping of medical wastes
Conservation and Land Management illegal dumping of medical wastes
Education: schools capital replacement cost and maintenance expenditure
Education: school maintenance
Education: school security
Education: expenditure on new schools
Education: teacher salaries
Education: school head teachers
Education: ethnic language programs
Education: construction of new schools
Education: school enrolments
Education: school enrolments
Education: teachers
Education: district liaison principals
Education: integration assistance
Education: primary school funding and resources
Education: support services
Education: regional offices
Education: major works fimding
Education: school closures
Education: emergency teachers
Education: enrolments and staffing levels, 1999
Treasurer: Victorian gas market
Treasurer: Longford explosion - Victorian gas market
Treasurer: Vencorp tenders and contracts
Treasurer. gas production, 1999
Treasurer. Oandenong LNG facility
Treasurer. gas industry access arrangements
Treasurer. gas market competition
Treasurer. TroughtoIl, Swier and Associates
Treasurer. Energy Projects Division consultancies
Treasurer. Energy Projects Division consultancies
Treasurer. Energy Projects Division consultancies
Treasurer: Gascor consultancies
Treasurer: Gascor consultancies
Treasurer: Gascor consultancies
Treasurer. Transmission Pipelines Australia consultancies
Treasurer. Transmission Pipelines Australia consultancies
Treasurer: Transmission Pipelines Australia consultancies
Treasurer. Multinet Gas consultancies
Treasurer: Multinet Gas consultancies
Treasurer: Multinet Gas consultancies
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Qn
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
]939
1940
]941
]942
1943
]944

1945
1946
]947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

I Portfolio and subject matter
Treasurer: Kinetic Energy consultancies
Treasurer: Kinetic Energy consultancies
Treasurer: Kinetic Energy consultancies
Treasurer: Energy 21 consultancies
Treasurer: Energy 21 consultancies
Treasurer: Energy 21 consultancies
Treasurer. Ikon Energy consultancies
Treasurer. Ikon Energy consultancies
Treasurer: Ikon Energy consultancies
Treasurer: consultancies
Roads and Ports: Building Better Roads signs
Agncultme and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agricultme and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agricultme and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agricultme and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agricultme and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agricultme and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agricultme and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agricultme and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agriculture and Resources: ovine Johne's disease program
Agricultme and Resources: Sheep and Goat Compensation Fund
Agricultme and Resources: Sheep and Goat Compensation Fund
Agriculture and Resources: Sheep and Goat Compensation Fund
Agricultme and Resources: Sheep and Goat Compensation Fund
Agriculture and Resources: travel by Victorian Dairy Industry Authority chairman
Agricultme and Resources: credit card of Victorian Dairy Industry Authority chairman
Agricultme and Resources: fees of Victorian Dairy Industry Authority chairman
Agricultme and Resources: Australian Barley Board permits and licences
Agriculture and Resources: Rural Victoria 200] project
Agriculture and Resources: Rural Victoria 200] project
Agriculture and Resources: Rural Victoria 2001 project
Health: A Guide to your Local Health Service campaign
Conservation and Land Management: Tidal River footbridge
Conservation and Land Management: Tidal River lodges
Conservation and Land Management Wilsons Promontory National Park kangaroos
Conservation and Land Management Tidal River management plan
Conservation and Land Management Tidal River management plan
Conservation and Land Management Tidal River management plan
Conservation and Land Management Tidal Rivet" management plan
Conservation and Land Management Wilsons Promontory National Park volunteers
Conservation and Land Management Wilsons Promontory National Park lighthouse lease
Conservation and Land Management Wilsons Promontory National Park laundry lease
Conservation and Land Management Tidal River rangers and works staff
Education: Disadvantaged Schools Program
Housing: public housing waiting list
Education: absenteeism
Education: school capital expenditure
Education: information technology subsidy funding scheme
Planning and Local Government: Whitehorse demolition permits
Premier: Travellers Aid Society funding
Treasurer: gas pipeline rental charges
Police and Emergency Services: reorganisation of police regions
Agriculture and Resources: South East Water staff
Transport: train service cancellations
Health: dental treatment waiting list
Housing: public housing waiting lists
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Qn
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2020
2021
2022
2023
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038

I Portfolio and subject matter
Education: schools closures and amalgamations
Treasurer: Eastern Energy, United Energy, Citipower and Solaris employment levels
Treasurer: gas utilities staff
Police and Emergency Services: police station staffing levels
Treasurer: electricity supply blackouts
Transport: automatic ticket machines
Police and Emergency Services: syringe offences
Sport Victorian Institute of Sport
Treasurer: United Energy distribution system intenuptions
Treasurer: electricity distribution companies carrier licences
Treasurer: distribution companies greenhouse gas strategies
Premier: visit to electorates of Mitcham, Bayswater, Knox and Monbulk
Premier: Grand Prix Corporation advertising
Transport: automatic ticket machines malfunctions
Planning and Local Government demolition pennits
Industry, Science and Technology: work. for the dole scheme
Treasurer: power blackouts in Blackburn
Industry, Science and Technology: commWlity business employment program
Roads and Ports: road maintenance
Premier: letters about Office of the Auditor-General
Sport Victorian Soccer Federation - crowd misbehaviour
Transport: automatic ticket machines
Transport: Metcard information line
Transport: PTC officers' overseas trips
Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water and South East Water software and hardware
Tertiary Education and Training: cwrent enrolments
Police and Emergency Services: motor vehicle accident fatalities
Police and Emergency Services: fire brigade staffing levels
Police and Emergency Services: offences on rail lines
Education: school authentication procedures
Gaming: poker machines
Premier: Ms Anna Cronin
Treasurer: government business enterprises
Police and Emergency Services: soccer match crowd misbehaviolD"
Premier: Essendon AiIport
Attorney-General: gambling-related offences
Health: AFL Park crowd attendances
Agriculture and Resources: Coliban Region Water Authority
Finance: year 2000 advertisement
Planning and Local Government: Docldands Authority advertising
Premier: Legislative Assembly mouse pads
Treasurer: gold exhibition pamphlet
Health: Human Services capital expenditure by program group
Health: multipurpose services pamphlet
Health: dental services pamphlet
Health: Peoplefocus
Health: patients' hospital charter pamphlet
Health: hepatitis B pamphlet
Housing: Housing Victoria
Health: public health newsletter
Health: Healthfocus
Youth and Community Services: family parenting and neighbomhood services newsletter
Health: streamlining assessment services consultation paper
Health: primary health and commWlity support system discussion paper
Health: breameeding guidelines
Health: intensive care review report
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Qn I Portfolio and subject matter
I 2039
Youth and Community Services: mental health selVice pamphlet
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060
2061
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2063
2064
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2066
2067
2068
2069
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2073
2074
2075
2076
2077
2078
2079
2080
2081
2082
2083
2084
2085
2086
2087
2088
2089
2090
2091
2092
2093
2094

Housing: bond loan scheme newsletter
Housing: services infonnation newsletter
Housing: services infonnation newsletter
Attorney-General: juvenile justice guidelines
Youth and Community Services: health promotion booklet
Aged Care: personal assistance call service booklet
Youth and Community Services: service integration and purchasing booklet
Youth and Community Services: health and community selVices booklet
Aged Care: mental health service delivery booklet
Youth and Community SelVices: rehabilitation booklet
Indusny, Science and Technology: export growth pamphlet
Health: review of dental acts booklet
Health: fees for HACC services pamphlet
Youth and Community Services: home care pamphlet
Health: Centre for Grief Education pamphlet
Youth and Community Services: carers' support pamphlet
Youth and Community SelVices: adult day activities newsletter
Youth and Community Services: grievance processes newsletter
Youth and Community Services: information newsletter
Youth and Community Services: information newsletter
Housing: priority housing newsletter
Conservation and Land Management Outlook
Housing: Know your Rights advertising campaign
Housing: Know your Rights advertising campaign
Agriculture and Resources: Growing the Farm Business advertisements
Multicultural Affairs: CotDlting on Diversity
Multicultural Affairs: MulticuJtural Victoria
Multicultural Affairs: postcard and teachers' information kit
Industry, Science and Technology: Our Multicultural Advantage
Housing: Know your Rights advertising campaign
Housing: Know your Rights advertising campaign
Housing: Know your Rights advertising campaign
Health: excellence awards pamphlet
Health: public health advertisement
Sport harness racing advertisement
Premier: Melbourne Serving Summer Live! advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: City West Water advertisement
Conservation and Land Management Making a Difference newsletter
Conservation and Land Management: Canopy
Premier: VHA Report
Health: VHA Report
Women's Affairs: two-year action plan publication
Planning and Local Government Stopwatch News and Infonnation bulletin
Roads and Ports: Springfield and Middleborough roads vehicle use
Premier: Victoria - On the Move
Education: Schools o/the Future Victorian School News
Agriculture and Resources: Discovery - Victoria's Earth Resources Journal
Premier: Australia Day Update
Agriculture and Resources: Melboume Water Cotporation newsletter
Agriculture and Resources: Victorian Parenting Centre News
Information Technology and Multimedia: Converge Multimedia Victoria 21
Sport: Active State
Sport Howman's Gap - Alpine Centre newsletter
Sport: newsletter reader survey
Premier: rural Christmas market pamphlet
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I Portfolio and subject maner
Arts: Proactive
Industty, Science and Technology: export growth pamphlet
Premier: riverside park draft concept plan booklet
Premier: Thank you Victoria advertisement
Sport Nights ofGIOIY advertising campaign
Industry, Science and Technology: year 2000 advertisement
Youth and Community Services: respite house funding
Finance: workplace injury advertisements
Aged Care: Senior Citizens Week booklet
Health: Turning the Tide update
Agriculture and Resources: Discovery: Victoria's Earth Resources Joumal
Agriculture and Resources: Get a Life publication
Planning and Local Government Department of Infrastructure video
Premier: Information Victoria newsletter
Premier: multicu1rural newsletter
Police and Emergency Services: Vicsafe Start youth sport publication
Conservation and Land Management: industrial waste publication
Sport business plan overview publication
Information Technology and Multimedia: Converge Multimedia Victoria 21
Planning and Local Government: Agenda 21 Quanerly
Conservation and Land Management Canopy
Planning and Local Government: competitive tendering publication
Planning and Local Government: Stopwatch News and Information bulletin
Treasurer. Energy Efficiency Victoria News newsletter
Premier: MCG News newsletter
Women's Affairs: Women's Web booklet
Health: mental health exercise campaign
Industry, Science and Technology: Australia's best business address advertisement
Tourism: grand prix advertisement
Tourism: grand prix advertisement
Transport: grand prix advertisement
Finance: year 2000 advertisement
Finance: billboard advertisements
Planning and Local Government Your Street, Your Say advertisement
Tourism: grand prix advertisement
Finance: Victorian Workcover Authority office relocation
Finance: Workcover advertisement
Transport: tram overhead works advertisement
Tourism: grand prix advertisement
Health: safe food advertisement
Sport Phar Lap Club kids' day advertisement
Premier: Victoria on the Move publication
Agriculture and Resources: South East Water advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: litter advertisement
Tourism: Experience Melbourne in March pamphlet
Aged Care: Senior Citizens Week advertisement
Attorney-General: free will advertisement
Attorney-General: advertisements
Agriculture and Resources: stray cat advertisement
Treasurer: fudge advertisement
Premier: Intemet bookmark
Premier: Parliament House pamphlet
Premier: VCE award winners advertisement
Industry, Science and Technology: university advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: wine grape sales advertisement
Aged Care: Getting Better with Age advertisement
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2154
2155
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2165
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I Portfolio and subject matter
Agriculture and Resources: Yana Valley Water advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: Yana Valley Water advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: Yarra Valley Water advertisement
Transport: Metcard advertisement
Finance: Workcover advertisements
Transport Met advertisement
Transport Metcard advertisement
Finance: superannuation fund advertisement
Finance: Workcoverpublicarions
Transport: V!Line advertisement
Transport: Metcard advertisement
Conservation and Land Management zoo advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: Yana Valley Water advertisement
Fair Trading: fair trading awards publication
Sport: sport and recreation industry award nomination kit
Conservation and Land Management Canopy
Conservation and Land Management Victorian Landcare
Conservation and Land Management Phillip Island advertisement
Treasurer: energy smart advertisement
Transport: Met advertisement
Transport tram track work advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: food advertisement
Tertiary Education and Training: Herald Sun advertisement
Tertiary Education and Training: TAFE advertisement
Planning and Local Government waterfront city advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: Yana Valley Water advertisement
Small Business: retail tenants booklets
Aged Care: advertisement
Health: rural health awards advertisement
Conservation and Land Management Phillip Island advertisement
Transport validation advertisement
Transport: tram track work advertisement
Transport: V!Line advertisement
Health: public health advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: Yana Valley Water advertisement
Health: National Ageing Research Institute board appointment
Roads and Ports: Vicroads traffic lights
Roads and Ports: Middleborough and Springfield roads vehicle use
Roads and Ports: Station Street and Whitehorse Road, Box Hill
Premier. Speaker's overseas trip
Premier. Speaker's credit card
Premier. Speaker's credit card
Tertiary Education and Training: salaries, consultancies and public relations
Tertiary Education and Training: TAFE staffing
Tertiary Education and Training: Ramler review into TAFE
Tertiary Education and Training: adult multicultura1 education services
Tertiary Education and Training: State Training Board
Tertiary Education and Training: TAFE virtual campus
Tertiary Education and Training: Know Your Rights card
Tertiary Education and Training: Fresh Start program
Tertiary Education and Training: International Training Australia
Tertiary Education and Training: Chisholm Institute
Tertiary Education and Training: Swinbume University of Technology and Eastern TAFE
merger
Police and Emergency Services: safest state advertising campaign
Police and Emergency Services: safest state advertising campaign
Police and Emergency Services: police advertisement
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I Portfolio and subject matter
I 2231
Transport: overhead tram work advertisement

2232
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2269
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2284
22%
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Small Business: retail traders advertisement
Health: overseas adoption advertisement
Health: public health advertisement
Aged Care: advertisement
IndustIy, Science and Technology: advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: food advertisement
Aged Care: advertisement
Agriculture and Resources: advertisement
Treasurer: energy efficiency advertisement
Small Business: programs
Small Business: programs
Small Business: Office ofRegu1ation Refonn
Small Business: Office of Regu1ation Refonn
Police and Emergency Setvices: crime statistics
Finance: Victorian Workcover Authority AFL sponsorship
Finance: Victorian Workcover Authority police claims
Premier: Castlemaine libl'3I)'
Premier: Victoria on the Wire coasters
Premier: T uming the Tide update
Police and Emergency Setvices: Victoria Police - stolen vehicle division staff
Tertiary Education and Training: TAFE advertisement
Planning and Local Government Docklands advertisement
Industry, Science and Technology: National Science Week advertisement
Industry, Science and Technology: investment opportunity programs
Industry, Science and Technology: investment opportunity programs
Housing: community housing capital expenditure
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